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ABSTRACT
The automation of computational analyses in data-intensive domains such as ge-
nomics through scientific workflows is a widely adopted practice in many fields
of research nowadays. Computationally driven data-intensive experiments us-
ing workflows enable Automation, Scaling, Adaption and Provenance support
(ASAP). Provenance data collection is an essential factor for any computational
workflow-centric research to achieve reproducibility, transparency and support
trust in the published results. At present capture of provenance information
across the plethora of workflow management systems and custom software plat-
forms in the bioinformatics domain is not well supported and as such, there exist
numerous challenges associated with the effective sharing, publication, under-
standability, reproducibility and repeatability of scientific workflows.
This thesis focuses on providing a unified, interoperable and systematised
view of provenance with specific focus on workflow environments in the bioin-
formatics domain. We identify and overcome the current disconnect between var-
ious workflows systems and their existing provenance representations. Through
empirical analysis of complex genomic data analysis workflows using three ex-
emplar workflow systems, we identify implicit assumptions that arise. These
assumptions produce an incomplete view of provenance resulting in insufficient
details that impact on workflow enactment requirements and ultimately on the
v
reproducibility of the given analysis. We propose a set of recommendations to
mitigate against such assumptions and enable workflow systems to document
and capture complete provenance information that can subsequently be used for
re-enacting workflows in other contexts and potentially using other workflow
platforms.
Based on this empirical case study and pragmatic analysis of related literature,
we define a hierarchical provenance framework offering “Levels of Provenance and
Resource Sharing”. Each level of this framework addresses specific provenance
recommendations and supports the capture of rich provenance information, with
the topmost layer enabling the sharing of comprehensive and executable work-
flows utilising retrospective provenance. To realise this framework, we lever-
age community-driven, domain-neutral, platform-independent and open-source
standards to implement “CWLProv” - a format for the methodical representation
of provenance supporting workflow enactment aggregating resources specific to
the given enactment and associated workflow configuration settings. We realise
CWLProv through the Common Workflow Language (CWL) for workflow defini-
tion and utilise Research Objects (ROs) for resource aggregation and PROV-Data
Model (PROV-DM) to support the capture of retrospective provenance informa-
tion as required for subsequent workflow enactments.
To demonstrate the applicability of CWLProv, we extend an existing workflow
executor (cwltool) to provide a reference implementation that generates metadata
and provenance-rich interoperable workflow-centric ROs. This approach aggre-
gates and preserves data and methods needed to support the coherent sharing of
computational analyses and experiments. Evaluation of CWLProv using real-life
bioinformatics pipelines is demonstrated to highlight the utility of the approach
demonstrating the interoperability of workflow analyses and the benefits to re-
search reproducibility more generally.
vi
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In describing the goals of the scholarly communication of scientific research via
publications, Mesirov [1] said:
“Scientific publications have at least two goals: (i) to announce a result and (ii) to
convince readers that the result is correct.”
Convincing readers to accept results as presented, without providing the means
to validate the experiment or verify the results, is at best an inequitable expec-
tation. Ideally, given a scientific publication, a reader should be able to verify
the presented claims seamlessly using the information provided by the authors.
However, establishing trust of experiments and their outcomes is subject to levels
of transparency maintained in the communication of the methodology employed
in the reported experiments. Transparent and comprehensive communication of
the research process followed in any scientific publication requires document-
ing information that can answer questions such as “what was used to generate
this output?”, “where did this data come from?”, “why was a particular method
preferred over others?” and “How was the output generated?”. Information pro-
viding answers to such fundamental queries is known as provenance (see the more
formal definition in Chapter 2).
1
2Dataflow-oriented scientific workflows are proposed [2] and have been ac-
tively used for data-intensive in silico experiments making them an integral part
of the scholarly knowledge-cycle [1]. Such workflows enable Automation, Scaling,
Adaption and Provenance support (ASAP) [3] and ideally be “key enablers for re-
producibility of experiments involving large-scope computations” [4]. With the exten-
sive use of workflows as computational methods, many Workflow Management
Systems (WMSs) have been designed for systematising the representation and
management of complex computational experiments comprised of inter depen-
dent data analysis tasks. Along with various advantages such as efficient task
scheduling, data management, modular methods and improved debugging, such
systems are expected to enable the automated capture of provenance information
(data) to document data dependencies and the derivation process. There exist a
wide range of domain-agnostic WMS [5, 6, 7] that address the needs of differ-
ent scientific communities and domain-specific systems such as Galaxy [8] and
GenePattern [9] for -omics data analysis.
The recent and rapid evolution in the field of genomics, driven by advances
in massively parallel DNA sequencing technologies combined with the uptake of
genomics as a mechanism for clinical genetic testing, have resulted in high expec-
tations from clinicians and the biomedical community at large regarding the reli-
able, reproducible, effective and timely use of genomic data to realise the vision
of personalised medicine and for improved understanding of various diseases.
There has been a contemporaneous upsurge in the number of techniques and
platforms developed to support genomic data analysis [10] ,and computational
bioinformatics workflows consisting of community generated tools [11] and li-
braries [12, 13] are often deployed to deal with the data processing requirements.
It has therefore become crucial to evolve and optimise Next Generation Sequenc-
ing (NGS) data processing and analysis pipelines (workflows) to keep pace with
exponentially increasing amounts of genomics data being produced. The ability
3to produce digital forms of DNA sequences and other -omics data, has outrun the
ability to store, transmit and interpret such data. Hence, the major bottleneck in
complex experiments involving NGS data is the data processing and associated
knowledge generation.
Although there is a large amount of published literature on the use and impor-
tance of -omics data in research, far less exists on translation into clinical settings
[14]. The committee on the review of -omics-based tests for predicting patient
outcomes in clinical trials [15] attributed this discrepancy to two primary causes:
inadequate design of pre-clinical studies and weak bioinformatics rigour. The
scientific community has paid special attention to benchmarking -omics analysis
for quality assurance, analytical validity and accuracy of bioinformatics pipelines
[16]. Efforts to define quality standards, good practices, well-articulated check-
lists and reference materials (e.g. reference data, methods and standards) [15, 17,
18] have been proposed to improve the quality of bioinformatics experiments.
However, incomplete provenance documentation of the computational analy-
ses processing -omics data, e.g. lacking the information about software names,
versions and associated parameter settings adversely impact the interpretation,
transparency and reproducibility of these experiments [19, 20].
Despite wide recognition of the need for sharing comprehensive provenance
information on experiments, scientific workflows often suffer from what is com-
monly known as workflow decay [21], referring to “broken” workflows, i.e. they
are either not comprehensible or reproducible. Four important aspects are con-
sidered responsible for workflow decay: volatile third party resources; missing
example data; missing execution environment information; and a lack of descrip-
tion of the workflows themselves [22]. With the exception of volatile third party
resources, comprehensive provenance information can, at least in principle, be
used to tackle the other identified workflow decay issues. Thus capturing com-
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plete provenance documentation including the availability of resources initially
used to generate a set of results/claims is of paramount importance to scientific
rigour.
Other challenges that often occur during the validation/verification of scien-
tific claims lie in restricted or no access to the primary data [23], underlying soft-
ware and associated computational artefacts including the workflow specifica-
tions; limited means to reproduce the workflow platform/environment; reliance
on proprietary software; and unstructured organisation of associated artefacts.
If/when shared these often have little or no annotations and/or descriptions to
help guide future users. Therefore, it is imperative to devise formal strategies for
the effective communication of computational experiments.
1.1 Problem Statement
Given a published research paper based on a scientific workflow, the expecta-
tion is that end-users should be able to build new research by exploiting suffi-
cient provenance information including systematic methods and associated data
documented in that paper. This should allow end-users to fully understand the
methods/data-derivation, verify results if need be or re-use the resources for re-
lated research objectives. These expectations naturally extend to assuming that
end-users can effectively make use of workflow provenance to address queries
about the whole process that transformed a particular input dataset into one or
many outputs reported in the paper. Often lack of understanding and documen-
tation of crucial information results in coarse-grained and incomplete provenance
capture, rendering it insufficient to convey the entire research process.
Another layer of complexity is due to the proliferation of many WMSs de-
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signed to address specific compute and data requirements of diverse research
communities. A plethora of approaches have been taken to design and imple-
ment computational analyses and sharing mechanisms resulting in diverse and
heterogeneous platforms, hence it can be a challenge to immediately comprehend
published workflow related artefacts. The situation has been exacerbated due to
lack of a unified mechanism to enforce the adoption of existing efforts and stan-
dards as well as best practices associated with workflow-centric study designs
and their communication. This results in inconsistent granularity and typically,
poor quality workflow provenance information. The repercussions of this situa-
tion include inadequate understanding of research processes/analysis, resulting
in a lack of reproducibility and hence compromising the validity of published
scientific claims.
Due to the limited adoption of standardisation practices and the absence of
agreement on methods to design or publish new research, the already demand-
ing data and compute-intensive in silico workflow-centric bioinformatics research
is complicated further. Analysing exponentially growing -omics data through
workflows requires an in-depth understanding of the impact of particular tools,
configuration settings, underpinning infrastructure and associated datasets. The
heterogeneity of WMSs, customised logging of provenance information, insuffi-
cient information shared about crucial domain-aware decisions and limited ac-
cess to resources utilised makes the understanding and reproducibility of a given
bioinformatics analysis extremely difficult and often impossible. As a result, the
ability to make new scientific discoveries through extending existing experiments
and their experimental infrastructure is seldom fulfilled [19].
To address WMS heterogeneity issues, there have been several initiatives fo-
cused on standardisation of individual components/aspects of workflow anal-
yses focused on promoting consensus and interoperability of workflow-based
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analyses. Some notable efforts to standardise provenance information and repre-
sentation include the Open Provenance Model (OPM) [24] and the World Wide
Web Consortium PROV Data Model (W3C PROV-DM) [25]. These efforts how-
ever are not adopted by all the WMSs and the vast majority of existing systems
generate customised logs associated with their workflow enactment. Similarly,
efforts for richly annotated representation and preservation of methods and data
including the Open Archives Initiative Object Re-use & Exchange (OAI-ORE)
[26], DataOne Packages [27], ReproZip [28] and Research Objects (RO) [29] ex-
ist but are not (yet) widely adopted.
An open problem in leveraging existing initiatives to produce research out-
puts is in aggregating methods, data and detailed provenance of analyses such
that any outputs are understood and can be used across different WMS and dif-
ferent computing platforms. Due to the specificity and heterogeneity of workflow
descriptions, such standardisation efforts are still largely isolated. At present no
inter-connected and consolidated solution for workflow analysis representation
and dissemination has been widely endorsed and adopted.
Having consensus on a single WMS, a single standard or an aggregation ap-
proach for publishing results is unlikely. There are many reasons for this. Each
approach has its own pros and cons which makes it suitable for specific cases.
The scientific research communities from different domains have adopted their
own solutions and frameworks for workflow management. As a result, many
solutions exist addressing different problems individually leading to division of
efforts from the scientific community. It is highly desirable to develop an ab-
stract layer on top of the existing solutions that is interoperable enough so that
the contents of research represented using this abstraction can be understood and
utilised across various WMS on different underpinning platforms.
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1.2 Research Objectives
The overall aim of this thesis is to facilitate bioinformatics workflow-centric re-
search understanding, improve reproducibility and enable re-use by analysing
existing workflow definition approaches and identifying the fundamental ele-
ments of workflow provenance information. Building on this, we aim to devise
techniques supporting the complete and transparent communication of research.
More specifically the objectives of this research are:
O1: To investigate how various workflow definition approaches are addressing
the key aspects of provenance;
O2: To identify implicit and explicit assumptions of workflow definition ap-
proaches that lead to incomplete provenance documentation;
O3: To develop an understanding of the essential factors/artefacts/resources
that must be captured as part of provenance in light of the identified as-
sumptions in O2;
O4: To extend the understanding of such resources from O3 by revisiting liter-
ature dedicated to designing best practise recommendations for workflow-
centric research and compiling these recommendations;
O5: To devise a conceptual provenance framework utilising the compilation
done in O4 to capture the fundamental artefacts identified in O3 and O4
in a hierarchical fashion;
O6: To demonstrate the working of the framework from O5 by formulating a
standardised format for interoperable workflow-centric analysis represen-
tation, and
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O7: To assess the effectiveness of the solution achieved after meeting with real-
world bioinformatics workflows.
These objectives translate into three major lines of work supporting the im-
proved understanding and capture of workflow provenance. Firstly, the identi-
fication and understanding of key artefacts of bioinformatics workflow prove-
nance that must be captured. This results in detailed (white-box) provenance
capture during workflow enactments.
Secondly, a theoretical/conceptual provenance guide that can serve as a prin-
cipled approach to be used by researchers for improving the state of workflow
provenance and reproducibility in the design process of studies as well as in the
analysis process of published studies.
Thirdly, the standardisation of research representation and sharing is closely
related to the conceptual provenance guide. A standardised and unified format
for workflow-centric analyses representation should result in enhanced interop-
erability and understandability of workflow studies across various platforms.
These objectives are revisited in the final chapter of the thesis (Chapter 7) to
assess the extent that this thesis has met these objectives and hence the contribu-
tion made.
1.3 Research Questions & Research Activities
This section presents the main hypothesis that motivates this thesis and drives
the subsequent research questions and methods adopted. The overarching hy-
pothesis is:
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Declarative and platform-agnostic workflow definitions with high degrees of abstrac-
tion that leverage standardised and provenance-aware resource aggregation can help ad-
dress the reproducibility and interoperability issues present in workflow-centric scientific
research.
Subsequent research questions are investigated and used to evaluate this hy-
pothesis, considering the three major lines of work identified in Section 1.2. Lim-
ited understanding of the implications of provenance completeness, results in
coarse-grained and insufficient provenance knowledge that impacts on the shar-
ing and reproducibility of workflow-centric experiments. It is vital to identify the
approaches taken by different WMSs to handle provenance capture and identify
the critical factors that need to be documented as part of workflow provenance.
This brings us to the two research questions, the first is:
RQ1: How do existing WMSs handle different aspects of governance?
To answer this question, we investigated the provenance literature and devised
a taxonomy. In addition, we categorised the existing workflow definition ap-
proaches generally employed to design bioinformatics workflows. Both classifi-
cations help in evaluation of the existing WMSs with respect to their provenance
capabilities. As evident from the literature, there is inconsistent granularity in
provenance offered by many WMSs, due to limited understanding of essential
provenance elements; this motivated us to investigate the second research ques-
tion:
RQ2: What are the key artefacts that must be documented for comprehensive provenance
capture in bioinformatics workflows?
To address this question, we first identify the implicit assumptions of different
workflow definition approaches that can lead to incomplete provenance doc-
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umentation. Through such assumptions, we identify key resources and arte-
facts of bioinformatics workflows, and propose recommendations to capture fine-
grained provenance of bioinformatics workflows. These recommendations are
based on an empirical case study, however we identify that there are several re-
lated studies focused on addressing the similar problem, i.e. complete communi-
cation of scientific analyses. To extend our understanding of the crucial artefacts
that must be captured in provenance, we consider existing literature focused on
defining best practices and recommendations to improve the design of workflow-
centric studies by focusing on various aspects of their provenance capture, acces-
sibility of the utilised resources and standardisation support. Having identified
the key artefacts of provenance, we attempt to resolve the third core research
question:
RQ3: How can we devise a hierarchical provenance framework encompassing community
experiences that can serve as a guiding principle to determine the state of prove-
nance of a given published analysis designed using a particular workflow definition
approach?
This research question focuses on devising a conceptual incremental provenance
framework based on the understanding developed in addressing RQ2. In ad-
dressing RQ2, we identify that declarative workflow definition approaches make
the least assumptions on their execution environment and provide constructs to
facilitate fine-grained provenance capture. The conceptual provenance frame-
work resulting from RQ3 and the findings from RQ2 are the driving factors that
shape our work on a standard format for the representation of provenance en-
abled workflow-centric analysis. This brings us to our fourth and final research
question:
RQ4: How can we leverage existing abstraction and standardisation techniques to realise
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the provenance framework and demonstrate its utility?
We will revisit these research questions in the final chapter of this thesis (Chap-
ter 7) when the contributions of this thesis are mapped to the research questions.
In terms of the signposting of the thesis itself, we performed the following re-
search activities in this thesis to tackle the above stated research questions:
RA1: Literature Classification - We provide a detailed assessment and review of
the current research literature focused on categorising the related concepts
of provenance, workflow definitions and best practices to design and share
workflow-centric studies. This includes:
RA1(a) - Taxonomy definition covering concepts related to provenance that
are re-visited in the thesis several times.
RA1(b) - Classification of workflow definition approaches covering three
major approaches due to the diversity and heterogeneity of environments.
This classification covers the broad spectrum of existing systems with re-
spect to workflow design and the underlying assumptions of each category.
RA1(c) covers a compilation of best practices carried out by pragmatically
analysing existing studies that have the goal of improving workflow-centric
study design and dissemination.
RA2: Comparative Literature Survey - This thesis provides a systematic and com-
parative survey of exemplar workflow definition approaches and WMS with
respect to their provenance support including mechanisms in place (if any)
for facilitating the sharing of related workflow resources. This survey in-
cludes the analysis of the state of the art WMSs extensively used in bioin-
formatics studies and related efforts that aim to achieve similar objectives
as described in Section 1.2.
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RA3: Empirical Case Study - We implemented a complex variant calling work-
flow in systems exemplifying each category of workflow definition approach,
to understand the implicit details that are often considered too obvious to
be documented yet result in reproducibility challenges. These intricate un-
derlying details are referred to as assumptions of each approach in this the-
sis. They have direct implications on the completeness of workflow prove-
nance.
RA4: Theoretical/Conceptual Modelling - We explore existing literature and best
practices and recommendations from the scientific community (RA1(c)) to
establish a conceptual provenance framework. The hierarchical provenance
framework is established in light of the experiences of existing research
dedicated to improving workflow development and computational analysis
sharing, and specifically to ensure that it is not tied to one specific execution
environment or approach.
RA5: Standardisation - We utilise well-defined and community-driven initiatives
to devise a standard format for the representation of workflow analysis.
This format inherits key characteristics of the underlying standards such as
abstraction, domain-independence, support for rich annotations and stan-
dardised descriptions.
RA6: Practical Realisation - We extend an existing workflow executor to practi-
cally demonstrate the realisation of the conceptual framework devised in
RA4 using the standard format developed in RA5.
RA7: Case-based Evaluation - Finally we use three real-life bioinformatics work-
flows designed by independent research groups to showcase the syntactic,
semantic and pragmatic interoperability of the workflow-centric analyses
that is supported.
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Table 1.1: Methods used in this thesis to address the Research Questions
Research Activities RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 RQ4
Literature Classification X X X
Comparative Literature Survey X X
Empirical Case Study X X
Theoretical/Conceptual Modelling X
Standardisation X
Practical Realisation X
Case-based Evaluation X
The mapping of these research activities to the corresponding research ques-
tions is summarised in Table 1.1.
1.4 Scope of the Study
Provenance of scientific workflows has been an active topic of discussion and ex-
ploration over the past decade with various collective community-driven initia-
tives focused on understanding the many different aspects of provenance. These
efforts explore topics such as provenance capture, persistent storage, analytics
including querying/visualisation, standardised representation, and provenance
sharing [30]. In addition, many different classes of provenance as described in
Section 2.2.2 exist in the case of workflow provenance. In this thesis, we focus on
the capture of provenance data related to workflow enactment, which is referred
to as “Retrospective Provenance” (formally defined in Section 2.2.2.2). In the later
chapters, the thesis also briefly discusses aspects of “Prospective Provenance” es-
pecially when identifying key artefacts of workflow provenance in empirical and
pragmatic analyses.
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Figure 1.1: Venn Diagram highlighting the area of research with the innermost
subset indicating the scope of this thesis
The second important dimension defining the scope of this thesis is the do-
main of research. This thesis focuses primarily on improving the understand-
ing of provenance with respect to bioinformatics workflows. Various technolo-
gies such as the Common Workflow Language (CWL) [31], Research Objects, the
Provenance Data Model (PROV-DM) [32] and Provenance Specifications [33] are
exploited in devising the solution to bioinformatics workflow provenance cap-
ture and representation. For the most part, these are domain-agnostic and can
be utilised in any scientific workflow. However, the requirements analysis un-
dertaken in this thesis is based on use of empirical and pragmatic analysis of
bioinformatics workflows and bioinformatics research publications only. Figure
1.1 shows the three main focus areas of this thesis discussed in this section.
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The third focal point is devising a mechanism to systematically organise and
communicate workflows and all related artefacts identified as crucial elements
for understanding an analysis, to enable re-using individual components or the
whole workflow, and most importantly for artefacts that are essential for repro-
ducing a given analysis. A provenance trace as a document alone is of limited
utility with limited or no access to the resources required to enact the workflow.
Therefore, the third area of focus is producing structured and annotated aggre-
gations of key resources that allow end users to benefit from published research
results based on workflows as computational methods.
The ultimate goal of this thesis is: to improve the provenance documentation
of bioinformatics workflows by understanding and characterising key resources;
to propose a conceptual provenance framework which helps the research com-
munity differentiate between different levels of provenance satisfied by authors
when publishing studies, and to devise experimental demonstrations applying
the provenance framework using existing standards/technologies and real-life
bioinformatics workflows. Figure 1.2 summarises the focal point of this thesis
and shows the context in which the research of this thesis is applicable.
1.5 Structure of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis as shown in Figure 1.3 is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 provides the background on provenance, provenance taxonomy,
classification of workflow definition approaches and comparative literature sur-
veys of leading WMS in the bioinformatics domain with focus on their prove-
nance support and approaches to aggregate resources utilised in a given analysis.
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Chapter 3 presents an empirical case study analysis by implementing a variant
calling workflow on an exemplar systems using different workflow definition ap-
proaches. This chapter also provides details regarding the implicit assumptions
made by each approach and their implications on the provenance of the workflow
under investigation.
Chapter 4 focuses on the essential elements of provenance and the choices of
technologies that impact on re-use and reproducibility of a study. This chapter
includes detailed comparisons of the state of the art research undertaken by vari-
ous groups focusing on improving workflow design, representation, sharing and
publication. This chapter also presents the conceptual hierarchical provenance
framework culminating from these analyses.
Chapter 5 introduces CWLProv, a standard format for representation of work-
flows, utilising existing community-driven and open-source initiatives proposed
to overcome the issues with heterogeneity of workflow definition, provenance
representation and resource aggregation. This chapter also includes details of the
practical implementation of CWLProv by extending an existing implementation.
Chapter 6 focuses on illustrating CWLProv with respect to interoperability and
reproducibility using a variety of open-source real-world workflows developed
by independent groups on separate platforms. This chapter also discusses the
overheads incurred as a result of provenance capture and the remaining open
challenges.
Finally Chapter 7 concludes this thesis. It includes a summary of the contribu-
tions of this thesis, limitations and potential future lines of work. It also discusses
the impact of this research on the current and future studies.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
The investigation of the truth is in one way hard, in another easy. An indication of
this is found in the fact that no one is able to attain the truth adequately, while, on the other
hand, no one fails entirely, but everyone says something true about the nature of all things,
and while individually they contribute little or nothing to the truth, by the union of all a
considerable amount is amassed. –Aristotle
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we introduce the workflow-oriented provenance taxonomy that
forms the basis for the research in this thesis. The term “provenance” has numer-
ous related concepts that apply or have been adopted in different domains, hence
we provide clarity in what we mean by provenance with regards to this thesis.
Building on this we present studies capturing and standardising provenance, and
associated attempts to implement these standards and approaches by the broader
scientific community. We focus especially on life sciences research and the impor-
tance of bioinformatics workflows and evaluate the leading workflow systems
and their specific demands for provenance. We classify existing workflow sys-
tems into distinct, meaningful categories. The chapter concludes with a detailed
evaluation of the current state of the art workflow systems.
19
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It is noted that parts of this chapter have been published in peer reviewed
academic articles listed in the Preface of this thesis.
2.2 Provenance Taxonomy
The term Provenance has historically originated from the arts and humanities
where it was applied to trace the origin of the artwork. More recently the term has
been adopted in disciplines such as geography, astronomy and computer science
with various intended meanings and with sometimes overlapping definitions.
Provenance has historically been referred to as lineage [36], data pedigree [37],
dataset dependence [38], execution trace [39] and audit trail [40] in many studies
dedicated to solving open problems in provenance tracking. The following sec-
tion summarises the origin of the term and how it has been defined in different
contexts.
2.2.1 Provenance Context
The term Provenance was predominantly used in the arts and especially in archiv-
ing domains to determine the authenticity, quality and ownership of a piece of
art. The Merriam Webster dictionary defines it as:
“The history of ownership of a valued object or work of art or literature”
The Oxford dictionary has a similar definition:
“A record of ownership of a work of art or an antique, used as a guide to authenticity
or quality”
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These definitions depict a view of provenance and its role in establishing au-
thenticity of a given artifact e.g. a painting, such that trust can be established and
value of that artifact determined correctly. Although subsequently used in dif-
ferent domains, the underlying usage and rationale behind recording and keep-
ing track of provenance is well aligned with these definitions, where the “val-
ued object” could be any domain-specific artefact e.g. historical records in case of
archival science, proof of origin of life in case of palaeontology or the source of
big data-sets in case of astronomy. Hence, the term provenance is not limited to
any specific domain, but rather widely adopted in present day language, serving
these basic applications as well as many others described later in this chapter.
In Computer Science, the valued object can be any digital artefact. Provenance-
oriented studies have focused on developing methods, standards, definitions and
formalisation of Computational Provenance tracking of valued objects. The idea
of formally keeping track of provenance traces back to when Bench-Capon et al.
provided a provenance tool for validation and verification of knowledge-based sys-
tems [41]. Tennenhouse used the term ‘sample provenance urging researchers to
keep information about data samples that could aid future researchers in under-
standing and repeating scientific experiments [42].
Resources that do not explicitly capture provenance as a primary goal can
still aid in provenance tracking. Cheney et al. proposed that provenance can be
captured and supported implicitly through application version control, the op-
erating system logs, the curated database entries, the file systems through to the
web browser history information. Such information can aid in debugging, audit-
ing and error handling [43]. These operations, although serving the purpose of
provenance capture, were not particularly designed for it. Rather they represent
a retrospective ad hoc information capture system that contribute to supporting
provenance without being directly identified at the outset to support its tracking.
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In past two decades, the topic of provenance tracking has gained much atten-
tion due to the increased demands for trust and authenticity of digital artefacts
published on the Web [44]. Groth et al. explain the importance of Provenance
Systems by calling them the “equivalent of the scientist's logbook for in silico experi-
mentation”. The term Provenance is very broad and as such it is difficult to attain
a single definition. With an increasing number of studies and research groups
working on this topic, there are more than one viewpoint associated with the
same term. Considering there are perspectives, it is of course critical to establish
the definition of provenance used and followed in this thesis. Below we discuss
few definitions presented in different studies and conclude this subsection with
the one followed in this thesis.
Simmhan et al. [45] define Computational Provenance as:
“metadata that pertains to the derivation history of a data product starting from its
original sources.”
Zhao et al. [46] state that in silico experiments should be equipped with prove-
nance traces. They define provenance as:
“Provenance is a kind of metadata, recording the process of biological experiments for
e-Science, the purpose and results of experiments as well as annotations and notes about
experiments by scientists.”
Groth et al. [47] present a different view, defining provenance as a concept and
emphasising the documentation of the process that produces the data artefact:
“the provenance of a piece of data is the process that led to that piece of data”
The community-sourced efforts of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
Provenance Incubator Group focused on understanding the importance of the
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standardisation of provenance related to semantic web technologies provided
recommendations in this respect and proposed the following working definition
1:
“Provenance of a resource is a record that describes entities and processes involved in
producing and delivering or otherwise influencing that resource. Provenance provides a
critical foundation for assessing authenticity, enabling trust, and allowing reproducibil-
ity. Provenance assertions are a form of contextual metadata and can themselves become
important records with their own provenance.”
In case of Computational Provenance involving digital artefact generation, its
formal representation and sharing over the web, the term “resource” in the above
definition refers to digital artefacts. Later W3C Provenance Working Group when
realising the recommendations of the W3C Provenance Incubator Group to stan-
dardise provenance representation (details in Section 2.2.4) define provenance
[25] as:
“Provenance is information about entities, activities, and people involved in produc-
ing a piece of data or thing, which can be used to form assessments about its quality,
reliability or trustworthiness.”
We follow the above stated definition in the remaining chapters of this the-
sis. This definition and its associated concepts e.g. entities and activities emerge
from two years of disciplined community-wide effort aggregating experiences of
participants from a range of application domains representing over fifty organisa-
tions. These group members contributed to the empirical and practical efforts by
bringing unique requirements of their respective research domain. This definition
fits well with the concepts of Computational Provenance with respect to database
systems as well as workflows. The focus of this thesis is provenance related to
1https://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/prov/wiki/What Is Provenance
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scientific workflows, hence we provide only a brief discussion of database prove-
nance and business workflows.
2.2.1.1 Database Provenance
Databases have been used extensively for storing scientific data for decades [48];
consequently provenance studies with respect to databases have been thoroughly
investigated. As any data artefact, provenance of database entries and records
also require identification of the origin, attribution and history of the data to es-
tablish trust and validity [44]. Provenance in database systems is alternatively
called data lineage and it focuses especially on determining the source of data for
a given data item [49].
Buneman et al. exploited the concept of data provenance in the context of
databases and referred to it as keeping a record of the origin of a piece of data
as well as the process of its creation [37]. In another study, Buneman et al. [50]
adopted the concept of why-provenance, i.e. ”Why is a given piece of data in the
database?”. An alternate view provided by [51] defines how-provenance, i.e. ”How
was a data item produced/generated?”. [52] introduced a different notion, where-
provenance, i.e. ”Where did it come from?”. Another equivalent term used for
where-provenance by [49] is input provenance which is defined as:
“given a piece of data X, the input provenance of X is all data that contributed to X
being as it is”
Provenance in databases is considered as fine-grained [53] and white-box prove-
nance [54] because the inner working details of each database query are explicit
and the computational details are readily available for further analysis or query-
ing. The approaches to capturing and recording database provenance are gen-
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erally classified as either eager or lazy [55]. Cheney et al. describe an eager ap-
proach as an annotation approach where queries are re-engineered to make them
provenance-enabled, including additional annotations for provenance-rich outputs.
In the lazy approach, the provenance is only computed when required by looking
into available resources such as input data, available queries and the associated
output data.
A number of reviews have addressed and summarised provenance capture
and querying in the database domain, e.g. [56, 54, 55, 57]. Since the focus of this
thesis is on provenance with respect to workflows, we do not discuss database
provenance further.
2.2.1.2 Workflow Provenance
Before exploring what provenance means in the context of workflows, it is neces-
sary to discuss what a computational workflow is, what the term scientific work-
flow means specifically, and, importantly, how it differs from a business workflow.
2.2.1.2.1 Business Workflows
The concept of computational workflow originated from the business domain where
it was formally defined by the Workflow Management Coalition [58] as:
“The computerised facilitation or automation of a business process, in whole or part.
Workflow is concerned with the automation of procedures where documents, information
or tasks are passed between participants according to a defined set of rules to achieve, or
contribute to, an overall business goal”
Workflows have been extensively used in the business domain to achieve
automation of business-oriented (repetitive) tasks and processes. Many studies
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have been dedicated to define a standard for modelling these workflows. Main-
stream approaches have included Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)
[59], Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) [60], XML Process Definition Lan-
guage (XPDL) [61], Web Services Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL)
[62], and others. Indeed there are a wide variety of languages, standards and
frameworks for workflows resulting in considerable heterogeneity.
2.2.1.2.2 Scientific Workflows
While the basic definition of a computational workflow for the business domain
is at its core also applicable to the scientific disciplines, in order to automate the
analysis of large-scale scientific data exploiting, for example, High Performance
Computing (HPC) resources, a specialised term scientific workflow was coined and
defined in [63] as:
”scientific workflows are networks of analytical steps that may involve, e.g., database
access and querying steps, data analysis and mining steps, and many other steps includ-
ing computationally intensive jobs on high performance cluster computers”
Altintas et al. [64] refer to scientific workflows as:
“the automated process that combines data and processes in a structured set of steps
to implement computational solutions to a scientific problem”
Discussing data modelling challenges and approaches, Bowen [65] defined
scientific workflows as directed graphs where each task constitutes a node con-
nected to other nodes through a data-flow or through control-flow edges:
“A scientific workflow is a high-level description of the processes used to carry out
(often complex) computational and analytical experiments. Scientific workflows are mod-
elled as directed graphs consisting of task nodes and data-flow or control-flow edges
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denoting execution dependencies among tasks. Each task within a scientific workflow
represents a specific computational step (e.g., within a simulation study), data analysis
step, or data management step”
Ludascher et al. list some distinctive features differentiating business work-
flows from their scientific workflow counterparts [66]. The most striking is the
data-driven approach of scientific workflows - making them data-flow oriented -
versus the process-oriented approach of business workflows which results in mod-
els based around control-flow. Moreover business workflows are specifically de-
signed to achieve business goals and the outcome of such workflows is often
known even before the execution. On the other hand, scientific workflows are often
given as scientific experiments where the purpose is to use them as a tool to serve
an experimental goal. Given the extensive use and emphasis on automation of
computational processes using workflows to address the complexity of scientific
analyses, scientific workflows are now considered a valued commodity according
to [67], who states:
“As a consequence of the lengthy, iterative design process, workflows become a valued
commodity and a source of intellectual capital. The output of workflows or workflows
themselves may be used as a basis for future research, either by the scientists who gen-
erated the data, or colleagues in a related field.[..] These workflows should be reused,
refined over time, and shared with other scientists in the field. Scientific workflows must
be fully reproducible. In order for a workflow to be reproduced, provenance information
must be recorded that indicates where the data originated, how it was altered, and which
components and what parameter settings were used. This will allow other scientists to
re-conduct the experiment, confirming the results”
Deelman et al. [34] postulate that workflows have enabled the automation of
data building processes and their associated provenance. The authors classified
the lifecycle of a typical workflow into four stages as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Workflow lifecycle comprised of four stages: composition, mapping,
execution and provenance capture where the last stage can overlap with the pre-
vious stages
We consider the aspects of a typical workflow lifecycle.
• Composition, Representation and Data Model: The first stage is to create
a workflow either from scratch or by re-using existing workflows obtained
from collaborators or open access repositories. The users can use various
composition methods, e.g. workflow language representations, higher level
scripting languages or Graphical User Interfaces (GUI). The representation
of the workflow is most commonly given as a Directed Cyclic Graph (DCG)
or as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). It is the composition stage when
workflow authors define whether the workflow is data-driven (the task de-
pendencies and connections are managed by the flow of data from one task
to the other) or control-driven (flow of control such that execution of a given
task depends on completion of the preceding task).
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• Mapping: This stage allows users to either perform resource mapping for
a workflow execution directly or use a system which is designed for work-
flow execution. The composition should ideally result in an abstract workflow
that can be mapped to any target execution environment. Mapping results
in resource bindings to the available resources such as tools, compute, stor-
age, external services, etc. Deelman et al. discuss partitioning the workflow
into ”sub-workflows” before mapping occurs to improve scheduling in case
of distributed computing and if possible, running the tasks in parallel.
• Execution: Once the workflow has been mapped to the available resources,
it can be executed (often referred to as ”enacted”) using an execution engine
or any enactment system. An important aspect at this stage is utilising fault
tolerance which can be at the Operating System (OS) level, at the applica-
tion/tool level or in the workflow itself.
• Metadata and Provenance: The lifecycle of a scientific workflow comes to
fruition with the collection of metadata and provenance information. Deel-
man et al. argue that if a data artefact was generated by a workflow, then
there must be a way to store the history of the creation process. They used
three key terms for provenance: Data Provenance, Design Provenance and
Workflow Execution Provenance. The authors also believe that although this
stage is categorised separately, it can overlap the first three stages includ-
ing collecting data, metadata and provenance information throughout the
workflow lifecycle.
A similar classification of the scientific workflow lifecycle is put forward by
Ludascher et al. [66]. The authors state that each workflow is directed towards
achieving an experimental goal or testing a scientific hypothesis. They identify
four key stages: workflow design and composition, workflow resource planning, work-
flow execution, workflow execution analysis and workflow and result sharing. The work-
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flow design and composition is equivalent to the Composition, Representation and Data
Model stage presented by Deelman et al.. The workflow resource planning is well
aligned with the Mapping and workflow execution with the Execution stage. The
fourth stage workflow execution analysis focuses on analysis, debugging and evalu-
ation of data products, execution traces and data dependencies on the workflow.
The last stage in this case is more analysis-oriented and uses metadata and prove-
nance information, unlike the fourth stage by Deelman et al. where the focus is
only on collection of such details but not the post-analysis part of the workflow
cycle. The fifth stage workflow and method sharing refers to publishing and mak-
ing the methods and data used in an experiment available, ideally via a shared
repository.
Cuevas-Vicenttı´n et al. [3] also assert that scientific workflow design and man-
agement has become an essential part of many computationally driven data-
intensive analyses, enabling Automation, Scaling, Adaptation and Provenance sup-
port (ASAP). The authors identify that the goals of scientific workflows are in
facilitating easy workflow design, re-use, scalable execution and ultimately repro-
ducible science explicitly through provenance support.
Davidson at al. [68] illustrate the importance of provenance information of a
workflow by discussing its uses. The authors put forward the idea that not only
can provenance be used for data interpretation, but also for trouble-shooting and
optimising efficiency. For example, multiple re-runs of a workflow for evaluation
and experimental purposes can typically require altering the parameter space for
any tool. In this case, the provenance can improve efficiency by providing infor-
mation about a specific checkpoint in a workflow run and re-running the work-
flow from that point. Alper et al. [69] indicate that, using provenance traces of
workflows when generating a dataset, it is possible to automatically satisfy the
requirements of provenance and context of metadata provision along with the
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published dataset. This was also identified by the Open Archival Information
System (OAIS) Reference Model [70].
2.2.1.2.3 Provenance and Scientific Workflows
It is evident from the above studies that provenance capture is considered an es-
sential feature of scientific workflows. The term computational provenance has been
re-defined, categorised, and updated to cater the specialised needs and require-
ments of workflow-centric research.
Simmhan et al. [45] defined workflow provenance with respect to scientific
data analysis in the context of Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) as:
“metadata describing the workflows execution and associated service invocations.
Workflow provenance typically includes information on the services invoked, the order
and time of invocations, parameters passed and returned, and faults that occurred, among
others.”
The services in this definition can be replaced by any pre-built local computa-
tional tool used to achieve a task in the workflow if a SOA is not used for work-
flow execution. Another closely related definition of scientific workflow is put
forward by Boher in his article [71]:
“It refers to the records of the history of derivation of a given final output of a workflow
which is typically used for complex processing tasks.”
Moreau [44] compares the provenance with a log book in the survey article:
“provenance is regarded as the equivalent of a logbook, capturing all the steps that
were involved in the actual derivation of a result, and which could be used to replay the
execution that led to that result so as to validate it.”
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These general definitions of workflow provenance do not differentiate be-
tween the specific aspects of provenance associated with the scientific workflow
domain such as provenance of the workflow specification, workflow enactment
and workflow evolution which are discussed in the next section and revisited in
this thesis later.
A key distinction between database and workflow provenance is the expected
granularity of the provenance information. As discussed earlier, database prove-
nance is often referred to as fine-grained or white-box because of the extensive de-
tails available about the computations. Workflow provenance however is typi-
cally called black-box as the individual tasks, modules or services typically pro-
vide coarse-grained information of the underlying tool used for processing. As
each workflow step can be implemented using different resources such as invok-
ing shell scripts, third-party web services or another workflow, the granularity
of provenance for each step could vary notably. Therefore, an intermediate no-
tion of workflow provenance granularity called grey-box is proposed by Bowers
& Luda¨scher [72]. Grey-box denotes the varying degree of granularity between
different processes of a scientific workflow depending on the underlying tool re-
sulting in partial transparency.
Tan [54] explains the nature of workflow provenance with the help of a sam-
ple workflow adapted from [73] as shown in Figure 2.2. We consider DAG rep-
resentations of workflows in this thesis, as they are the predominant approach
used in bioinformatics. This sample workflow comprises four steps. S1 down-
loads a set of DNA sequences from GenBank (an online repository). S2 takes
these downloaded sequences and runs an alignment tool/program to generate
multiple sequence alignment. This step can use any appropriate underlying tool
for this purpose and the exact algorithm used to generate this alignment is of-
ten implicit, resulting in a black-box. S3 involves human intervention where the
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Figure 2.2: An example workflow adapted from [54] to show the coarse-grained
nature of workflow provenance
generated alignments are examined and altered if necessary. This is a separate
issue (not discussed in this section) as a workflow not being fully automated re-
sults in incomplete documentation of the process followed resulting in missing
information. S4 accepts the final results of alignment (after S3) and generates a
phylogenetic tree which is saved in a repository. S4 is a multi-step process [73]
and hence is an abstract representation where the details are hidden and result in
a coarse-grained view of provenance similar to S2.
2.2.2 Workflow Provenance Classes
Previous studies have categorised the provenance related to workflows based
on application demands, required artefacts and/or the nature of the scientific
experiment output. This has led to various studies focusing on different aspects
of provenance, resulting in ad hoc solutions tackling one or more specific classes
of provenance. This section includes definitions of these provenance classes and
discussion about details of the artefacts required to be captured for each class.
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2.2.2.1 Prospective Provenance
Zhao et al. [74] view prospective provenance as a recipe encompassing “all the as-
pects of the procedure or workflow used to create a data object”. Prospective provenance
refers to the recipes used to enact a computational task, e.g. the workflow [75]. It is
an abstract representation of the steps that are necessary to create a particular re-
search output/data artefact. Any resource that declares the way to enact a given
step in a workflow or the workflow as a whole is considered part of prospective
provenance. A workflow specification can be enacted multiple times using same
or different datasets by the same or different users. Luda¨scher [53] identified that
a well-defined workflow was itself a source of prospective provenance. If a work-
flow is well-documented such that users can infer from the workflow graph the
general method for the result production, little effort is required to transform this
information into a standardised format representing the prospective provenance
record. An example Data-flow workflow graph is shown in Figure 2.3 depicting
the dependencies between the steps based on the data artefacts produced and
utilised. Prospective provenance is typically collected during the ”Composition”
stage of the workflow life-cycle.
In general, the recipe or prospective provenance in the case of a workflow can
include any resource which helps users to understand the requirements of the
workflow as well as to subsequently support its enactment. The notion of meth-
ods as first class objects [77] to increase transparency of the methods and cred-
ibility of results can be adopted and supported if the prospective provenance
is enriched with necessary resources. Such resources include workflow specifica-
tions, an abstract workflow representation (e.g. the graph as shown in Figure 2.3),
example datasets, annotations of input and output data, required/recommended
compute and storage requirements and a description of the actual purpose of the
workflow.
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Figure 2.3: Example data-flow workflow defined in the Common Workflow Lan-
guage [31] depicting prospective provenance. The diagram is obtained from the
CWL viewer [76]. The yellow nodes denote the steps/processes and the edges de-
note the order of their execution and hence data dependencies between jobs to be
executed.
2.2.2.2 Retrospective Provenance
The derivation history of a given data artefact can be classified as retrospective
provenance. In the case when the method applied to derive/produce a data arte-
fact is a workflow, retrospective provenance refers to the details of the work-
flow enactment, the run-time environment and the resources utilised to produce
a given data artefact [74]. Lim et al. [78] define retrospective provenance as:
“Retrospective provenance models past workflow execution and data derivation infor-
mation, i.e., which tasks were performed and how data artefacts were derived”
Missier et al. [79] consider retrospective provenance as an annotated Directed
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Acyclic Graph (DAG) recording the history of data consumption and production.
As it records the history, it should be immutable. Nodes could either be pieces
of data if the provenance is recorded for a data-flow oriented workflow, or an
activity if the workflow is control-flow oriented. The edges of the DAG are the
relationships between activities, or the data showing the link between different
steps or stages of a given workflow.
The derivation history improves the understandability of an experiment [53]
and if accompanied with the artefacts utilised in the workflow enactment, it can
help users re-use shared methods for verification of results or for another analy-
sis with different data [49]. These artefacts can include, amongst other things: the
workflow specifications used for the enactment; information about input and out-
put data for each step; intermediate results generated; software names and ver-
sions; Operating System (OS) dependencies; domain specific annotations, utilised
compute and storage resources. These factors should be documented and stored
as provenance information during the ”Execution” phase of the workflow lifecy-
cle. There are various provenance models designed to represent retrospective as
well as prospective provenance, which are outlined in the next section.
In summary, retrospective provenance addresses questions like “Who enacted
the workflow?”, “what was used to create a given data artefact?”, “when was the work-
flow and its processes enacted?”, “Where was the workflow enacted?”. These general
questions cover roughly all the artefacts required to be documented for retrospec-
tive provenance. Lim et al. [78] uses Entity Relationship notation to show typical
associations of prospective provenance and retrospective provenance as shown
in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Each workflow can be run more than once resulting in workflow in-
stances (also referred as runs or enactments) performing all of the tasks the work-
flow is designed for. The abstract representation on the left hand side is a recipe
which is followed by the workflow instance that is run on the right hand side.
2.2.2.3 Workflow Evolution Provenance
The term “workflow evolution” was originally defined by Casati et al. [80] in the
business domain as “changing existing workflows while they are operational”.
For scientific workflows, workflow evolution provenance refers to tracking
and capturing changes in workflow specifications, parameter setting [66], change
in the underlying software for a workflow step, or altering (adding/removing)
a step. Scientific workflows are predominately exploratory in nature such that
changes in parameter space and even tools used are very common and often used
to investigate performance of different settings and analyse their effect on results.
Therefore, automated workflow evolution tracking is highly relevant to the sci-
entific workflow domain.
Friere & Silva [81] emphasised the need for creating strong links using persis-
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tent identifiers between workflow results and the exact version of the workflow
used to generate those results. Withana et al. [82] argue that workflow evolution
benefits research by keeping track of changes in workflows and associated pa-
rameters over time, with the opportunity to revert back to default settings after
evaluating results. The authors also found that given information of the exact ver-
sion of the workflow, result comparison and attribution are easily achieved. They
classified the changes into two types: direct evolution and contributions. Direct evo-
lution refers to changes in the flow and arrangement of the processes; changes in
components within the workflow; and changes in configuration/parameter set-
tings. Contributions on the other hand, refer to tracking information such as where
this workflow came from?. It focuses on documenting and tracking the lineage of
the workflow. This classification differentiates between changes made by the re-
searcher’s direct involvement and changes made by someone else.
This thesis is primarily concerned with the notion of data-flow workflows, and
the focus is on retrospective, process-oriented provenance [45]. In process-oriented
provenance, the provenance of the processes (workflow and its intermediary
steps) is tracked and used to determine the lineage of a given data artefact. It
is to be noted that workflow evolution is also defined and classified in this section
for completeness.
Scientific workflows provide effective computational tools as described in Sec-
tion 2.2.1.2. Luda¨scher et al. [66] summarise the advantages of scientific work-
flows with one directly associated to provenance. They discuss that scientific
workflows have an edge over ad hoc approaches, e.g. scripts as they require ex-
plicit documentation of the computational process making it subsequently possi-
ble to track provenance. Complete documentation of the process, including retro-
spective provenance, leads to improved understandability, effective sharing and
reproducibility of experimental processes and results. In the following section,
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applications of workflow provenance are discussed to highlight the importance
of provenance documentation and sharing for use in different scenarios.
2.2.3 Provenance Applications
The purpose and utility of provenance information has been discussed and cat-
egorised in various studies such as [83], [84] and [85]. These studies have cov-
ered the application of provenance in detail, emphasising the need for complete
capture of provenance to benefit from the automated analysis achieved through
workflows. In this section, relevant applications from literature are summarised
and explained in the context of scientific workflows.
2.2.3.1 Understandability
In the context of scientific workflows, all three classes of provenance are impor-
tant for better understanding of a given analysis. Prospective provenance helps
researchers inspect the requirements of the workflow to be run. Information
about the underlying goal (hypothesis) of the workflow as part of prospective
provenance can be used to answer questions related to the purpose of the work-
flow and the circumstances in which it should be used. The details of the working
methods can also be inferred from prospective provenance. Retrospective prove-
nance provides insights about the experimental settings for a specific workflow
enactment. The user can inspect retrospective provenance to understand the ef-
fect of a given set of parameters on the results which can help in planning subse-
quent experiments, e.g. for result comparison. Domain-specific metadata about
inputs and outputs also helps to understand the context and expected file formats
required to run a workflow [86].
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This application of provenance is important in various places, e.g. sharing
analyses with collaborators, submitting workflows for publications and most im-
portantly for the researchers themselves when revisiting the analysis in the fu-
ture. Retrospective provenance can be viewed as a structured graph; however
one challenge is the increased size of more complex workflows. This results in a
cluttered view of provenance and reduces the utility of the provenance informa-
tion. Efforts to increase understandability by abstraction and summarization of
the captured provenance have been considered [69, 87, 88].
2.2.3.2 Attribution
Keeping a record of attribution details as components of provenance has been
emphasised by Goble [83], Cheney et al. [55], Garijo et al. [89] and various other
studies. According to Murphy [90]:
‘Attribution is the hallmark of scholarship: statements and works are attributed so
that credit can be assigned and provenance and responsibility can be determined.”
In the context of workflows, details of both the workflow authors and the
workflow users who may adapt the workflow for their own analysis, should be
documented. Storing attribution details about workflow authors ensures proper
accreditation which is often ignored if this key information is missing. If work-
flows and their related resources are considered first class data objects [91] like
other software, accreditation should be transparent. It establishes the ownership
of the workflow and data used in an analysis. It also helps the creators evalu-
ate usage of their resources [45]. In addition to accreditation, attribution details
can also be used to assign responsibility in the case of erroneous results. Com-
plete provenance traces record such information and can be used to avoid any
illegitimate claim of attribution. With increasing open-access resources and com-
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putational experiments, it is now crucial to establish such references for proper
attribution ideally supported by digital signatures [92].
2.2.3.3 Reproducibility
Provenance of scientific workflows has been considered a key aspect of compu-
tational reproducibility of analysis in various studies [64, 7, 93, 94, 95, 79, 96].
Reproducibility of computational experiments using workflows often requires
replication of the precise software environment used in the original analysis.
Detailed provenance information including details of the software, data and re-
sources used for the workflow enactment aids in the reusability of the methods.
Provenance tracking and reproducibility are closely associated since provenance
traces can help make any research process auditable and results verifiable [97].
Once a computational experiment involving a workflow is shared, it is rea-
sonable to expect that experts from the same domain will re-enact the work-
flow, either to reproduce the results to confirm the findings or to re-use methods
for new/similar datasets for comparative studies. Analysing rich retrospective
provenance traces containing details of the operations performed during a work-
flow enactment to derive a data product can help under these circumstances. The
utility of provenance information for reproducing an analysis depends on the
availability of methods and data alongside the provenance trace [84].
2.2.3.4 Authenticity, Transparency, Trustworthiness (ATT)
The important question, Can we trust this method? or Is this data reliable? can be
answered if the original and lineage history of a data artefact is available. In-
formation and details about methods used in an experiment to produce a data
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artefact are crucial to establish credibility of scientific results [77]. In the case of
workflows, this information can be inferred from both prospective and retrospec-
tive provenance of the workflow. The concept of using provenance information
to support trust in a given artefact is as old as the provenance notion in the field
of arts. This concept also holds for digital artefacts where the provenance infor-
mation plays an important role in trust judgements about the shared/published
resources ultimately supporting Trust on the Web [98].
Groth et al. [84] identifies that trust and authenticity often link back to the
attribution details provided. They emphasise that “Without provenance, informa-
tion is hard to understand, integrate, and trust”. Gamble & Goble [99] describe three
concerns a researcher would have when deciding to use any data available on the
web. One of these concerns was Trust of the data based on its provenance. In the
case of using workflows as methods in a computational experiment, this infor-
mation can be tracked during workflow enactment and support for retrospective
provenance. In addition, well-defined workflow specifications including details
of attribution also aid in establishing trust of the methods used. Authenticity of
scientific results, data sets and claims can only be established if enough docu-
mentation about the methods utilised to produce these results is also shared and
published with the associated results and methods [100].
2.2.3.5 Quality Assurance
With the profusion of scientific data disseminated on the Web, researchers also
need mechanisms to access and evaluate the quality of these data artefacts [99].
If complete documentation of the data derivation in the form of provenance is
available, this information can be used to determine the source of data, the attri-
bution details and the methodology used to derive the data artefact. Retrospec-
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tive provenance in combination with execution and domain data is also helpful
in improving the quality of the methods used in a given analysis by assessing
and debugging the workflow executions [101]. The following quality dimensions
proposed by Gamble & Goble can be adapted for both data and process quality
assessment of scientific workflows:
• Quality Dimension evaluates the quality of the data in comparison to the
established standard data formats, information models and vocabularies.
When sharing an artefact (data or workflow), the researchers should adhere
to pre-defined formats and standards for their representation.
• Trust Dimension evaluates if a given data artefact is accompanied with suf-
ficient provenance details, e.g. derivation history, persistent identifiers, in-
formation about parent/source data and attribution.
• Utility Dimensions evaluates if the given data artefact or method meets the
requirements to be used or re-used in a particular experiment. This dimen-
sion is directed to evaluate the relevance of the artefact (method or data).
This dimension can be satisfied if well-annotated data and workflows are
shared with information about the purpose of the analysis and the hypoth-
esis tested.
This section described the mainstream applications of provenance in the con-
text of scientific workflows. To fully utilise the captured provenance information,
a common standard for provenance representation is recommended that can be
unambiguously used, queried, exchanged and understood to avoid heterogene-
ity issues. To address this, many community-driven and system-independent
models of provenance have emerged in the last decade. The next section includes
state of the art standards and models of provenance representation in the specific
context of scientific workflows.
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2.2.4 Provenance Standards and Models
In order to understand provenance information, there needs to be a structured
representation of provenance based on a commonly agreed upon vocabulary
such that the information can be exchanged and inferred without depending on
one particular software system. The efforts towards such a common data model
for provenance representation informally started in 2006 during the International
Provenance and Annotation Workshop2 (IPAW06). Participants of the workshop
discussed the issues related to data provenance, data annotation, process docu-
mentation and data derivation. They concluded that the scientific community
required a better understanding of existing provenance approaches and the simi-
larities and differences of their associated representations [102]. To address this, a
series of Provenance Challenges were initiated, the first two challenges leading to a
agreement over a core representation. Various teams (16 in the first and 13 in the
second challenge) participated in the first two challenges to craft and present an
interoperable provenance data model - the Open Provenance Model (OPM) in 2007
[24].
The third provenance challenge3 focused on interoperability of the proposed
model and resulted in a governance model for the standard together with im-
provements in the specification [103]. The fourth and final challenge of this se-
ries also had interoperability as the main theme, and was terminated early to
merge efforts with events at the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Incubator
on Provenance [104]. The Provenance Working Group took this initiative onward
to support the representation, publication and use of provenance information of
data, documents and other resources over the Web. The goal was to specify a core
extensible provenance language which could be adapted by any system and do-
2https://dblp.org/db/conf/ipaw/ipaw2006
3https://openprovenance.org/provenance-challenge/ThirdProvenanceChallenge.html
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main, thereby promoting a homogeneous solution to provenance representation
and exchange.
The Provenance Working Group formally defined provenance (included in
Section 2.2.1) and presented PROV-PRIMER for provenance interchange. In ad-
dition, based on the recommendations of the Provenance Incubator Group [105]
and building upon OPM, a family of PROV specifications was defined [25] for
provenance representation. These were used to formally document the associ-
ated computational processes and support the aforementioned provenance rec-
ommendations.
Both of these models were based on various existing vocabularies such as
Dublin Core (DC) [106], Web Ontology Language (OWL) [107] and Provenir on-
tology [108]. PROV emerged as an interoperable and extensible standard which
could be extended for specific use cases. As the focus of this thesis is on inter-
operable and domain-independent solutions towards provenance representation
for scientific workflows, details about specialised models targeting specific do-
main requirements, e.g. Proof Markup Language [109], Provenir Ontology [108]
or VOID vocabulary [110] are not discussed. For the purpose of this thesis, two
models have significance: PROV and ontologies from Wf4Ever project4.
2.2.4.1 Open Provenance Model (OPM)
The OPM was the first model designed to represent retrospective provenance.
According to the specification, it is a “model of artefacts in the past, explaining how
they were derived” as well as a model which focuses on “processes that occurred in
the past i.e. they have already completed their execution”. It formally defines three
key terms, Artifact represented by ellipses, Process represented by rectangles and
4http://www.wf4ever-project.org
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Figure 2.5: Artifacts represented by ellipses and processes as rectangles can be
linked to each other other and edges are labelled based on the nature of the de-
pendency [103]
Agent represented by octagons. Artifact is defined as a physical or digital object
in its immutable state. Process is defined as a series of actions on an artifact or
caused by artifacts resulting in new artifacts. Any catalyst of a process which
may have enabled, facilitated or affected a process is referred to as an Agent.
The three key nodes can be linked to each other with edges represented as arcs
between nodes. These arcs are used to denote one of five causal dependencies
between nodes including: used, wasGeneratedBy, wasControlledBy, wasTriggeredBy
and wasDerivedFrom as shown in Figure 2.5.
As the OPM standard is defined to represent provenance of any ”thing”, it
was deliberately kept extensible to incorporate aspects of application domains. A
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noteworthy effort to extend OPM for scientific workflows and their provenance is
an interoperable DataONE-OPM (D-OPM) [111]. This provides a model designed
for the Data Observation Network for Earth (DataONE) project5. This model
captures information covering many fundamental aspects of DataOne scientific
workflows such as workflow execution contributing to represent retrospective
provenance, workflow structure addressing prospective provenance, workflow
evolution and data structures used to represent data processed by the workflow.
Garijo & Gil [112] also demonstrate an extension to OPM (OPMW), designed for
the Wings platform [113] to capture retrospective and prospective provenance of
scientific workflows.
2.2.4.2 W3C PROV
The W3C recommended the generic standard PROV Data Model (PROV-DM)
(Figure 2.6). This is predominantly adapted and extended by the scientific com-
munity working in the workflow domain and across different disciplines. As
explained in the specifications, PROV-DM accommodates different provenance
perspectives such as agent-centric, object-centric and process-centric provenance. As
noted, for the purpose of this thesis, the focus is on the process-oriented view of
provenance.
2.2.4.2.1 Core Elements
Like OPM, PROV-DM also has three key elements: an Entity, Agent and Activity.
These elements are explained below.
• Entity is defined as any physical, digital or conceptual artifact such as a
document, an image, a chart or a dataset. In the case of workflows, an entity
5https://www.dataone.org/
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Figure 2.6: Core concepts of the PROV Data Model. Adapted from W3C PROV
Model Primer [114].
can refer to input datasets, intermediate outputs, and/or final outputs. In
addition, workflow specification documents can also be treated as entities
as they contribute towards documenting prospective provenance.
• Activity is a process or series of processes that take entities as inputs and
produce new entities. A workflow enactment is classified as an activity and
also each individual step/process is referred to as an activity.
• Agent is defined as a person, software, an engine, a system, an organisation
or other entities that are assigned responsibility for a given activity or an
entity.
2.2.4.2.2 PROV-DM Relations
The core elements are linked to each other with defined relationships as shown
in Figure 2.6. An entity can be generated as a result of an activity and this rela-
tionship is denoted as wasGeneratedBy. For example, the relationship between
a workflow enactment (an activity) and its output (an entity) can be represented
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using wasGeneratedBy. Similarly, an activity (e.g. workflow enactment) can use
multiple entities (e.g. input data for a workflow enactment) as inputs to gen-
erate an entity (e.g. outputs after a workflow enactment). This relationship is
represented as used where the entity is used by a given activity. When an entity
depends on another entity with respect to content or existence, the former is de-
rived from the latter and this relationship is represented as wasDerivedFrom. In
the case of workflows, the relationship between input data to the workflow or
a given workflow step, and the resultant output data produced as a result of a
given step or complete workflow execution is represented using this notion.
An activity can be associated with an agent (using wasAssociatedWith) and
an entity can be attributed to an agent (using wasAttributedTo). Another prop-
erty associated with agents can be used to assign additional responsibilities by
recording whether the agent acted on behalf of another agent. This is represented
by actedOnBehalfOf . An example of this property is given by Closa et al. [115]
where they linked the developer of an algorithm with the executor of the process.
In workflow-centric provenance, the same approach can be utilised to represent
a link between the workflow author and the workflow executor (either a per-
son or a platform). For control-flow workflows, another relevant property wasIn-
formedBy connects activities and their dependencies. For example, if an activity,
e.g. a workflow step “is informed by” another activity e.g. an earlier workflow
step, the former will not start until the latter has completed its execution.
2.2.4.2.3 PROV Serialisations
PROV-DM is the core of the PROV standard used for defining a common vocabu-
lary to describe provenance. It is represented by different serialisations including
PROV-O, PROV-XML and PROV-N. The same namespace6 for “prov” is used for
6http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#
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all of these serialisations. PROV-XML serialises the PROV-DM to XML whereas
PROV-O defines an OWL ontology for PROV-DM intended for Linked Data. It is
to be noted that not all serialisations are W3C Recommendations, e.g. PROV-XML
is a Working Group Note7. In this thesis, PROV-N has been adapted and detailed
in Chapter 5 as the recommended format for provenance.
2.2.4.2.4 PROV Extensions
As stated previously, PROV can be extended to fulfil requirements of different
scientific domains and research areas. Several notable examples are as follows.
• P-Plan: Similar to OPM, PROV has been designed to capture provenance of
events that have already happened. In the case of workflows, the model can
represent retrospective provenance; however it lacks structures to formally
describe prospective provenance. Garijo & Gil present P-Plan [116], build-
ing upon PROV’s term “prov:Plan and their previous work [112] to facilitate
the capture of workflow plans (specifications) and their relationships with
workflow enactments.
• D-Prov: Based on D-OPM [111], Missier et al. also extended PROV speci-
fying D-Prov to support prospective provenance by formally documenting
details of the workflow specification [117].
• ProvONE: the DataONE project extended D-Prov resulting in a new ProvONE
OWL-based specification [118]. This included more entity types such as
provone:Document, provone:Data and provone:Visualization, as well as specific
agents such as provone:User etc. These extensions were specific to the DataONE
scenarios but could be adapted for other projects.
7https://www.w3.org/2005/10/Process-20051014/tr#WGNote
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• PROV-Wf: Costa et al. [119] propose another extension of PROV target-
ing retrospective provenance of scientific workflows, with specific focus
on those enacted in HPC environments. In this approach, the results are
tracked for parallel executions of workflows and provenance data stored
for further analysis.
A PROV extension that is utilised for the workflow-centric retrospective prove-
nance in this thesis is proposed by the Wf4Ever project in the context of Research
Objects (explained in Section 2.2.7.2). This is used to describe retrospective prove-
nance using The Workflow Provenance Ontology ( “wfprov”) and prospective prove-
nance using The Workflow Description Ontology (“wfdesc”) as explained in the next
section.
2.2.4.3 Wf4Ever Provenance Ontologies
Belhajjame et al. [29] proposed a suite of ontologies extending existing well-
known ontologies including the W3C PROV ontology (PROV-O). Based on their
previous work and related literature, they presented five requirements determin-
ing the type of data and metadata that should accompany any workflow study to
promote preservation of workflow-centric research. These requirements included
well-described and annotated workflows and provenance traces of the workflow
enactments. In response to these requirements, the authors proposed a collection
of ontologies, with two specifically used to address retrospective and prospective
provenance of workflows.
2.2.4.3.1 wfdesc
As the PROV Data Model specifically deals with the processes that have hap-
pened in the past, i.e. can only be used for retrospective provenance, the Wf4Ever
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project builds upon the concept of prov:Plan and proposes structures as wfdesc to
describe the prospective provenance of a given workflow. A workflow specifi-
cation is described using “wfdesc:Workflow” which can contain two or more steps
represented as “wfdesc:Process” with the link between the former and latter de-
scribed as “wfdesc:hasSubProcess”. Other classes include wfdesc:Artifact, wfdesc:Input,
wfdesc:Output and DataLink.
2.2.4.3.2 wfprov
wfprov8 is an extension of PROV-O used to describe the retrospective provenance
of workflow enactment. Four main classes of wfprov (on which most of the terms
are built) are “artifact”, “Process Run”, “Workflow Engine” and “Workflow Run”.
A Workflow enactment (Activity) is represented using “wfprov:WorkflowRun” and
a step (Activity) represented as “wfprov:ProcessRun”. The data items (Entity) are
described as “wfprov:Artifact” and a given data item can be used as an input or
produced as an output represented as “wfprov:usedInput” or “wfprov:wasOutputFrom”
respectively. Another specialised extension to PROV is to include a description
of the workflow engine through “wfprov:WorkflowEngine”, where an Agent is re-
sponsible for a given workflow enactment.
Both of these ontologies are explored in Chapter 5 to document elements of
prospective and (pre-dominantly) retrospective provenance of workflow enact-
ment.
2.2.5 Provenance Capture Mechanisms
A uniform mechanism to capture provenance information across all computa-
tional analyses is unrealistic, given the variety and heterogeneity of approaches
8https://w3id.org/ro/2016-01-28/wfdesc
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used to carry out these analyses (later discussed in Section 2.3). Therefore, prove-
nance capture is typically viewed as a system-specific activity preferably without
any/many infrastructural changes in the architecture of the underlying script or
system. This results in specialised solutions to provenance capture tied to a single
platform. The following is a classification of the provenance capture mechanisms
typically used in scientific workflows.
2.2.5.1 Script-based Capture
Scripting languages such as Python, Perl and R have been widely adopted to
analyse scientific datasets by defining data processing steps tied together using
data or control flow dependencies. Mattoso et al. [120] decompose the life-cycle of
a script-based workflow into three stages: composition, execution and analysis.
They emphasise the importance of supporting provenance capture throughout
all stages.
To capture retrospective provenance of script-based workflows, commonly
utilised and prominent efforts include StarFlow [121], noWorkflow [122] and
YesWorkflow [123]. StarFlow is a Python-specific data analysis environment
which operates by inspecting file dependencies and function-level control flows
using static analysis of the code and dynamic analysis during execution. noWork-
flow is proposed to capture “deployment”, “definition” and “execution” prove-
nance from the execution of Python scripts without requiring the scientists to
modify their existing scripts. Thus, noWorkflow focuses on capturing retrospec-
tive provenance for each execution of a given Python script.
YesWorkflow also does not require users to change their scripts but rather
annotate them with specialised comments. These comments are then analysed
by YesWorkflow to identify the computational needs of these scripts and pro-
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duce their “workflow-like” graphical representation. YesWorkflow is more fo-
cused on the prospective view of provenance and is language independent such
that any scripting language can be coupled with the YesWorkflow annotations
to generate explicit graphical representation of the workflow from these scripts.
In some studies [124, 125], the authors utilised the combination of noWorkflow
and YesWorkflow to benefit from the unique characteristics of both solutions to
capture both retrospective and prospective provenance.
2.2.5.2 Workflow Management Systems with Built-in Provenance Capture
Workflow Management Systems (WMS) defined as software environments are
used extensively by researchers to design and execute complex workflow-centric
analyses [126]. Typically, any WMS is able to support the design of workflows by
utilising existing resources such as data and configured software or by seamlessly
incorporating new datasets and tools. Such systems facilitate the execution of
workflows through user-friendly graphical representations and intuitive designs
[127]. Some example WMS used extensively for scientific workflow design and
execution include Taverna [5], Kepler [7], VisTrails [6], Wings [113] and Galaxy
[8].
Analysing WMS evolution in the past decade, Atkinson et al. [127] list a range
of characteristics that support the re-usability of the methods and results, au-
tomation of processes and sharing of workflows across the scientific community.
Provenance capture and management has been identified as a key characteristic
for WMS to support for many applications domains (discussed in Section 2.2.3)
and especially with respect to scientific workflows. Despite the common goals
and characteristics of all WMS, a “one-size-fits-all” approach for provenance cap-
ture mechanisms across such systems does not exist. For example Galaxy follows
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its own approach for provenance capture by saving and representing provenance
in the form of either “histories” or “pages”, both of which can be shared using
a public link or by publishing through the Galaxy platform for broader commu-
nity use. On the other hand, Taverna developers have been actively participating
in the provenance standard building activities described in Section 2.2.4. Hence,
Taverna has an extensive provenance capture and management system with ca-
pabilities to export this information to the W3C Provenance Ontology [128]. De-
tailed analysis with respect to provenance capture and management of the ex-
isting WMS used for scientific workflow design and execution are included in
Section 2.4.
2.2.5.3 Standalone Tools for capture
The WMS-based capture of provenance requires appropriate provenance-aware
design choices to be made when WMS is developed, to avoid adding provenance
capture support retrospectively. The script-based provenance capture is usually
considered as an option by researchers if excessive re-factoring of the pre-built
pipelines is not required or if the provenance-centric script code can be incorpo-
rated into the pipelines during their development. Another common approach
to provenance capture is incorporating independently designed standalone tools
that operate on existing workflows written in high-level scripting or workflow
definition languages. Such tools require minimal or no change to the WMSs or
scripts to enable provenance information collection of already built WMS/scripts.
Standalone provenance capture tools can operate and obtain provenance in-
formation in different ways, e.g. exploiting operating-system level information to
obtain a high-level view of provenance [129, 130, 131]; by modifying the software
to enable generation of the required fine-grained provenance information [132,
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133], or by implicitly capturing provenance information by identifying data flows
[134]. Such efforts can also be language-specific. Examples of such approaches in-
clude Sumatra [135], ProvenanceCurious [136] and RDataTracker [137]. SHARP
[138] is a more recent effort to harmonise provenance capture across two plat-
forms (Galaxy and Taverna), where the authors have developed an open-source
tool to extract provenance information from a given Galaxy workflow and repre-
sent the results in PROV RDF triples which can be used in combination with the
provenance graphs generated by Taverna to run cross-workflow queries.
2.2.6 Provenance Data Analytics
Provenance data analytics deals with querying, mining and extracting knowl-
edge from potentially voluminous amounts of provenance traces generated fol-
lowing the execution of large-scale workflow-based experiments. This section
covers mainstream approaches to tackling provenance-based data analytics.
One common approach is utilising provenance graphs to determine data qual-
ity or identify domain-specific information. Keshavarz et al. [139] present an
analytic approach focused on traversing provenance graphs and utilising the
available annotations to assess data quality and reliability for run-time decision
making regarding task continuation or termination. Huynh et al. [140] lever-
aged the concept of descriptive analysis of network graph characteristics and
proposed twenty-two provenance network metrics that could be used to answer
provenance-related data queries. The authors applied supervised learning meth-
ods to provenance graphs to predict domain-specific information.
Data mining techniques have also been used as methods to simplify and bet-
ter represent provenance graphs. Chen et al. [141] reduce the feature space of
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provenance data sets by dividing the OPM-graph into a sorted partition to gen-
erate a reduced-sized temporal representation of the provenance data thereby
providing a high level and more understandable view. Another technique of
summarising provenance is discussed by Moreau [142] which focused on gen-
erating a summary of provenance information by grouping similar provenance
types to increase the understandability of the provenance data. He defines and
satisfies the key requirements that any summarization technique should consider,
i.e. the summary should capture the “Essence of Provenance” and it should be ev-
ident whether there is “Conformance” with the provenance graphs. A summary
should also be able to detect “Outliers”.
A recent survey by Oliveira et al. [143] focused on the analytics aspect of
workflow-based provenance. The authors describe current computational meth-
ods commonly utilised for analysing provenance data for information extraction;
for improved understandability, and for subsequent usability of this data. These
methods include data mining, summarization of provenance graphs, customisa-
tion of provenance views, syntactic and semantic inference and similarity com-
parison to identify evolution of data and methods used in workflows. The char-
acterisation by Oliveira et al. is used as reference in the taxonomy devised in
Section 2.2.8.
2.2.7 Resources Supporting Provenance Applications
The applications of provenance discussed in Section 2.2.3 will not be supported
ubiquitously if the only resource shared is a provenance document and a trace
of a given workflow enactment. Such traces contain references to the resources
used, e.g. data artefacts, computational tools, workflow specifications and con-
figuration settings. Hence, sharing and publishing these related resources is of
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paramount importance to enable best use/re-use of the provenance information.
Cohen at al. [144] and Belhajjame et al. [29] also emphasise that aggregat-
ing, packaging and publishing the computational methods and data utilised in
a given workflow enactment are essential. This includes the run-time environ-
ment, data artefacts, workflow specifications and provenance trace of the work-
flow enactment. Often, emphasis is placed on provision of these resources with-
out explicitly mentioning the effect of their absence on the application. Hurley
et al. [145] also emphasised that sharing “recipes” of workflow ingredients (sat-
isfying the requirements of prospective provenance) and “snapshots”, e.g. VMs
and cloud instances, with minimal implementation of the software required to
reproduce the published analyses or verify the results is key. The following sub-
sections discuss the conventional approaches utilised to support resource shar-
ing.
2.2.7.1 Workflow Software Environment Capture
Freezing and packaging the run-time environment to encompass all software com-
ponents and their dependencies used in an analysis is a recommended and widely
adopted practice [144] especially for cloud computing resources where images
and snapshots of cloud instances can be created and shared with researchers
[146]. The software packaging and availability alongside published analysis stream-
lines the process of evaluation and re-use of the shared resources by reducing the
efforts to manually manage complicated configuration settings. This can help
to minimise the effects of complex software dependencies. There are many ap-
proaches to packaging software environments. We consider categories based on
the nature of their functionality and resulting costs of overheads on the part of
the user.
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2.2.7.1.1 Virtual Machine & Cloud Instance Snapshots
Hypervisor-based virtualisation technology has been around for a long time. It
caters for the needs that often arise in distributed computing including config-
uration independence, resource distribution and software interoperability [147].
Generating snapshots to encapsulate the current state of a computing environ-
ment is referred to as “Whole system snapshot exchange” [148] and “System-wide
Packaging” [144]. Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM), VirtualBox, VMWare
Server and Vagrant are a few of the existing virtualisation solutions for pack-
aging and sharing workflow software environments that allow to create the exact
replica of the required environment.
Cloud computing has emerged as a predominant solution to manage and sup-
port shareable software environments by providing “Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) [149, 150]. These snapshots can not only capture the computational en-
vironment but also the datasets and other resources that can subsequently be dis-
tributed. Pre-configured snapshots can be used as a starting point to launch cloud
instances with enough compute and storage resources to validate the shared anal-
yses, reproduce results and/or re-use shared methods across studies. Leading
platforms managing infrastructure and providing cloud computing services and
configuration on demand include DigitalOcean [151], Amazon Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) [152], Google Cloud Platform [153] and Microsoft Azure [154]. The
instances launched on these platforms can be saved as snapshots and publicly
published with a given analysis. This allows to create instances representing the
computing state of the snapshot, at a given future date.
“System-wide packaging” for data-driven analyses, although simplest for work-
flow developers has its own caveats. One notable issue is the size of the snapshot
as it captures everything in the instance at a given time, hence the size can range
from a few Gigabytes to many Terabytes. Furthermore, snapshots lack contex-
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tual and background information about the underlying environment and must
be accompanied with the provenance information, e.g. to provide the scientific
background and explanation of the shared resources [28].
2.2.7.1.2 Container-based Solutions
To address the issues related to size of instance snapshots, platform differences
and conflicting dependencies, platform-independent light-weight LinuX contain-
ers (LXC) are emerging as a new choice for the “unit of deployment” [155]. These
containers define a computing environment capturing the dependencies of soft-
ware by virtualisation at the Operating System (OS) level and utilising existing
resources of the host environment. These containers should encapsulate an im-
mutable version of an application coupled with the minimal OS components es-
sential for execution of that application. Gruening et al. [156] identify recom-
mendations specifically for the bioinformatics domain to make the software in-
volved in an analysis discoverable, re-usable and transparent. The authors rec-
ommended use of dependency managers along with light-weight containers to
achieve preservation and availability of software applications that are utilised in
a given analysis.
Beaulieu & Greene [157] suggested the use of container-based technologies
such as Docker along with continuous integration techniques to facilitate preser-
vation of methods utilised in data-intensive analyses where a full service contin-
uous integration service is configured to re-run the analysis in case of changes in
source code or data. In addition to Docker, other current leading container so-
lutions including LXD, Singularity [158], rkt9 and BioContainers. Each of these
have unique characteristics making them an appropriate choice in different use-
cases. Docker also allows to publish and share images with the scientific commu-
9https://coreos.com/rkt
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nity via an image store, Docker Hub registry10. Singularity is considered suitable
for High Performance Computing (HPC) with SLURM and UGE like workload
managers. It also enables portability of Docker images to Singularity to allow
re-use of existing Docker containers in other environments.
Notable open-source community-driven efforts include domain-specific reg-
istries such as BioContainers11 and Dockstore12. These allow for the preservation
and sharing of executable environments with the help of Docker and rkt contain-
ers.
2.2.7.1.3 Package & Configuration Management
Another common practice adopted by the scientific community to ensure seam-
less availability of computational methods is through configuration and package
managers. The dependencies of a given application include libraries, applications
and metadata are often aggregated as a single “software package” [156], which
can be deployed by configuration and package managers as and when required.
These package and configuration managers not only handle one-time installa-
tions but also provide facilities to upgrade pre-installed packages. Such systems
can operate at the Operating-System level and handle centralised installations
such as apt, yum, make and pkg. Other scripting language-specific solutions to
package management include pip and PyPI for Python, Packrat13 and CRAN14
for R and CPAN15 for Perl. Operating-System solutions such as MacPorts and
Chocolatey for Windows are also commonly used package managers nowadays.
When choosing such a system, it is recommended that a platform-independent
10https://hub.docker.com/
11https://biocontainers.pro/
12https://dockstore.org/
13http://rstudio.github.io/packrat/
14https://cran.r-project.org/
15https://www.cpan.org/
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solution that enables installation of multiple versions of an application is cho-
sen. Those solutions that do not require administrative privileges should be
given preference [156]. Such features promote interoperability and simplified
usability by giving the user control over the computational environment with-
out requiring administrative rights to make changes to the system. Examples
of such third-party standalone systems include HomeBrew/HomeBrew Cask16,
Conda17, Nix18 and Zero Install19.
Community-driven bioinformatics-specific efforts have recently adopted Conda
as the preferred mode of packaging, due to its language-agnostic and platform-
independent nature. This makes it suitable for both HPC and cloud infrastructure
deployments [159]. Bioconda [160] is based on Conda and comprises of bioinfor-
matics installation recipes, a build system to convert these recipes to packages
and a repository offering more than 3000 bioinformatics packages. Each Bio-
Conda package can be installed via Conda, Docker, rkt and Singularity making it
highly portable.
2.2.7.2 Data/Method Preservation, Aggregation & Sharing
The workflow resources e.g. the workflow specifications, command line tool
specifications, datasets used in an analysis and underlying software are required
to be aggregated and packaged for each workflow-based analysis, preserved and
published alongside conventional publications to address various applications of
provenance. Expecting individuals to address this issue would (and does) lead
to disconnected, non-standardised efforts resulting in numerous platform and
16https://brew.sh/
17https://conda.io/
18https://nixos.org/nix/
19https://0install.net/
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application-specific solutions. In response, subsets of the scientific community
increasingly drive efforts to define unified formats of aggregation of resources
and open-access sharing repositories for publishing such artefacts. In this sec-
tion, we review some of the major efforts in this area.
2.2.7.2.1 Structured Representation and Aggregation
There are several initiatives focusing on preservation of the digital artefacts utilised
in a workflow enactment [161]. This encompasses the hypothesis tested in the
given analysis, the findings, the meta-data that does not qualify as provenance,
retrospective provenance of the given workflow enactment, prospective prove-
nance and most importantly machine-readable annotations explaining all of the
aggregated resources and their relationship. These annotations provide contex-
tual information about the exact role an artefact plays in the research lifecycle of
a given workflow enactment. Critically, this is more than a zipped folder of all
the artefacts related to an analysis, but rather it should comprise a well-formatted
and structured description of the experimental process.
Pioneering resource-centric initiatives using semantic technologies for sys-
tematic data and method aggregation include the Open Archives Initiative Ob-
ject Re-Use & Exchange (OAI-ORE) [26], the Investigate Study Analysis (ISA)
framework [162] and the computational biology-specific COMBINE Open Mod-
eling EXchange format (OMEX) Archive [163]. These standards and frameworks
are utilised by the scientific linked data community to tackle workflow-oriented
studies covering domain and platform-independent Research Objects (RO) [29],
self-contained provenance aware packages such as ReproZip [28], BioCompute
Objects [164] specific to bioinformatics and provenance-rich DataOne packages
[27]. A common goal of these self-describing bundles is to promote digital preser-
vation, portability and interoperability of compute-intensive scientific experiments.
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This thesis utilises Research Objects specific to workflows following the BD-
Bag approach, which itself is based on BagIt [165], for method and data aggrega-
tion of a given workflow enactment. Details of the principles justifying the adop-
tion of these standards are presented in Chapter 5. Several platform-dependent
studies have also been produced as extensions to existing standards by imple-
menting RO concepts and improving aggregation of resources.
Belhajjame et al. [29] proposed the application of ROs to develop workflow-
centric ROs containing data and metadata to improve the understandability of
utilised methods (in this case workflow specifications). They explored five essen-
tial requirements to workflow preservation and identified data and metadata that
should be stored to satisfy the said requirements. Specifically, they proposed ex-
tensions to existing ontologies such as Object Reuse and Exchange (ORE), the An-
notation Ontology (AO) and the PROV-O ontology and also developed four new
ontologies to represent workflow specific information. However, as they identify,
the scope of the proposed model at that time was not focused on interoperabil-
ity of heterogeneous workflows but on a given Taverna Workflow Management
System using myExperiment, which made the approach platform-dependent.
Gomez et al. [166] proposed extensions to the RO model augmenting workflow-
centric ROs with information to cater for the specific needs of the Earth Science
community. They demonstrated that ROs could support extensions to generate
aggregated resources leveraging domain specific knowledge. Hettne et al. [167]
used three workflow case studies in the genomics domain to demonstrate how
Research Objects could capture methods and data supporting subsequent query-
ing and extraction of information about the scientific investigation under obser-
vation. The solution was again tightly coupled with the Taverna Workflow Man-
agement System and hence if shared, would not be interoperable or reproducible
outside of the Taverna environment. Other notable efforts to use Research Ob-
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jects for workflow-centric studies include [5] in systems biology, [168] in clinical
settings and [169] in precision medicine.
2.2.7.2.2 Preservation and Sharing via Repositories
The sharing and publishing of resources linked to scholarly publications is now
supported by various online repositories. Various journals such Nature, Biostatis-
tics, PeerJ and Science mandate that data and computational methods are shared
in publicly accessible repositories such as GitHub, Dataverse20 and re3data, while
others such as GigaScience take this a step further by providing their own repos-
itory, GigaDB [170] for sharing data and methods utilised in work under consid-
eration for publication. WMS-specific initiatives such as Galaxy with histories
and toolsheds along with generic efforts such as myExperiment [171] and Data-
verse [172] offer workflow-centric options for open access method sharing. Some
other commonly used open source online repositories for collaborative research
include Zenodo21, GitHub22 and Figshare23.
Such resources facilitate collaborative research in addition to sharing of source
code underpinning a given analysis. There is no standard format defined or de-
clared that must be followed when someone shares artefacts associated with an
analysis. As a result, the quality of shared resources can range from a highly an-
notated, rigorously documented and complete set of artefacts, to raw data with
undocumented code and incomplete information about the infrastructure as a
whole. Individual organisations or groups might provide a set of “recommended
practices”, e.g. in README files that attempt to maintain the quality of shared
resources. An exemplar initiative Code as a Research Object24 is a joint project be-
20https://dataverse.org/
21https://zenodo.org/
22https://github.com/
23https://figshare.com/
24http://mozillascience.github.io/code-research-object/
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tween Figshare, GitHub and Mozilla Science Lab that aims to archive any GitHub
code repository to Figshare and produce a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) to im-
prove the discovery of resources.
2.2.8 Putting the Pieces Together
We have defined and introduced the key concepts of provenance with a focus
on scientific workflows, its related principles and supporting resources which
are revisited frequently in later chapters. In this section, we present a taxonomy
encompassing these elements that is explored and categorised in the future sec-
tions. This taxonomy is used to evaluate state of the art Workflow Management
Systems and workflow definition approaches as categorised in Section 2.3.2.
A consolidated view of the provenance concepts in the form of a taxonomy
was presented by Simmhan et al. [45]. This overlaps slightly with respect to the
applications of provenance described in Section 2.2.3. Another detailed survey
of provenance for workflow management systems focusing on provenance cap-
ture mechanism, classes, storage and query support was presented by Freire et
al. [173]. The provenance capture mechanisms described in Section 2.2.5 partially
overlap with the metrics used in this survey in one key aspect - namely “Work-
flow Management System built-in Capture”. The representation of provenance
analytics methods in our taxonomy are adopted from another notable survey by
Oliveira et al. [143] presented in Section 2.2.6.
The taxonomy organisation in this thesis as shown in Figure 2.7 extends al-
ready defined categorised provenance concepts, but with focus on scientific work-
flow execution provenance and its supporting resources. The argument to in-
clude these resources in the taxonomy is based on their utility, i.e. without them
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the captured provenance would be unable to serve the primary purpose it is cap-
tured for.
2.3 Workflow Definition & Implementation Approaches
Scientific workflow design and management has become an essential part of
many computationally driven data-intensive analyses enabling Automation, Scal-
ing, Adaptation and Provenance support (ASAP) [3]. Varying requirements to be
met by workflows and their increased use has driven rapid growth in the number
of computational data analysis workflow management systems, with hundreds
of heterogeneous approaches now existing for workflow specification and execu-
tion [174, 175].
In this section, the evolution of systems for the definition and execution of sci-
entific workflows is presented. Following this, the various heterogeneous work-
flow definition approaches used in the bioinformatics domain are categorised
into three broad categories.
2.3.1 Evolution of Workflow Management Systems
Workflow Management Systems (WMS), as mentioned in Section 2.2.5.2, enable
researchers to perform data-intensive analyses by systematically supporting the
creation and execution of workflows by chaining together computational tools
and data sources. In theory, all WMSs are expected to capture the exact method-
ology used in a given workflow-centric analysis, ideally capturing and re-using
the associated provenance information needed to support reproducibility and at-
tribution. In practice, this capture and re-use varies considerably and if it exists,
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then it is specific to each WMS.
Starting from largely isolated solutions a decade ago, the trend of research and
workflow-oriented support has shifted to encourage abstraction in workflow def-
inition. Recent efforts have focused on the creation of interoperable and portable
methods that can be executed on multiple platforms and utilising varying com-
puting resources. This abstraction enhances the understandability of workflows
and allows for different expertise levels of researchers to avoid the steep learning
curve and computing knowledge that was historically required.
With the growing computing capacity and ever-evolving computing platform
architectures now available, WMSs have evolved to enhance performance by
leveraging diverse computing resources. Atkinson et al. [127] credits parallel
computing, scheduling and planning, and data management as key factors that
have improved WMSs. Various workflow-oriented studies [176, 177] have fo-
cused on improving the performance of scientific workflows by applying tech-
niques to better schedule workflows to optimise use of available computing re-
sources.
The “Open Science” movement has the goal to enhance research performance
by establishing the foundations of research based on openness and sharing. This
has also resulted in community driven WMSs (described in Section 2.4.1) that
are not grant-dependent for sustainability, as is the case for much research soft-
ware. The sharing of resources such as workflows and their associated data has
become a new norm for improving the trust of published studies by making them
transparent and reproducible. To handle this, WMSs now facilitate the sharing of
workflow resources by utilising many of the tools described in Section 2.2.7.1 to
distribute information leading to an increasingly decentralised view of computa-
tion and data.
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2.3.2 Classification of Workflow Approaches
Out of the many big data domains, genomics is considered “the most demanding”
with respect to all stages of the data lifecycle - from acquisition, storage, distri-
bution and analysis [178]. Genomic data is growing at an unprecedented rate
due to improved sequencing technologies [179] and reduced cost. It is currently
challenging to analyse such data and this challenge is expected to grow for the
foreseeable future. in silico experiments designed for analysis of such data re-
quire execution of various local applications and remote services connected with
each other in the order of their execution. In this context, scientific workflows
have overtaken many traditional research methods using ad-hoc scripts, which
has been the typical modus operandi over the last few decades in bioinformatics
domain [127, 180].
In this section, we classify key approaches for workflow definition and imple-
mentation25 into three broad categories as shown in Figure 2.8. These categories
have been identified based on the most common practices prevailing in bioinfor-
matics workflows design and management. This characterisation has been pub-
lished as part of an empirical case study detailed in Chapter 3. Although this clas-
sification holds for any domain utilising workflow-centric computational tools
for data analyses, we focus especially on bioinformatics-specific platforms.
2.3.2.1 Domain-specific Pre-built Pipelines
Several automated bioinformatics-specific pipelines such as Cpipe [181], bcbio-
nextgen [182] and others [183, 184] have been developed using command-line
25This classification has been published in the following article:
Kanwal, Sehrish and Khan, Farah Zaib and Lonie, Andrew and Sinnott, Richard O Investigating
reproducibility and tracking provenance–A genomic workflow case study. In: BMC bioinfor-
matics 18.1 (2017), p. 337.
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Figure 2.8: Classification of workflow definition approaches used in the bioinfor-
matics domain with exemplar solutions for each category.
tools to support genomic data analysis. These pipelines are typically driven
and supported by individual laboratories, which have developed customised
pipelines for processing data. This approach has resulted in considerable vari-
ability in the methods used for data interpretation and processing. The advan-
tages of these pipelines include editing pipelines on remote servers without re-
quiring access to graphical user interfaces (GUIs). This means that they are easily
administered through source code management tools [185]. However, command-
line based pipeline frameworks such as bpipe [186], Snakemake [185] and Ruffus
[187] are often not flexible enough to support integration of new user-defined
steps and analysis tools.
Furthermore, working with such systems requires expertise with command-
line programming and typically deep computational knowledge as these sys-
tems extensively use individual scripts to tie together different components of
the pipelines. These scripts control variables, dependencies and conditional logic
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to provide efficient processing of the data, however they are often difficult to
reproduce. Such systems often assume the provision of the same physical or
virtualised infrastructure used to run the initial analysis, including scripts, test
data, tools, reference data and databases. The implementation overheads of such
pipelines include configuration and installation of software packages, parameter
settings and their potential alteration, debugging and lack of input/output inter-
faces. As such, considerable effort and time is required to create, understand and
reproduce such pipelines.
2.3.2.2 Graphical User Interface (GUI)-based Integrative Workbenches
To tackle some of the challenges of pipelines created using command-line solu-
tions, workbenches such as Galaxy [8], Taverna [5], Kepler [188], VisTrails [6],
Wings [113], Pegasus[189] and Knime [190] have been developed. These support
easy and customised workflow definitions using a GUI-based front end. Few of
the referenced workbenches allow researchers to specify the goals, requirements
and constraints for workflows using for example semantic reasoning [191]. Se-
mantic workflow management systems support setting up analyses by provid-
ing parameter preferences, alternate software tools and relevant datasets whilst
leveraging analytic constraints articulated by the user [192]. The semantic de-
scriptions typically expect complex validation rules for input and output data
objects to support more advanced reasoning. Hitherto such systems havent been
widely adopted because of the complications involved in modelling systems, the
rapid evolution of semantic web services and the fact that the majority of existing
approaches adopt a non-semantic approach [193].
GUI-based workbenches are typically highly featured and pre-configured with
modular tools supporting interactive design suitable for a wide range of audi-
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ences with varying degrees of expertise. Such environments often include aux-
iliary datasets and configuration settings to aid users in designing automated
and robust pipelines that provide managed access to a library of systems with
abstractions of the interaction layer and a workflow layer that captures tool ver-
sions and parameter information. Such GUI workbenches can be easily used with
already existing tools but adding a new tool or executable wrapper can require an
in-depth familiarity of acceptable input file types, parameter settings, exception
handling and resource management.
However, such systems do not require any local installations of the analysis
tools nor customisation of the analysis environment, hence they have lower in-
frastructure maintenance costs. On the other hand, the availability of external
services and customised tool repositories poses a risk to reproducibility as it is
typically impossible to reproduce a workflow created using a service or external
data resource which has been changed or is no longer available. Similarly work-
flows implemented on one system may not be reproducible when imported into
another system due to incompatibility issues between local customised environ-
ments.
2.3.2.3 Standardised & Declarative Approach to Workflow Definition
The heterogeneity in the field of in silico genomic analysis has motivated re-
searchers to work towards standardised workflow description languages. Exam-
ples of these include the Common Workflow Language (CWL) [31] and the Work-
flow Definition Language (WDL) [194]. A variety of software platforms, such as
individual workstations to high performance computing platforms (cloud, grids
or clusters) can be used to enact workflows. Workflows should ideally provide
a formal specification of the required environment, covering all aspects of the
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workflow implementation including tool versions, input data, customizable pa-
rameter settings and the workflow run-time environment. Ideally such approaches
provide software specifications that help researchers define and implement portable,
easy to use and reproducible workflows. The specifications should describe data
and offer execution models allowing users to have full control when creating and
running workflows by explicitly declaring the relevant environment, resources
and other customizable settings in addition to the workflow specification.
2.4 Evaluation of Exemplar Approaches
In this section, we introduce and evaluate exemplar systems from each category
of workflow definition approaches with emphasis on their features for prove-
nance capture and use. There are a multitude of existing systems [174] and this
section does not aim to achieve completeness in evaluation of all existing systems.
Rather, the systems are mainly selected based on their use in bioinformatics re-
search, their principled approach to provenance capture or the tools they leverage
to capture the software environment required to enact the workflow.
2.4.1 Exemplar Bioinformatics-specific Pre-built Pipelines
There are many other pre-built pipelines used in the clinical domain to support
high throughout bioinformatics data analysis. Notable projects include NGSane
[195], Targeted REsequencing Virtual Appliance (TREVA) [196], NGS-pipe [197]
and DNAp [198].
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2.4.1.1 Cpipe
Cpipe provides a consensus pipeline designed for clinical diagnostics. For prove-
nance recording and provision, Cpipe provides a minimal view in the form of a
human-readable PDF document26 as a “Provenance Report”. This contains three
tables: ‘Pipeline’, ‘Tools’ and ‘File’ separating the details of the pipeline version,
researcher responsibilities to enact the pipeline and the underlying tool versions
and file names used in the analysis. This view is quite coarse-grained and lacks a
standard representation of the details of the derivation history, i.e. it has minimal
support for retrospective provenance.
Cpipe uses a programmatic approach which effectively includes everything
necessary for reproducing a given genomic analysis. It expects the same/equivalent
physical infrastructure and software environment used to run the initial analy-
sis, including scripts, test data, tools, reference data and databases. For software
environment capture, virtualisation technology in the form of a cloud instance
snapshot is typically utilised to allow users to launch a new instance with Cpipe
[199]. Further details of the functionality and inner workings of this pipeline are
presented in Chapter 3.
2.4.1.2 Bcbio-nextgen
Bcbio-nextgen is a community-developed and community-driven effort compris-
ing a diverse collection of pre-built pipelines utilising best practice approaches
to realise biological tasks such as Germline Variant calling, Somatic Variant call-
ing, RNA-seq and ChIP-seq data analysis. A pre-defined test/example dataset
and known outputs of each pipeline is available to support validation of newer
26https://github.com/FarahZKhan/GATK-CaseStudy/blob/master/Cpipe/Cpipe-prov.pdf
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methods such as a new version or a different algorithm [200]. The pipelines are
scalable across heterogeneous computing platforms and designed to be compat-
ible with research-oriented analyses including population-wide and individual
genomes.
Bcbio-nextgen mostly relies on and expects to utilise the capabilities of the ex-
ecution platform (such as Arvados [201]) for provenance capture. That is, there is
no standard representation for provenance capture. Rather, it varies depending
on the execution platform resulting in considerable heterogeneity of the prove-
nance of results despite use of the same pipelines. Hence, the granularity of com-
plete provenance depends on the choice of platform and the underlying prove-
nance capabilities it offers.
Regarding the software environment, it is recommended to create a virtual
Python environment to run an automated script provided for installing the nec-
essary resources. A Docker file is also available for initial configuration of the
packages required for the Bcbio-nextgen framework, thereby minimising manual
time-consuming configuration. The resources linked to any pipeline including
source code, Docker images and test data are freely available and shared in dif-
ferent open-access repositories.
2.4.1.3 Omics-Pipe
Omics-Pipe is another open-source pre-built Python-based pipeline. It utilises
Ruffus, Sumatra [135] and C libraries for running processes, offering version con-
trol and utilising distributed computing resources. It is modular and extensible
in nature allowing researchers to write Python modules that can be incorporated
in the pipelines.
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Provenance tracking for the Omics-Pipe execution relies mostly on informally
capturing metadata as supported by Sumatra. This metadata includes details of
the hardware platform, the source code of the pipeline executed, the versions of
input datasets, the configuration setting of tools and the output data that is linked
to each execution. Hence, without characterising and formally representing the
captured metadata, each pipeline execution produces elements of retrospective
provenance. It is common practice to change the configuration settings of any/all
tools for result comparison, hence Sumatra associates each run with the version
of the pipeline and the associated configuration settings used.
An Amazon EC2 instance image with pre-installed dependencies is made
available to be run on specific clusters. A Docker container is also mentioned
but no information is provided about its availability or access. The source code
is freely available on Bitbucket for local installations in which case the user is ex-
pected to manually install any/all third party tools and databases and deal with
the dependency issues that may arise.
2.4.2 Exemplar GUI-based Workbenches
There are many GUI-based WMSs extensively used in bioinformatics research.
Some of these are community-driven in terms of methods used and the work-
flow development and sharing. We focus here on their support for retrospective
provenance.
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2.4.2.1 Galaxy
Galaxy is an open source web-based platform. It is extensively used for data-
intensive biomedical research with more than 5,700 citations and 500 developers
maintaining and improving the platform [8]. It is one of the most accepted and
adopted workbenches used by researchers with a strong community contribut-
ing towards building and improving the quality of methods and ultimately, the
research it supports.
As described in Section 2.2.5.2, Galaxy has it’s own approach for provenance
support. This is not based on use of convention or standards for representation of
such information. For each workflow execution, Galaxy uses a view of “History”
that automatically tracks changes made to the data files and tools used to derive
a given data product. It also provides a manual annotation facility to add user-
defined “tags” to enhance understandability of file names or by adding domain-
specific information. Once researchers are satisfied with a workflow execution
to be shared, a Galaxy “page” can be developed incorporating data, tools and
context-specific details such as the hypothesis tested, attribution and justifica-
tions for use of specific tools or configuration settings. Hence, some retrospective
provenance elements are available but these are largely scattered across the plat-
form without a unified view or standard representation.
For preservation of the software environment, the Galaxy community has re-
cently adopted package managers such as Conda and Bioconda to resolve soft-
ware dependency issues. Bioconda is a community-driven project with >2,700
bioinformatics packages available as Docker containers ready to be installed of-
fering specific software versions. There also exists a centralised Galaxy ToolShed
repository [202] that is used to disseminate software and software dependencies
across different public Galaxy instances.
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2.4.2.2 Taverna
Taverna is a one of the pioneer open source WMS supporting the coupling of
distributed web-services into workflows such that any researcher can utilise the
existing services without requiring them to manually install tools.
Taverna is a community-driven effort and included features for provenance
capture and re-use. It enables detailed provenance collection of workflow enact-
ments using the Taverna Provenance Suite and allows exporting the provenance
information to OPM and W3C PROV models. It offers Research Object support
and used of standards such as “wfdesc” for prospective provenance and “roevo”
for workflow evolution representation.
As a platform Taverna introduced the Research Object notion [5] for work-
flow and method aggregation. It leveraged myExperiment repository [203] for
preservation of the workflow along with example input data and sharing with
the community. However, shared workflows depending on third-party resources
such as external web-services introduces challenges due to the potential unavail-
ability of these resources at a given time, resulting in workflow decay. In this case,
users have to provide alternatives for the required web-services, e.g. from a ser-
vice registry such as BioCatalogue [204].
2.4.2.3 Kepler
Kepler is an open source Java-based cross-platform WMS. It is one of the most
highly cited workflow-oriented systems spanning various scientific domains27
including bioinformatics [205]. It has a dedicated module for the large-scale anal-
ysis of biological data in distributed environments [206]. It can utilise Hadoop,
27https://kepler-project.org/users/projects-using-kepler
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Spark or the Stratosphere platforms to handle larger scale genomic data. It also
supports aspects of provenance through “smart re-runs”.
As with Taverna, the Kepler authors were highly active in provenance chal-
lenges and made significant contributions towards improving the understanding
of workflow-specific provenance. Kepler includes a dedicated optional layer for
provenance capture and storing the context of the research. This includes support
for input data and metadata, the outputs of each enactment, the workflow defini-
tions utilised and the context of the workflow enactment including the attribution
details given in PROV JSON format [207]. In addition, cross-enactment param-
eter space comparison is also included in provenance traces. All information is
stored in a database which can be queried using an API.
Like Taverna, dependence on third party resources such as remote data and
tool access during a workflow enactment poses risk because of the ever-changing
resources used over the web. However, there is no mention of capturing and
exporting the software environment needed for a workflow enactment when an
analysis is shared and expected to leverage provenance.
2.4.2.4 Pegasus
Pegasus is another widely used WMS doing big data computations utilising Map-
Reduce, Storm and/or Spark for big data computations. It also enables collabo-
rative science with its cross-platform capabilities including use of local systems,
clusters and cloud resources [208].
Retrospective provenance in Pegasus is referred to as “job runtime” prove-
nance. This is captured by a separate executor on distributed nodes pegasus-
kickstart [209] (if distributed resources are used). This is sent back along with the
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results and subsequently stored in a database. This information includes the pa-
rameter space, start/end time of a process, logging information and the machine
information where the process was executed. However, this information gives a
Pegasus-specific view and lacks various capabilities, e.g. the ability to export to a
format conformant to the standardised provenance models. In addition, Pegasus
abstracts the workflow descriptions in XML format to achieve portability across
different platforms.
Although support for cluster and cloud computing resources is available in
Pegasus, such practice is uncommon in the workflow implementations. The
WMS itself is available as a light-weight Docker container enabling easy installa-
tion for researchers. Recently, there have been a variety of efforts28 to incorporate
container technologies to support software configuration. In addition, the Pega-
sus Jupyter Python API supports the use of Pegasus via Jupyter notebooks [210]
to capture the reproducibility requirements in a single place. However, this ap-
proach is still in its embryonic stage and not yet widely adopted.
2.4.2.5 VisTrails
VisTrails is an open source multi-platform Python-based WMS with front end
GUI to execute workflows interactively. It also has command-line support for
running jobs in batches using the VisTrails server.
VisTrails comes with an innate comprehensive provenance infrastructure as
part of its Provenance Software Development Kit (ProvSDK). The generated in-
formation can be exported either in XML format for sharing or kept in a rela-
tional database for querying. The VisTrails design supports exploratory compu-
tational research by enabling users to view past executions of a workflow and
28https://pegasus.isi.edu/2018/02/05/cyverse-container-camp/
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iteratively improve the configuration of these workflows to attain the required
results. This approach treats workflow specifications as data and captures the
elements of workflow evolution. This includes workflow refinements over time
such as different configuration settings, adding/subtracting modules or updat-
ing versions of existing tools. Prospective provenance is represented as Python
objects which are available for export, however retrospective provenance is only
available through the relational database. It is noted that the native schema of
VisTrails provenance only partially overlaps with the W3C PROV notations [211].
VisTrails originally introduced the notion of incorporating workflows in a
publication by providing a LaTex package which enables users to add their re-
sults through charts or graphs in a document. These results when clicked, re-
trieve the workflow used to produce the results. Workflows to be included in the
documents are recommended to be shared on CrowdLab [212], an open-access
repository for sharing workflows, together with results of the enactment. To re-
enact the workflow, the user still needs to handle manual installations of related
resources, e.g. the tools required in the workflow. Recent efforts29 have looked at
use of Docker for the configuration of VisTrails together with Jupyter notebooks,
however such approaches are not yet in mainstream use.
2.4.2.6 BioWorkbench
BioWorkbench [213] is a recent cross-platform WMS specific to bionformatics ex-
periments. It uses Swift [214] at its core for workflow construction and for prove-
nance collection.
BioWorkbench has a layered architecture separating Specification & Execu-
tion, Data and Analytics operations. The data layer supports extensive prove-
29https://hub.docker.com/r/vidanyu/vistrails/
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nance collection from logs generated by each execution of the workflow. Cur-
rently the generated provenance is stored in a relational (SQLite) database with
the capability to export it to OPM format. The Analytics layer processes the gen-
erated provenance data by applying machine learning algorithms using Weka
[215] for knowledge extraction to optimise workflow enactments by predicting
computational resource requirements.
To meet framework availability and configuration requirements, the use of
Docker30 is highlighted. However, it is not evident if the individual tools utilised
in a workflow can also use Docker or if tools used in one workflow are freely
available in a centralised repository that can be be utilised by other researchers.
2.4.3 Exemplar Standardised & Declarative Approaches
There have been several recent and rapidly endorsed declarative workflow stan-
dards in bioinformatics domain. The theme of these approaches is to design
workflows as abstractly as possible to improve their portability without being
tied to a single platform. The SHaring Interoperable Workflows for large-scale
scientific simulations on Available DCIs (SHIWA) project [216] was designed with
similar goals of interoperability and portability of workflows, however it lacked
a strong research (community) base and was not sustained. We consider main-
stream approaches here.
30https://hub.docker.com/r/malumondelli/bioworkbench/
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2.4.3.1 Common Workflow Language (CWL)
CWL is an open-source community developed and maintained standard for de-
signing declarative descriptions of computational data analysis workflows with
constructs to support sub-workflows and job distribution. With its rapid accep-
tance by many participating organisations together with support from existing
cloud-enabled WMSs such as Galaxy, Toil [217], Taverna and Arvados31, it is con-
sidered as the “future trend” [175] and “lingua franca” [144] for WMSs to achieve
portability and support interoperability of workflow analyses.
CWL as a standard did not have a mechanism or a standard format for prove-
nance capture, but rather it depended on underpinning platforms and executors
to capture and track such information. As stated in Chapter 1, this thesis makes a
contribution towards defining a standard for provenance capture that is aligned
with CWL workflow enactment. Further details are presented in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6.
CWL as a standard recommends, supports and encourages container-based
technologies such as Docker and Singularity for resolving software dependen-
cies. There isn’t a single dedicated repository to share CWL workflows, however
the research community is actively using GitHub for workflow and command-
line tool specifications and Dockstore32 for sharing these specifications as Docker
images.
31https://arvados.org/
32https://dockstore.org/
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2.4.3.2 Nextflow
Like CWL, Nextflow [218] is also declarative in nature with roots in the “Make-
like” approach. It aims to support workflow-centric research using parallel and
distributed computing resources. Nextflow includes a Domain-Specific Language
(DSL) for abstract “process” declarations that can be interpreted by the executor
based on a user’s choice. There is no standard representation, definition or cap-
ture mechanism for provenance as yet. However, human-readable metadata33 is
available and can possibly be utilised for this purpose, if supported by the asso-
ciated executors.
For software environment preservation and tools availability, Docker, Singu-
larity and Conda support is available. For example, researchers can work in
specific Conda environments where images/recipes of existing tools are readily
available that address tool dependency issues. An going effort is exploring sup-
port for Research Objects for Nextflow workflows to aggregate methods, prove-
nance and data [219, 220].
2.4.3.3 Workflow Definition Language (WDL)
WDL started as a pipeline system specific to the Broad Institute’s internal work-
flow design and execution. WDL is accompanied with a Java-based WMS [194].
It has since become an open-source community-driven effort managed by Open-
WDL incorporating continuous feedback from the research community.
WDL does not adhere to a definite standard for provenance capture and shar-
ing. Rather, it depends on the platform implementing the workflow to capture
such information. It does however provide constructs to incorporate provenance
33https://www.nextflow.io/docs/latest/metadata.html
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components such as resource requirements in the workflow description. These
can be used to extract and represent such information in a standardised form if
supported by the executor/platform.
WDL is designed on the principles of portability with support for multiple
platforms including local systems, HPC resources and multiple cloud environ-
ments. For software preservation, Docker support is provided to create and share
Docker images for the underlying tools incorporated in given WDL workflows.
There are various existing official Broad Institute Docker images34 and also a
“Method Repository” associated with the cloud platform FireCloud35 for method
and configuration sharing.
2.5 Conclusions
From comprehensive literature review, it is evident that provenance is consid-
ered a core element of any computational analysis. The lineage history of a data
artefact and attribution details about the researchers involved in the analyses es-
tablishes the trust on published studies. Along with provenance traces, the avail-
ability of utilised resources enables users to verify scientific claims by reproduc-
ing the original results or by re-using systems and methods for similar analyses.
The research community has come a long way from conventional lab notebooks
to systematic capture and digitised representation of provenance information.
A discussed in this chapter, WMS do not share a common mechanism for
provenance capture, representation or sharing. The granularity and complete-
ness of provenance captured varies across different platforms. Despite existing
34https://hub.docker.com/r/broadinstitute/
35https://software.broadinstitute.org/firecloud/
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well-established community-built provenance standards, most WMS do not yet
support standard representation of captured provenance and use/re-use of this
information. Those that have explored this have typically created bespoke and
non-interoperable solutions. With the increasing use of containerised approaches,
many WMS now support aspects of the software environment capture, but often
the systematic representation and aggregation of methods as described in Section
2.2.7.2 is ignored when publishing results.
Improving the understanding of provenance with respect to bioinformatics
workflows and developing a common format for provenance and associated re-
source representation leveraging available community-driven open source stan-
dards is a key goal of this thesis. Ideally this should be flexible and allow a range
of WMS to utilise this information, i.e. a single targeted implementation would
never succeed given the extensive range of WMS that now exist. We explore how
this can be achieved in the following chapters.
CHAPTER 3
EMPIRICAL CASE STUDY TO
UNDERSTAND PROVENANCE
REQUIREMENTS
“Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do.” –Goethe
3.1 Introduction
Given the rapid evolution of the sequencing technologies, decreasing cost of se-
quencing and the potential of personalised medicine to disrupt traditional ap-
proaches to clinical diagnosis and treatment of disease, it is possible that in the
near future, a majority of the human population will undergo genomic charac-
terisation in some form [178]. Indeed, the ability to digitise DNA sequences has
outrun the ability to store, transmit and interpret this data. Workflow-centric re-
search deploying computational bioinformatics workflows has been widely adopted
to process this exponentially growing -omics data. Chapter 2 addressed the role of
computational workflows for automation of the analysis of -omics data. As dis-
cussed, there exist plethora of workflow definition and execution approaches,
resulting in diverse heterogeneous solutions with varying degree of provenance
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support. To gain understanding of the provenance status and factors influencing
bioinformatics workflows provenance, we implemented and enacted a complex
but widely used bioinformatics workflow, using an exemplar system from each
category of workflow definition approach (described in Section 2.8).
Through implementation, we identified implicit assumptions of these
approaches that ultimately result in insufficient documentation of crucial work-
flow requirements, leading to incomplete provenance information resulting in
failed re-enactment in different contexts. In this chapter, we investigate work-
flow approaches to highlight these assumptions and show the issues that arise
leading to limited understanding of the workflow execution lifecycle due to lack
of documentation and provenance traces.
This chapter1 explores the implementation details of the case study and iden-
tifies implicit assumptions of each category. It discusses the impact these assump-
tions have on the granularity and completeness of the provenance of workflow
enactments. We include a set of conclusive recommendations aiming to mitigate
these assumptions and guide the scientific community about the choice of work-
flow framework that can enable capturing fine-grained retrospective provenance
that can subsequently address a key application of provenance information, re-
producibility.
1Elements of this chapter are published in the following article:
Kanwal, Sehrish and Khan, Farah Zaib and Lonie, Andrew and Sinnott, Richard O Investigating
reproducibility and tracking provenance–A genomic workflow case study. In: BMC bioinfor-
matics 18.1 (2017), p. 337.
First and Second author contributed equally.
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3.2 Case Study
To comprehensively understand and identify assumptions that are implicit in the
approaches detailed in Section 2.8, we have implemented a complex, end-to-end
variant calling workflow based on the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) [221]
recommended best practices. This uses three exemplars as major representatives
of existing workflow definition approaches used to analyse genomics data. The
GATK variant discovery workflow [222] was selected because it provides clear,
community advocated step-by-step recommendations for executing variant dis-
covery analysis with high throughput sequencing data on human germline sam-
ples. The workflow exemplars comprise:
• Galaxy is an example graphical user interface-based integrative framework.
As noted, Galaxy is an open source, web-based platform for accessible, re-
producible and transparent genomics research. It supports various degrees
of workflow provenance with focus on assisting the capture and use of com-
putational methods.
• Cpipe is an exemplar of a bioinformatics specific pre-built pipeline, adopted
by the Melbourne Genomics Health Alliance. It uses a programmatic ap-
proach which effectively includes everything necessary for reproducing a
given genomic analysis, provided the same physical or virtualised infras-
tructure used to run the initial analysis. It includes scripts, test data, tools,
reference data and databases.
• CWL is an exemplar of a declarative approach to workflow definition. It en-
ables full control for users to create and run workflows using a specification
which is a standardised description of the relevant environment, command
line tools and other customizable settings.
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3.2.1 Datasets
The GATK variant calling workflow expects the following sequence files and sup-
porting datasets. The datasets used in this case study are provided via a cloud
container and accessible through a GitHub repository [223].
• Chromosome 21 data extracted from The Genome in a Bottle dataset
NA12878 [224]. This is widely used as test data because of the pre-existing
and extensive analysis done on this sample.
• The agreed variant call truth set containing the known variants obtained
from NIST [225]. This variant set is used for comparative evaluation to ver-
ify the results of the workflow.
• The human reference genome (hg19) and known variant databases obtained
from Broad Institute [226] including 1000G phase1.indels.hg19.sites,
Mills and 1000G gold standard.indels.hg19.sites and dbsnp 138.hg19
• A .bed file specific to the Illumina TruSeq platform [227] containing the ex-
ome coordinates required for the variant calling pipeline.
3.3 Workflow Design and Enactment
This section provides an overview of the enactment process2 of the GATK variant
calling workflow using the three exemplar workflow approaches. We elaborate
the assumptions implicit in each approach while dealing with various workflow
features.
2Details of execution are published in:
https://static-content.springer.com/esm/art%3A10.1186%2Fs12859-017-1747-0/MediaObjects/
12859 2017 1747 MOESM1 ESM.pdf
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3.3.1 Cpipe
Cpipe belongs to the category of bioinformatics specific pre-built pipelines. It was
deployed on the National eResearch Collaboration Tools and Resources (NeC-
TAR) research cloud [228]. The instructions on the official Cpipe GitHub page
were followed to clone the repository and set up the pipeline [229].
‚ The cloud instance launched for executing Cpipe had 16 cores and 64GB
RAM. The automated mechanism to document and convey the require-
ments for customised analysis is not defined for Cpipe. Rather the pre-built
pipelines presume availability of sufficient compute power to deal with data inten-
sive steps such as sequence alignment. To cater for the storage requirements of
the pipeline, a 1000GB volume was mounted to the cloud instance. As with
the compute requirement, there is no automated mechanism for explicitly record-
ing storage requirements. As the genomic sequence analysis involves dealing
with large input and intermediate datasets (including whole genome refer-
ence data), the pre-built pipelines assume availability of sufficient storage ca-
pacity to deal with the data storage requirement.
‚ The installation script provided with Cpipe compiled tools such as Burrows-
Wheeler Aligner (BWA) [230] and downloaded databases such as Variant
Effect Predictor (VEP) [231] and human reference sequence files. The pre-
built pipelines connect to online resources and download and compile tools
and reference datasets used in the analysis. FTP clients and SSH transfer
tools are used for transferring datasets over distributed resources. Hence,
the availability of high performance networking infrastructure is assumed to trans-
fer bulk data.
‚ The base software dependencies of the underlying programming frame-
works such as Java and Python were required to execute different underly-
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ing tools in Cpipe. The pre-built pipelines assume that users are responsible to
solve base software dependencies for the pipeline; otherwise the pipeline would
fail to execute.
‚ Cpipe requires downloading and pre-processing reference datasets to gen-
erate secondary index files since the indexing step is not explicitly defined
as part of the pipeline but included in a separate script. The pre-built pipelines
expect users to perform pre-processing steps and hence assume availability of input
data files before execution of the pipeline.
‚ Cpipe uses a copyrighted tool, ANNOVAR [232], for annotating variant
calls. Pre-built pipelines deploying copyrighted or proprietary tools assume
availability of all such licensed resources are available to users.
‚ Cpipe requires a specific directory structure with three sub-directories specif-
ically named as data, design and analysis with defined placement of inputs
such as FASTQ files in ‘data’, target .bed files in ‘design’ and a configura-
tion files in the parent directory. In addition, file paths are hard-coded in the
script. As the pre-built pipelines are customised to support explicit analysis
requirements, these assume availability of a specific analysis environment with a
given directory structure with tools and datasets appropriately located to support
seamless execution of the pipeline.
3.3.2 Galaxy
As described in Chapter 2, Galaxy is a GUI-based open source WMS extensively
used in bioinformatics analyses. The datasets such as FASTQ files, reference se-
quence files and variant databases are not embedded in the history when dis-
tributed. This section discusses implicit assumptions in a given analysis leading
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to coarse-grained prospective and retrospective provenance through the Galaxy
workbench.
‚ The Genome Virtual Laboratory (GVL) [233] was used for launching a pre-
configured Galaxy instance on an OpenStack-based cloud environment. An
8-core cloud instance with 32GB RAM was launched to provision a fully
configured Galaxy instance for the analysis of NA12878 Chromosome 21.
Similar to pre-built pipelines, GUI-based workbenches also assume the avail-
ability of sufficient compute power to process data, hence are dependent on users
provisioning these resources.
‚ A 1000GB volume was mounted to the Galaxy instance. GUI based work-
benches require users to provide sufficient storage capacity to deal with the
data storage, i.e. the workflows built using these workbenches do not explicitly
declare such requirements.
‚ Chromosome 21 FASTQ files, known variant vcf databases and hg19 refer-
ence sequence FASTA file were uploaded to Galaxy3. Galaxy uses inbuilt
reference files if they are not provided by users whilst other databases are
expected to be provided by users. Even if a complete workflow built on
such systems is published, not only is the provision of input data the users
responsibility, but the workbench also assumes the availability of supporting
data (such as reference sequence and variant databases) to generate similar results.
‚ During implementation, it was observed that Galaxy automatically per-
forms certain steps without explicitly declaring them. Examples of such
undocumented steps include indexing the user provided reference genome,
creating index files for the BAM output file (using Picard MarkDuplicates4),
3https://github.com/FarahZKhan/GATK-CaseStudy/tree/master/Galaxy
4https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/command-line-overview.html#MarkDuplicates
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Figure 3.1: Screen shots of the Galaxy interface showing (a) A temporary se-
quence dictionary file created using CreateSequenceDictionary as part of the Re-
alignTargetCreator and IndelRealigner steps and (b) “Map with BWA-MEM” step
combining indexing reference data, SAM to BAM conversion and sorting of the
resultant aligned (BAM) file.
generating a temporary reference sequence dictionary as part of the local
realignment steps and creating a FASTA index file for GATK tools (Figure
3.1). GUI-based workbenches simplify the interface and facilitate user in-
teraction by hiding the underlying details from the user, however this can
result in an inability to replicate or reproduce the same workflow on a dif-
ferent platform due to incomplete provenance information that is captured.
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‚ In Galaxy, reference sequence indexing, SAM to BAM conversion and sort-
ing the resulting BAM file are all embedded in the alignment step and do
not appear in the final workflow diagram. The visual data-flow diagram
produced by such systems purport to be a complete picture of the processes
carried out during a workflow execution, however this is not the case. The
absence of an entire step of pre-processing, processing or post processing
data from the workflow details especially from visual representation leads
to incomplete workflow knowledge that impacts on its reproducibility.
‚ The Galaxy toolshed is populated with tools configured using XML spec-
ifications. Technical and extensive programming expertise is required to
write XML configuration files for the tool versions that are not available in
the toolshed. A Galaxy workflow is based on a local Galaxy toolshed, there-
fore a workflow created using particular tool version on one instance will
fail to execute on instances with a toolshed supporting different tool ver-
sions. This renders it inflexible and a challenge to reproducibility. Workflow
developers assume uniformity of tool repositories and this may or may not actually
be the case. Recent support for container-based technologies and Bioconda
recipes to handle otherwise complicated software dependencies [8] is a cru-
cial step in this direction to overcome these issues, however at the time of
our work, these approaches were still in their infancy.
3.3.3 Common Workflow Language (CWL)
CWL aims to provide a standardised approach to workflow definition by pro-
viding declarative constructs for workflow and command line tool definitions. A
workflow in CWL is composed of steps where each step refers either to a com-
mand line tool (specified using CWL) or another workflow specification based on
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Figure 3.2: Right: A snapshot of part of a GATK workflow described using CWL.
Two steps (bwa-mem and samtools-view) are shown where the former links to the
tool description executing the underlying tool (BWA-mem for alignment) and
provides the output used as input for samtools. Left: Snapshot of BWA-mem.cwl
and the associated Docker requirements for the exact tool version used in the
workflow. execution.
the concept of sub-workflows. Each step is associated with inputs that are com-
prised of any data artefact required for the execution of that step (see Figure 3.2).
As a result of the execution of each step, outputs are produced which can become
(part of) inputs for the next step(s) making the execution data-flow oriented. CWL
is not tied to a specific operating system or platform but supported by a range of
platforms such as Arvados and Toil.
‚ To enact the variant calling workflow, a reference implementation cwltool
[234] was cloned and installed from source within a Python virtual envi-
ronment following instructions from the GitHub repository5.
‚ Working with CWL can be challenging as compared to Cpipe and Galaxy
as CWL is an ongoing, constantly evolving community effort in a relatively
early stage of development. Tool specifications for most of the required
5https://github.com/common-workflow-language/cwltool
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tools for this study were not initially available. Implementing the GATK
workflow in CWL required the development of a number of CWL defi-
nition files including Yet Another Markup Language (YAML) tool wrap-
pers, JSON job files containing the input parameters and YAML test files
for conformance tests. These were produced for tools from Picard Toolkit
[235] (MergeSAM, SortSAM and MarkDuplicates) and GATK Toolkit (Re-
alignTargetCreator, IndelRealigner, BaseRecalibrator, PrintReads and Hap-
lotypeCaller) as part of the study. Any user wanting to utilise these def-
inition files along with the workflow definition should have basic under-
standing of YAML and JSON. In addition, if a newer version or different
tool is required for any step, the user is expected to develop the definition
files which may require in depth knowledge of the underlying languages.
Standardised approaches such as CWL on the one hand provide users with
the freedom to declare every aspect of the workflow, but on the other hand
they can assume detailed implicit knowledge of underlying languages and stan-
dard leading to a potentially steep learning curve for users.
‚ The Docker images for BWA version 0.7.12 and SAMtools version 0.1.19
were already available in Docker hub. However to work with the specific
Picard toolkit (1.136) and open-source GATK-2.8 versions, a new Docker im-
age was required. This was created and made available on the Docker hub
registry for public use [236]. Using Docker images to satisfy the underly-
ing software dependencies requires installation of Docker which again was
assumed to be available on the system executing the workflow. Although
CWL encourages use of container technologies, it is not a “MUST have” fea-
ture. Users are also able to use local installation of the required tools. This
approach is not preferred however as it can lead to localised solutions that
fail to execute elsewhere. In both cases, various assumptions need to be
made regarding the availability of the underlying tools and their link with
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tool definitions. Hence, even for standardised approaches that require the
explicit declaration of every step of the workflow, they also assume the un-
derlying software availability for enactment of the workflow, which is not
always the case.
‚ Lastly, as genomic workflows usually involve working with large datasets,
the availability of compute and storage resources is assumed to be spec-
ified explicitly by users and managed by platforms to successfully enact
workflows. As a standard, CWL provides some constructs that allow users
to specify this information but the actual management is left as platform-
specific actions.
3.4 Features of Bioinformatics Workflow Provenance
Variant calling workflows produce genetic variation data that serves to enhance
understanding of biological processes that can impact directly on the health of
individuals. Therefore it is essential that complete provenance capture of data
processing must be ensured to guarantee reproducibility of the research, espe-
cially given the health focus and impact on individuals. However, a generalised
set of rules and recommendations to achieve this is still problematic, as workflow
implementation, storage, sharing and reuse varies significantly depending on the
choice of approach and platform used.
The implicit assumptions that encompass the intricate details of the work-
flow enactment identified in the previous section are rarely held true given the
diversity of tools, environments and lack of consensus on provenance informa-
tion. As a result, the workflow authors overlook sharing provenance information
about the key artefacts leading to failed enactments when reproducibility of the
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experiment is attempted. In this section, we identify and discuss such general
features/components of provenance traces for a typical bioinformatics workflow
that must be documented to support their reproducibility. We also provide rec-
ommendations to workflow developers and users for complete documentation of
the process and availability of related resources required for genomic data pro-
cessing workflows.
3.4.1 Workflow Enactment Environment
Provenance tracking and reproducibility go hand in hand. Provenance traces
contribute to make any research process auditable and results verifiable [97]. If
accompanied with the resources referenced in the provenance trace then the re-
sults may be reproducible. This section details environment-specific characteris-
tics and their effect on the reproducibility of a given analysis.
The reproducibility of an experiment often requires replication of the precise
software environment including the operating system, the base software and soft-
ware dependencies and the associated configuration settings under which the
original analysis was conducted. A tool or a workflow built on a specific com-
puting platform requires the details of the exact version of the underlying base
software to execute successfully. One example in this case study, was the require-
ment of a particular version of Java (1.8) to execute tools from the Picard toolkit
used in the workflow. The absence of such information about the base software
requirements such as Java or Python results in the unsuccessful execution of the
workflow.
Detailed provenance information on resources such as required software ver-
sions, Docker image IDs, operating system type/version and parameter space
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used for the workflow should be provided along with the workflow specifica-
tions to aid reusability and reproducibility of the workflow. Ideally workflow
developers should package all associated tools when the workflow is published.
Workflows should be treated as first class data objects [91] leveraging container
technologies such as Docker, Singularity or LXC to package the environment and
configuration information together.
Provenance traces encompassing details of the required software environment
and availability of the required software via container-based images and configu-
ration managers help to overcome complex inter-dependencies between software
packages used in a workflow. The burden obviously belongs to the workflow de-
velopers but in the longer run, it would be helpful to declare and document such
key information as part of workflow provenance.
3.4.1.1 Analysis Environment
In our case study, creation of an analysis environment with a particular directory
and file naming convention was required by Cpipe to execute the workflow suc-
cessfully [181]. Explicit requirements for specific analysis environment, e.g. hard
coded paths and names embedded in source code, should be avoided to ensure
portability of workflow analyses. Such details captured in the provenance trace
are neither informative nor helpful as they still require a manual process on the
part of the researcher re-using the shared workflow. More generally, extra re-
sponsibilities on the researcher reproducing someone elses workflow is to define
the analysis environment and related parameters, e.g. providing hard coded file
names, resolving absolute file paths, host names, user names and IP addresses.
Workflow developers should ensure their workflows are independent of the spe-
cific analysis environment to allow their workflows to be more readily re-usable.
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3.4.2 Data Availability
Input such as sequencing reads in FASTQ files and reference datasets play a ma-
jor role in reproducibility of genomic workflows and ultimately achieving repeat-
able results. Even in the case where the user has comprehensive understanding
of the workflow analysis, absence of domain-specific input data hinders the suc-
cessful execution of workflows. Analysis tools usually require strict adherence
to file formats (e.g. reference sequence should be a single reference sequence in
FASTA format or the names and order of the contigs in the reference data used
must exactly match one of the official reference canonical orderings [19]). This
requires access to primary data used in the analysis. However, a major challenge
in this regard, lies in the security and ethical consideration of access to and use
of genomics data. The community needs to address this issue by providing se-
cure controlled access to such sensitive genomic data. Where possible, example
datasets should also be provided with a truth-set for testing the methods shared.
The size of genomic datasets can also be a problem when sharing data and
providing them as inputs to workflow specifications. The download of large ge-
nomic datasets from third party online resources demands users have access to
high performance networking infrastructure. In cases where it is not possible
to package or share datasets with the workflow, comprehensive domain-specific
annotations captured as part of provenance traces shared with the workflow can
assist researchers and help them decide for example on alternative datasets that
can be used for the workflow. Another possible solution is archiving big datasets
in online repositories6,7 or data stores and just preserving the persistent identi-
fiers as part of provenance trace to be shared with the published study. Ultimately
however such large data sets needs to be made available on the system enacting
6http://www.data.cam.ac.uk/funders
7http://www.nature.com/sdata/policies/repositories
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Figure 3.3: Graphical representation of the GATK workflow representing artefacts and information necessary to be
captured as part of a given workflow execution. The description of the main steps is depicted in the black rectangles
whereas the tools responsible to carry out the steps are shown in grey ellipses. Input and reference files (brown
rounded rectangles) are shown separately and labelled by the dataset name. The primary and secondary output
files (if any) are shown in dark and light green snip diagonal corner rectangles respectively. The input and output
data flow for each workflow step is demonstrated through red and green dotted arrows respectively. The connection
between processes in a workflow is represented by blue solid arrow. The yellow highlighted parts of the workflow
are the pivotal processes not explicitly declared in Galaxy and Cpipe. The red flag highlights the main input and
final outputs required for the workflow.
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Figure 3.4: The variant calling workflow representation in Galaxy
a given workflow.
3.4.3 Abstract Representation of Workflow
As noted, during this study we observed that the Galaxy workflow graphical
representation does not explicitly state the utilisation of some tools such as BWA
Index, SAMtools View, SAMtools Sort, SAMtools Faidx and Picard CreateSe-
quenceDictionary. Therefore the Galaxy workflow diagram (Figure 3.4) does not
convey all information required for understanding the requirements of the work-
flow to be able to reproduce it on other platforms. This can simplify Galaxy users
experience, but makes the workflow incompatible with other non-Galaxy plat-
forms. Platforms making assumptions about aspects of workflows without doc-
umenting them, e.g. through graphical representations and workflow diagrams,
result in incomplete prospective provenance.
The details vital to understand and reproduce a computational genomic anal-
ysis should be completely documented to ensure capture of critical provenance
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information. From the experience gained from this study, we posit that the work-
flow developers should collectively provide abstract high-level representations
of workflows documenting key information, e.g. through graphical representa-
tion of the workflow as indicated in Figure 3.3. The flowchart in the figure can be
used as a model to record a high level representation of the underlying complex
workflow and act as a blueprint containing all artefacts needed/used, including
tools, input data, intermediate data products, supporting resources, processes
and connections between the artefacts. To re-enact any workflow, users should
be directed to explicitly understand and declare the requirements documented in
such workflow representation.
Furthermore, the proposed representation of the variant calling workflow
shown in Figure 3.3 should be preserved as a key part of prospective provenance
as it contains crucial information about the data-flow and expected data artefacts
needed to re-enact the workflow across the platforms. The concept of visual rep-
resentation of the workflow is currently implemented in only a few GUI based
workbenches [237, 6, 8]. However high-level representations often only depict an
inadequate illustration of the tools and data flows as evident from Figure 3.4.
Workflows used to implement biomedical data analyses are complex [238].
This makes it difficult to understand and reproduce them. A graphical represen-
tation such as Figure 3.3 allows for the visualisation of multiple aspects of the
workflow definition and implementation including the data manipulation and
the interpretation. Enabling simplicity by representing complex workflows in
human readable forms can significantly reduce the complexity of such analyses
through improved understanding. As studies involving complex analysis tasks
typically encompass human judgements, it is important that the research com-
munity works in this direction to help researchers transfer their knowledge and
expertise using proposed rich and easy to create and understand representations.
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Human readable descriptions along with the machine readable ones as part of
prospective provenance can help identify bottlenecks in analysis and ultimately
accelerate reproducibility of data-driven science.
3.4.4 Compute & Storage Requirements
Owing to the production of exceptional amounts of genomics data, a typical hu-
man exome sequence analysis would require a terabyte of storage and up to
64GB RAM of compute power for processing the data efficiently. As the com-
putational dependencies of workflows have grown from simple batch execution
models to leverage distributed and parallel processing algorithms and resources,
researchers should document the amount of storage and compute power required
(as an element of prospective provenance) and utilised (as an element of retro-
spective provenance) by a workflow to run successfully. From the three exemplar
systems analysed, CWL provides constructs to document this information as “re-
source requirements” at the workflow as well as the individual step level. However,
it relies on the workflow platform to utilise this information for actual resource
allocation.
3.4.5 Online Resource Challenges
Genomic data analysis has grown complex with the increased involvement of
customised scripts and online resources needed to carry out difficult tasks. This
increases the technical knowledge required and the chance that something will
break based on potentially volatile, remote resources. One of the major reasons
for non-reproducibility of workflows is use of third party resources including
databases, tools and/or websites [21]. Many workflows cannot be enacted be-
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cause third party resources they rely on are no longer available or the software
version has changed. These factors can be considered out of the control of re-
searchers as every time an analysis is repeated, it may require/assume that the
system it is being reproduced on comes pre-configured with all the workflow
dependencies integrated.
Unavailability of potentially volatile online resources is an open problem that
impacts on many domains. Several solutions have been proposed including use
of alternative resources or keeping local copies [22]. However alternative re-
sources might not result in the same output, hence they can be a barrier to repro-
ducibility of results [239]. The services hosting third party resources are generally
under no agreement to continuously supply such resources and/or versions of
these resources. Even the most sophisticated and widely used technologies such
as container-based approaches require a connection to the network and online
resources (at least once) for building the required software components.
3.4.6 Proprietary & Copyrighted Resources
As noted, third party resources such as copyrighted or proprietary software and
data resources should be avoided in research involving use of genomic datasets
as they can result in an inability for many to access these resources due to licens-
ing issues. The possible solutions to reproduce the research involving such tools
can be through buying the software or re-implementing the licensed tools using
open source solutions, which is often not realistic. To avoid this situation, the
community should wherever possible, push towards Open Science to encourage
open source software, open licensing and support for collaborative science [240].
It should be easier to communicate and access scientific knowledge. The efforts
such as Centre for Open Science [241] and Journals such as PeerJ and GigaScience
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are working towards encouraging such openness and reproducibility of scholarly
research to accelerate scientific progress. The research presented in the later chap-
ters of this thesis leads by example and puts emphasis on following the principles
of Open Science and making explicit recommendations and choices of workflow
approaches to encourage transparency of research.
3.5 Why Declarative Systems?
Workflows are often (typically!) dependent on the replication of complex soft-
ware environments necessitating substantial technical support to reproduce the
configuration settings required for the analysis. This varies depending on the
different approaches taken to workflow design and execution. The assumptions
followed by each approach are one of the reasons for this heterogeneity, which
as noted results in inadequate documentation of workflow requirements leading
to incomplete provenance information. The case study illustrates the variabil-
ity in workflow implementations based on the platform selected that can impact
on the capture of crucial elements of provenance currently missing from work-
flows. Declarative approaches like CWL make minimal assumptions about the
software environment, base software dependencies, configuration settings, alter-
ation of parameters and software versions. Such approaches aim to build flexible
and customised workflows that can include intricate details of every process in
a workflow. CWL provides explicit constructs to declare compute and storage
level requirements, which should be encouraged/recommended as part of best
practices of any workflow design. This results in the capture of essential ele-
ments of provenance and archiving of the entire software environment that can
be re-established when required at a later point.
However, working with fully declarative workflow languages is not an easy
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task and requires considerable time, effort and substantial technical support (in
the case of this case study this was provided by the CWL community) to first
learn the principles of the language and then practical coding to implement sys-
tem configuration of complex genome analysis workflows. Adoption and uptake
of CWL will encourage a community that can provide prompt guidance and mit-
igate the effects of the current steep learning curve. The most recent studies in the
field of workflow-centric bioinformatics research also identify these approaches
as “Future trends” [175, 127] that aim to improve experimental design by provid-
ing a common format and portable workflow definitions.
3.6 Conclusions
Every new discovery in science is built on existing knowledge; that is, published
literature acts as a building block for new findings or discoveries. Using pub-
lished literature as a base, the next level of understanding is developed and hence
the cycle continues. Research is dependent on computational analysis and repro-
ducibility not only requires an in depth understanding of science but also com-
plete and automatic documentation of provenance encompassing details of the
data, methods, tools and computational infrastructure. The challenges of large-
scale genomics data demands complex computational workflow environments
making comprehensive provenance documentation a non-trivial task. A key chal-
lenge is improving capture, representation and sharing of the provenance of these
experiments involving complex software environments and large datasets. In
this chapter we have focused on genomic workflows to understand the features
of provenance effecting the understanding and reproducibility of bioinformatics-
specific computational analyses.
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Assumptions Recommendations
Availability of sufficient storage
and compute resources to deal with
processing of big genomics data
Workflow developers should provide complete
documentation of compute and storage re-
quirements along with the workflow to achieve
long-term reproducibility of scientific results.
Availability of high performance
networking infrastructure to move
large-scale genomics data
Considering the size and volume of genomic
data, researchers reproducing any analysis
should ensure that an appropriate networking
structure for data transfer is on hand
The computing platform is pre-
configured with the base software
required by the workflow specifica-
tion
Workflow developers should provide a mecha-
nism with checkpoints to ensure compatibility
of the computing platform deployed by a re-
searcher to reproduce the original analysis
Users are responsible for ensuring
access to copyrighted or propri-
etary tools
The broader community should encourage use
of open source software and collaborative ap-
proaches and wherever possible avoiding use
of copyrighted or proprietary tools
Analysis environment with partic-
ular directory structures and/or file
naming conventions are set up be-
fore executing the workflow
Workflow developers should avoid hard-
coding localised parameters such as file names,
absolute file paths and directory names that
would otherwise render their workflow depen-
dent on a specific environment setup and con-
figuration
Appropriate datasets are used as
input to the tools incorporated in
the workflow
As bioinformatics analysis tools require strict
adherence to input or reference file formats,
data annotations and controlled access to pri-
mary data should be included in provenance
traces making it domain-specific to help make
the workflow reproducible
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Assumptions Recommendations
Users must have a deep under-
standing of the analysis and the
provided information given in the
workflow
Workflow developers should provide a com-
plete data-flow diagram serving as a blue print
containing all artefacts including tools, input
data, intermediate data products, supporting
resources, processes and the connection be-
tween these artefacts as part of prospective
provenance
Availability of specific tool versions
and setting relevant parameters
Tools should either be packaged along with the
workflow, containerised or made available via
public (accessible) repositories to ensure that
the same versions and parameter settings are
used in a given analysis to support flexible and
customizable workflows.
Users need to have proficient
knowledge of the specific reference
implementation
This factor might be considered out of control
of the workflow developers but detailed doc-
umentation of the underlying framework used
and associated community support can help
overcome associated learning curves
Table 3.1: Summary of assumptions and corresponding recommendations re-
garding workflow environments
This chapter provided an overview of the implementation of the genomic
variant calling workflow using three exemplar workflow definition and imple-
mentation approaches. In implementing this workflow, a set of assumptions
common to the three approaches was identified. We also identified unique chal-
lenges and assumptions particular to each platform through this practical enact-
ment of the workflow. These assumptions often considered needless to be stated
by the workflow authors result in lack of necessary details when an analysis is
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published. This leads to heterogeneous and incomplete documentation of retro-
spective and prospective provenance, even for the same workflow on the same
platform. This is exacerbated when a different workflow platform is considered
for re-enactment, hence have a direct impact on reproducibility.
We conclude this chapter with a set of recommendations (Table 3.1) to be con-
sidered when designing or re-using a workflow specifically in the genomics do-
main to address the aforementioned assumptions. We posit that adhering to the
proposed recommendations along with an explicit declaration of a standardised
workflow specification will lead to fine-grained retrospective provenance capture
of computational genomic analysis. Ensuring reproducibility of a given analysis
ultimately depends on the efforts from researchers to communicate their analysis
in a comprehensive, standardised and understandable manner. The next chapter
further elaborates the best-practice recommendations associated with workflow-
centric studies and defines a hierarchical representation of provenance frame-
work to support homogeneous workflow and resource communication.
CHAPTER 4
LEVELS OF PROVENANCE AND
RESOURCE SHARING
“The best minds would be led to contribute to further progress, each one according to
his bent and ability, in the necessary experiments, and would communicate to the public
whatever they learned, so that one man might begin where another left off; and thus, in the
combined lifetimes and labours of many, much more progress would be made by all together
than any one could make by himself.” –Rene´ Descartes
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we focused on three broad categories of workflow definition and ex-
ecution approaches (Section 2.8) using exemplar WMSs (Section 3.2) representing
each approach to implement a widely used complex genomic workflow. Through
this empirical analysis, we identified implicit and explicit assumptions made by
each approach that result in incomplete and coarse-grained provenance docu-
mentation. We concluded that declarative approaches to workflow definition
should be adopted for specifying workflows, since these approaches make the
least assumptions about the artefacts involved in the workflow design and enact-
ment. Workflow specifications defined in a declarative fashion using standards
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like Common Workflow Language (CWL) aid in the complete capture of prospec-
tive and retrospective provenance.
The analysis in Chapter 3 illustrated the key provenance features of bioin-
formatics workflows (Section 3.4) that must be documented for finer-grained
provenance capture. In this chapter, we present a pragmatic analysis of exist-
ing research focused on improving the design, implementation and publication
of workflow-centric analyses. The aim of this chapter is to further characterise
the fundamental resources identified from the empirical analysis in Chapter 3 and
the best practice recommendations from related literature discussed in this chap-
ter by defining a platform-agnostic hierarchical framework of provenance. This
generic framework can be well applied to any workflow definition approach and
systematically illustrates the understanding and implications of the identified
key factors on completeness of provenance documentation. It is expected that
collectively achieving all the levels of this framework will result in re-executable
and comprehensive workflows equipped with detailed provenance information.
4.2 Best Practice Recommendations
Best practice recommendations for workflow-based analyses are generally de-
rived from the experimental and pragmatic experiences of multiple research groups
working on a similar research topic; these recommendations are typically pub-
lished and gain community agreement and support as standard practices in a
given domain. In the bioinformatics domain however, a single set of accepted
standards for workflow definition or sharing has not been agreed upon for workflow-
oriented analyses. Indeed as noted in Chapter 3, there is substantial heterogeneity
in the existing approaches for workflow definition and implementation. There
exist various studies working on the same problem i.e. improving the work-
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flow design, data handing, provenance recording and sharing of these resources.
However, similar to the variety present in workflow definition approaches, the
recommendations and best practices are also distributed widely and to the best
of our knowledge lack a centralised view consolidating all such experiences and
propositions.
In this section1 we consider and devise a comprehensive compilation of the
common recommendations, best practices and standard approaches for work-
flow design and workflow-centric analyses sharing that focus specifically on im-
proving the reliability, understandability and reproducibility of published find-
ings. This compilation (shown in Table 4.1) brings together experiences of the sci-
entific community on one platform that is of benefit to the research conducted in
this thesis and will advance the related studies in future. Through the pragmatic
analysis of these recommendations, we identify fundamental artefacts and prac-
tices crucial for capture of comprehensive provenance of workflows and support
the transparent sharing and reproducibility of workflow-centric studies. It is to
be noted that this compilation is not exhaustive and other requirements need also
be considered, e.g. provenance analytics, data security and provenance storage
are beyond the scope of this thesis.
Req.no Recommendation
R1
parameters
All parameters used for the software used in a given workflow (includ-
ing default values of parameters used) should be saved and shared [19,
89, 242, 243].
1Elements of this chapter are submitted in the following article:
Khan, Farah Zaib and Soiland-Reyes, Stian and Sinnott, Richard O. and Lonie, Andrew and
Goble, Carole and Crusoe, Michael R. ”Sharing interoperable workflow provenance: A review
of best practices and their practical application in CWLProv”. In: GigaScience (10.5281/zen-
odo.1966881)
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Req.no Recommendation
R2
automate
Manual processing of data should be avoided and if shims [244] are
incorporated for any processing, these should be a part of the workflow
to fully automate the computational process [19, 243].
R3
intermediate
Intermediate results should be published with a given analysis where
possible [89, 242, 243].
R4
sw-version
Exact software versions used for an analysis should be recorded [19,
243].
R5
data-
version
If public data (reference data, variant databases) is used, then it is nec-
essary to document and share the versions used [180, 245, 19, 243].
R6
annotation
Annotation tools such as user contributed tags and versions should be
assigned to workflows and shared when publishing the workflows and
their associated results [246].
R7
described
Workflows should be well-described, annotated and offer associated
metadata [29, 91, 242, 246, 247] .
R8
identifier
Stable identifiers should be used and stored for all artefacts including
the workflow, datasets and the software components [246, 247, 144].
R9
environment
The details of the computational environment used in an analysis
should be shared alongside the analysis [29, 245, 247].
R10
workflow
Workflow specifications/descriptions used in the analysis should be
disseminated when publishing the analysis [29, 89, 242, 247, 248].
R11
software
The software utilised in an analysis should be aggregated and shared
when publishing methods and results [29, 245, 247, 248, 242].
R12
raw-data
The raw data used in a given analysis should be available, e.g. in pub-
licly accessible repositories [29, 89, 242, 247, 248].
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Req.no Recommendation
R13
attribution
Attributions and citations related to third party data resources and soft-
ware systems used should be stored and shared [242, 248].
R14
provenance
Workflows should be preserved along with provenance traces of the
enactments that result in the published data and results [29, 91, 242,
243, 248].
R15
diagram
High-level data-flow diagrams or sketches of the computational analy-
sis using workflows should be provided [245, 89, 249].
R16
open-
source
Open source licensing of methods, software, code, workflows and data
should be adopted wherever possible and proprietary resources depre-
cated [245, 89, 243, 247, 248, 250].
R17
format
Data, code and all workflow steps should be shared in a format that
others can easily understand preferably, ideally in a system neutral lan-
guage [29, 89, 250].
R18
executable
Easy execution of workflows should be supported without major
changes to the underlying environment [180, 249].
R19
resource-
use
Information about the compute and storage resources should be cap-
tured, stored and shared as part of the workflow [245].
R20
example
Example input and output data should be preserved and published
along with the workflow-based analysis if primary data is unavailable
[29, 22, 249].
Table 4.1: Summary of recommendations from various studies covering best prac-
tices on reproducibility, accessibility, interoperability and portability of work-
flows
Sharing information about the process followed for derivation of a given data
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artefact is of paramount importance given the distributed and collaborative na-
ture of bioinformatics research. The best practice recommendations from var-
ious research groups (Table 4.1) provide insights into resources that should be
published alongside the results to describe the automated process followed in
workflow-centric analyses. Adoption of these practices when publishing arte-
facts related to a new research can contribute to better computational experiment
sharing. In the next section we discuss the implications of these best practices
and the impact of their presence/absence on the different provenance applica-
tions discussed in Section 2.2.3.
4.3 Resources Supporting Provenance Applications
This section discusses the essential resources and design choices that impact on
supporting provenance documentation in workflow-centric analyses. These re-
sources are identified on the basis of experiences gained from empirical analyses
of workflow definition approaches (Section 3.2) and pragmatic analysis of related
workflow-centric studies. We have discussed related concepts together to avoid
redundancy in discussion.
4.3.1 Parameter Settings
In bioinformatics analyses such as presented in Chapter 3, the quality and accu-
racy of results of a given workflow enactment has a strong correlation with the
choice of parameters used for software executed as part of the workflow [251].
Emphasis on publishing not only the description of the software, e.g. the ver-
sion, but also the configuration files and parameter settings as suggested by R1-
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parameters greatly impacts on the reproducibility of results [19]. Garijo et al. [89]
discuss the impact of the absence of such configuration settings on the repro-
ducibility of studies and emphasise on sharing of the configuration parameters
for each software used in an analysis.
Several tools use elements of randomness, e.g. random seeds. One example is
the widely-used alignment tool BWA-mem, which produces different results, if
the number of threads varies based on the availability of compute resources. Un-
intentional randomness in such analyses will result in slightly different results
on every execution [243] even using the same input and computational methods.
Sandve et al. [243] identify that it is necessary to document such randomness fac-
tors, and if possible share the actual random numbers used in a given published
analysis. Moreover, it is common practice for different tools to have different
default values of parameters between versions. Therefore statements like “Tool
X was executed with the default settings” does not provide sufficient information
required to reproduce the scientific findings. Thus, sharing such settings along
with published results will aid in the reproducibility of a given analysis.
4.3.2 Automating the Whole Process
A key advantage of utilising workflows for data-intensive computational anal-
yses is Automation of the whole process in addition to Scaling, Adaptation and
Provenance support (ASAP) [3]. In order to benefit from the automation of-
fered by use of workflows, it is vital to avoid any manual interventions, e.g. for
pre/post processing of data as suggested by R2-automate. However, ad hoc data
manipulations are often performed to achieve format compatibility between two
tools, e.g. using Shims [252]. A shim refers to an adaptor or intermediary step
that is required to resolve format incompatibility issues between two workflow
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steps. Shim steps employ tools to convert the output of the previous step into an
acceptable format for the next step in a workflow. Examples of shims from the
variant calling workflow implemented in Chapter 3 is conversion of SAM file for-
mats produced by BWA-mem to BAM file format and subsequent sorting using
SAMtools to make the alignment file analysis ready for the next step and use of
Picard MarkDuplicates. These steps were incorporated as part of the workflow
and explicitly declared in case of the CWL workflow definition. Sandve et al. [243]
and Nekrutenko et al. [19] also suggest utilising available format converter tools,
e.g. SAMtools, to achieve these tasks and make shims part of the actual workflow
and hence documented as part of the workflow. This encourages transparency of
the research process and facilitates the reproducibility of shared workflows.
4.3.3 Data Sharing
R3-intermediate, R12-raw-data and R20-example of Table 4.1 provide recom-
mendations focused on sharing different types of data artefacts. These artefacts
are unique in their utility with respect to provenance but they also share some
common aspects and support different applications of provenance.
4.3.3.1 Raw Input Data
Input datasets utilised in an analysis are recommended to be shared in publicly
accessible repositories. Availability of data used to generate published results
support verification of claims by researchers by facilitating direct reproducibility
of the shared analysis. Stodden et al. [247] characterise input data as the mini-
mum component that enables independent regeneration of results. In the vari-
ant calling workflow implemented in Section 3.2, FASTQ read files and auxiliary
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datasets such as the human reference genome sequence and variant databases are
examples of input datasets. In the case study, these were shared via cloud object
store2.
4.3.3.2 Intermediate Results
It is quite possible that, in the case of third party data resources, despite authors
providing information about the input datasets, the workflow fails to re-enact
at a given time due to changes in the third party resources. This was demon-
strated by Garijo et al. [89]. In such cases, intermediate datasets from the original
analysis can be utilised to understand and examine the individual as well as col-
lective computational processes that were performed to generate given results.
This aids in the validation of published results and improves the overall research
transparency. Intermediate datasets can also be used for comparison of results
at each individual workflow step, e.g. by re-enacting only that step with differ-
ent software or configuration settings [243]. A caveat to this approach however,
is the storage overheads especially in the case of data-intensive genomic work-
flows. Sharing intermediate data can result in significantly greater demands for
data storage. In case of storage limitation, the checksums of the intermediate data
should be shared at the very least that can be used for content comparison for the
individual steps of workflows.
4.3.3.3 Example Input & Sample Output
Given the nature of genomic analyses, a critical aspect to consider is involvement
of human subject data as input. This raises obvious security and privacy con-
2https://github.com/FarahZKhan/GATK-CaseStudy/tree/master/Data
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cerns. The methods however can still be shared and example input data may be
provided to gain insights about the anticipated inputs and outputs. Such datasets
should enable test runs of a shared analysis in the absence of the actual input data
to verify the methods that are being shared as part of the workflow. Example data
also contributes to understanding of the workflow purpose [249].
4.3.4 Workflow Specifications & Abstract Representation
R10-workflow and R15-diagram of Table 4.1 provide recommendations related
to resources that can augment prospective provenance capture. As described
in Section 2.2.2.1, a well-defined and well-documented workflow is a source of
prospective provenance since users can infer from the workflow graph the gen-
eral method used for the analysis and hence the results. Another application of
such specifications is re-usability of published methods for new research with dif-
ferent datasets [29]. Sharing the specifications of the workflow ensures the trans-
parency of the methods employed to generate the results. This helps to establish
trust of the actual results.
In addition to workflow specification files, high-level data-flow diagrams or
sketches are also recommended to be provided with a computational analysis.
As described in Section 3.4.3, the workflows in biomedical data analyses have
grown increasingly complex [238] and it is now challenging to understand and
reproduce them. Abstract representation of workflows shared as part of prospec-
tive provenance provides a human-readable view of the workflow and improves
understandability by giving an overview of the major steps [89], the data types and
expected compute resources.
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4.3.5 Attributions & Provenance Trace
R13-attribution and R14-provenance of Table 4.1 provide recommendations em-
phasising on sharing attribution details of third party resources and software sys-
tems and provenance trace of a given workflow enactment. Due to software iden-
tification systems, e.g. persistent Digital Object Identifiers (DOI) and open-access
repositories, direct software citation and attribution is now readily available for
given scientific analyses and associated publications. This practice should also be
followed in the case of workflow studies coupling different third party resources
such as software and data. The scientific etiquette of attribution and citation of
digital scholarly objects including data, workflows and software resources en-
courages fellow researchers to share their methods and datasets alongside their
publications. The Software Sustainability Institute provides detailed recommen-
dations3 to users and software providers in how to acknowledge software and
the research in which it is cited. Similar initiatives for workflow accreditation
and citation should be developed to incentivise the practice of workflow sharing.
The provenance trace of a given workflow enactment is referred to as retrospec-
tive provenance (described in Section 2.2.2.2). Such information is recommended
to be captured and shared and has been identified by numerous studies as shown
in Table 4.1. Expectations of WMSs should reasonably include the ability to en-
able recording and exporting provenance traces in a machine-readable format for
subsequent querying and mining to extract information about the artefacts in-
volved in a given analysis as discussed in Section 2.2.6. Attribution details allow
to answer key queries such as “Who authored the workflow?” or “Who ran the
analysis”. These should also be part of the shared provenance trace along with
derivation history of a given data artefact.
3https://www.software.ac.uk/how-cite-software
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4.3.6 Software Environment
Recommendations R9-environment, R11-software and R18-executable are related
to the external software environment and associated resources required for a
workflow. R18-executable emphasises the promotion of workflow execution with-
out requiring changes to the underlying software environment. Integrative GUI-
based WMS (Section 2.3.2.2) are pre-configured with modular tools and often
auxiliary data, e.g. human reference sequences and variant databases, hence re-
quire the least effort in terms of configuration management. However, with the
increasing number and diversity of package managers and configuration tools
now available, it is often necessary to resolve software dependencies automat-
ically at the platform level for easy re-enactment of a given workflow without
being tied to a particular WMS avoiding vendor lock-in.
R9-environment recommends sharing of extensive details of the computa-
tional environment used in a given analysis including the software and hard-
ware resources as suggested by R19-resource-use (detailed in Section 3.4.4). R11-
software identifies that in addition to sharing details of the software used, in-
cluding the actual software in the resources shared with the published analysis
should be adopted to avoid dependencies on third party (external) web services
that may or not be available at a given time. Sandve et al. [243] suggest archiving
the exact environment used in the original analysis by storing a virtual machine
image of the operating system and program, however this does not capture ex-
ternal interactions/software. Another solution that does not require manual local
installation and configuration of the aggregated software is by leveraging light-
weight container-based technologies (as described in Section 2.2.7.1). These aid
in resolving software dependencies that allow workflows to be reproduced. This
approach leverages open access, software repositories such as Docker Hub in case
of Docker images. The approach assumes installation of “Docker daemons” when
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enacting Docker-based workflows.
4.3.7 Versions & Persistent Identifiers
The exact version of a software tool (R4-sw-version) can have a crucial impact
on the enactment (or re-enactment) of computational analyses. A single software
package/tool can differ in performance and output based on its version as well
as variance in input/output formats, default parameter values and dependen-
cies [243]. This can result in either different outputs produced with the same in-
put, or unsuccessful/failed enactments. Documenting the name of the software
such as “Genome Analysis Toolkit” or “BWA-mem” without version information
is therefore of limited use, especially in the case when the exact version is not
archived. Similarly, genomic data analyses often require public datasets such as
the human reference genome, variant databases and interval lists. The versions of
these datasets (R5-data-version) are as important for reproducibility as versions of
the software. Indeed, Nekrutenko & Taylor [19] surveyed 50 papers that perform
read mapping using BWA and found that more than half of the surveyed papers
provide neither BWA version information nor the human reference genome ver-
sions. This rendered these studies unverifiable and non-reproducible.
Using a version control system such as Git for tracking workflow evolution
and documenting which workflow version is used for actual results generation
is also recommended. Workflow-centric studies are often exploratory in nature
where researchers use “trial & error” methods to test different software systems
with various parameter settings for different tasks. Providing such information
facilitates sharing not only the resources, but the experiences that can provide
guidance to researchers and improve the understandability of the research process
as a whole by communicating the settings tested and paths explored.
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Versions of digital scholarly objects should be associated with long-lived (per-
sistent) identifiers (R8-identifier) to improve their findability and accessibility.
Stodden et al. [247] suggests including the software version and an associated
unique identifier for software citation. In the context of digital artefacts, unique
identifiers are often referred to as “persistent identifiers” [253]. These identifiers
provide a standardised mechanism for accessing a digital object and its associ-
ated metadata. Scientific domains lacking a common identifier result in numer-
ous identifier schemes with varying degrees of stability resulting in “reference rot”
[254]. Therefore, the choice of identifier scheme is crucial to ensure the availability
of shared resources for workflow-centric analyses. Examples of some frequently
used identifiers for digital objects include Digital Object Identifiers4 (DOI), Cross-
Refs5, Perma Links6 and DataCite7. Any/all such identifiers should be included
in the provenance information of the workflow and its resources ensuring overall
accreditation and “attribution” of the software, data and workflow elements.
4.3.8 Metadata & Annotations
Metadata and annotations in the context of computational analyses are important
for discovery, interpretation and re-use of associated digital artefacts [162]. (R6-
annotation) suggests harnessing user-contributed tags and text descriptions to
add contextual information to improve the accessibility of workflows and their
associated resources. These tags can convey general as well as domain-specific
information. For example, a workflow step may accept a FASTQ file format to per-
form sequence alignment. Galaxy and WINGS [113] are example WMSs that pro-
vide functionality to allow adding user-defined “named” tags to the data artefacts
4http://www.doi.org/
5(http://www.crossref.org
6https://perma.cc/
7https://www.datacite.org/
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Figure 4.1: EDAM ontology utilised in a CWL workflow to declare expected input
file formats
and support their propagation through the workflow lifecycle. This aids in the
tracking of the data derivation history. However, manual annotations using user-
defined tags without any controlled vocabulary results in heterogeneous and/or
ad hoc representation of the metadata. Therefore, standardised vocabularies are
preferred to record the metadata associated with data and software artefacts em-
ployed in a given workflow enactment.
It is possible to standardise the semantic annotations of bioinformatics re-
sources utilised in a workflow by using richer and more comprehensive ontolo-
gies such as EDAM [255] and Software Ontology (SWO) [256]. These support
well-known concepts related to data and software. These ontologies are com-
prised of well-defined modules that provide coarse-grained as well as fine-grained
insights about the required input and output data format specifications, asso-
ciated identifiers, precise function of the software tools, licensing information,
underlying algorithm and the versions of the tools used. An example of a CWL
workflow [257] using EDAM namespaces to specify the input file format is shown
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in Figure 4.1. Prospective and retrospective provenance represented using a domain-
neutral model as described in Section 2.2.4 can be augmented with domain-specific
tags, descriptions and ontologies to improve the understandability of the hypothe-
sis, choices of digital artefacts (data & methods) employed, applicability and the
result interpretation of any shared workflow.
4.3.9 Open Source Licensing
In Chapter 3, we identified the impact of incorporating the copyrighted tool, AN-
NOVAR in the Cpipe workflow (Section 3.3.1), concluding that the distribution
and complete sharing of the analysis methods was hindered. R16-open-source
recommends adopting open source licensing as a preferred practice for publi-
cation of methods, data, software and workflows to promote the re-usability of
digital artefacts. This has direct impacts on the transparency of published results
and seamless (re)distribution of scientific research. The term “Open” [258] in the
context of scientific knowledge is defined as “anyone can freely access, use, modify
and share for any purpose –subject, at most, to measures that preserve provenance and
openness”.
The three following cornerstones were identified in [258] for open scientific
processes and applying as well as promoting open science practices while carry-
ing out a given analysis:
• open copyright should be supported by using open source licences such as
Apache-2.0 [259], MIT [260] or Creative Commons [261] for the developed
methods (including tools and workflows) and generated results in a com-
putational analysis.
• use of open technologies should be adopted by promoting use of open source
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artefacts such as data sources and software instead of using copyrighted
resources.
• cultural openness should be supported by embracing collaborative research
for exchange and development of scientific knowledge as well as incentivis-
ing researchers by giving deserved scholarly accreditation and recognition.
Building upon existing scientific knowledge to advance research is an increas-
ingly important expectation. This is not possible if the existing research is shared
using a licence with restrictive settings thus hindering its distribution, extension
or re-use. Hence, the choice of licensing, the licence of the employed tools, tech-
nologies and the associated research culture should be considered carefully when
designing and publishing new work and establishing collaborations.
4.4 Levels of Provenance
Changing the research culture to embrace more digital openness and to encour-
age frequent sharing to go beyond the traditional methods of publication requires
continuous practice and if possible formal education [262]. The sharing of “all
artefacts” from a computational experiment or in other words following all the
recommendations and best practices arbitrarily without any informed guidance
is a demanding task. It requires consolidated understanding of the impact of the
many different artefacts involved in that analysis. This places extra efforts on
workflow designers, (re)-users, authors, reviewers and expectations on the com-
munity as a whole. In the previous section we explored the impact of crucial
digital artefacts on different aspects of provenance. Given the numerous WMS
and each system dealing with the provenance documentation, representation and
sharing of these artefacts differently, the granularity of provenance information
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preserved during each workflow enactment will vary for each workflow defini-
tion approach and even the WMS belonging to the same category. Therefore de-
vising one universal but technology-specific solution for provenance capture and
the related resource sharing is impossible. There is an urgent need of a generic
framework of provenance that all WMSs can benefit from and conform to without
additional technical overheads.
In this section we present such provenance framework with hierarchical lev-
els of provenance to create awareness of the provenance requirements that need
to be fulfilled for different provenance applications. The purpose of this frame-
work is threefold. First, because of its generic nature it brings the uniformity in
the provenance granularity across various WMS belonging to different workflow
definition approaches. Second, it provides a comprehensive and well-defined
guideline that can be used by the researchers to conduct principled analysis of
the provenance of any published study. Third, due to its hierarchical nature, the
framework can be leveraged by the workflow authors to progress incrementally
towards the most transparent workflow-centric analysis. Overall, this framework
will help achieve a uniformity of provenance and resource sharing with a given
workflow-centric analysis guaranteed to fulfil the respective provenance applica-
tions.
In the following subsections, we introduce the individual hierarchical levels
of the provenance documentation classifying the recommendations (Section 4.2)
and elicited resources described in Section 4.3. These are represented in Fig-
ure 4.2, where the uppermost level exhibits comprehensive, reproducible, un-
derstandable and provenance-rich computational experiment sharing. Each level
builds upon the lower levels and can support different use-cases. Thus whilst
it would be highly desirable to support complete provenance information in all
scenarios, this may not always be possible for technical or pragmatic reasons. The
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levels of the devised framework are ordered from low provenance granularity to
higher degrees of information specificity. In brief, Level 0 is unstructured infor-
mation about the overall workflow enactment, Level 1 adds structured retrospec-
tive provenance, access to primary data and executable workflows, Level 2 en-
hances the white-box provenance for individual steps, and Level 3 adds domain-
specific annotations for improved understanding.
The following sub-sections contain the links of each level to the requirements
stated in Table 4.1 that these levels should satisfy. We refer to the authors of the
original analysis as primary authors and any researcher utilising the shared anal-
ysis as secondary users. Primary authors can potentially be workflow developers.
In principle, primary authors should declare the provenance level their analysis
achieves when publishing it that will provide guidance to secondary users and set
expectations for them.
4.4.1 Level 0 –Trust, Prospective Provenance & Reuse
Level 0, the base of the provenance framework represents the bare minimum that
researchers can share without changing their study design or requiring any ad-
ditional infrastructure or technologies. The definition of Level 0 aligns with the
concept of “open source code” associated with publishing software where source
code is available openly for other experts to inspect, modify, enhance and re-use.
In the case of workflow artefacts, the term source code can be directly associated
with workflow and tool specifications. Overall, this level determines the degree
of trustworthiness that can be placed on an analysis given publicly accessible re-
sources.
To achieve Level 0 provenance, primary authors should share the workflow
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Figure 4.2: Levels of Provenance and their Associated Implications
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specifications, input configuration parameters, raw log files and output data as-
sociated with a given workflow enactment through any open-access repository.
Collectively, these resources provide the minimum information to be shared with-
out enforcing any extra effort by primary authors. The artefacts shared at this
level only require uploading to a repository without necessarily providing any
supporting metadata. The configuration files comprising parameter settings and
raw logs with the actual commands executed for each step of the workflow can
be utilised by secondary users in debugging the workflow or workflow steps. This
includes assessing the impact of certain parameters and interpretation of the cor-
responding results.
Workflow definitions based on Level 0 can be re-purposed for other analy-
ses by secondary users. As discussed in Section 2.2.2.1, a well-written scientific
workflow and its graphical representation is itself a source of prospective prove-
nance giving users an overview of the general method used for the production of
results and characteristics of the input/output data [53]. A well-described work-
flow specification indirectly provides prospective provenance without aiming for
it. In addition to the textual workflow specification, some WMSs also provide a
graphical representation. If such a representation is available, it should also be
shared as part of prospective provenance, hence fulfilling R15-diagram. At this
level, primary authors are not expected to do great deal of extra work with regards
to metadata or annotation provision, although these may be added automatically
by the WMS.
At this level, re-running the workflow “as-is” using only the workflow spec-
ification and configuration files is likely to require considerable extra effort by
secondary users. This may include requesting primary authors to share comprehen-
sive information about the software environment to tackle software dependency
issues. However, the shared workflow/tool specifications can be re-purposed and
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re-used [263] in subsequent analyses through varying data/configuration subject
to the secondary user’s domain-specific expertise. Ideally experts in the field who
are familiar with the domain of research as well as the workflow definition ap-
proach can exploit such information for effective re-use and re-purposing. As
open access journals require availability of methods and data, many published
studies now share workflow specifications, input data, and the results thereby
achieving Level 0 provenance. This satisfies R1-parameters and R10-workflow
automatically, hence provides coarse-grained provenance.
4.4.2 Level 1 –Retrospective Provenance & Reproducibility
The framework is hierarchical in terms of granularity, therefore moving up the
pyramid requires finer-grained information sharing by primary authors to facili-
tate better use and enable reproducibility of the shared artefacts. At Level 1, pri-
mary authors are required to provide retrospective provenance of the workflow
enactment. This includes sharing information about the data derivation process
such as “what was executed”, “when was it executed”, “who performed the anal-
ysis”, “what was used” and “what was produced”. Retrospective provenance
must be provided in a structured machine-readable representation that can be in-
spected and queried to extract answers to questions such as the above. Provision
of retrospective provenance can directly satisfy R14-provenance and documenta-
tion of the exact versions of digital artefacts as part of provenance can also cater
for recommendations R4-sw-version and R5-data-version.
In addition to retrospective provenance, the reproducibility of analysis should
also be supported by primary authors at this level. This requires fulfilment of rec-
ommendations R9-environment, R11-software and R18-executable. This can in-
clude packaging and sharing the software environment along with the workflow
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utilised in a given analysis or by providing comprehensive information to guide
the secondary user in the process of establishing the required software environ-
ment. The former is a recommended approach as it requires minimal effort and
time consumption by secondary users, hence it increases the likelihood of repro-
ducibility. Software packaging and configuration technologies as described in
Section 2.2.7.1 should be exploited to provision the precise software environment
alongside the published results.
The primary authors should also provide access to the input data fulfilling rec-
ommendation R12-raw-data. This data can either be used to re-enact the pub-
lished methods or for use in a different analysis, e.g. for performance comparison
of different tools. To make a workflow re-enactable, local references such as hard-
coded local paths and file names to resources should be avoided and primary au-
thors should provide content-addressable data artefacts. Provision of input data
coupled with containerised software environments and retrospective provenance
aids verification of published results. Intermediate data artefacts should also be
provided at this level to allow inspection of individual steps without re-running
the full workflow, thereby addressing recommendation R3-intermediate.
While software and data can be digitally captured, the hardware and infras-
tructure requirements also need to be captured to fulfil R19-resource-use and
provide a priori estimation of the computational cost and capability needed for
re-running or reusing a workflow. This kind of information can naturally vary
widely with runtime environments, architectures and data sizes [264], as well as
rapidly becoming outdated as hardware and cloud offerings evolve. Neverthe-
less a snapshot of the workflow’s overall execution resource usage for an actual
run can be beneficial to give a broad overview of the requirements, and can facil-
itate cost-efficient re-computation by taking advantage of spot-pricing for cloud
resources [265].
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4.4.3 Level 2 –Towards White-box Enactment
Modular design of scientific workflows by separating related tasks into “sub-
workflows” or “nested workflows” is a common practice [144]. Such modules
can be incorporated and used in other workflows or be assigned to appropri-
ate compute and storage resources in the case of distributed computing environ-
ments [266]. Modular structures promote understanding and hence re-usability
of workflows as researchers are inclined to use these modules instead of the
workflow as whole for their own computational experiments [144]. An exam-
ple of a sub-workflow is mandatory “pre-processing” [267]. This is needed for
the Genome Analysis ToolKit (GATK) best practice pipelines which is used for
genomic variant calling. These steps can be separated into a workflow that can
be used before any variant calling pipeline, be it somatic or germline.
At Level 1, retrospective provenance is coarse-grained and as such, there is no
distinction between workflows and their sub-workflows. Rather sub-workflows
are treated as black boxes resulting in a form of black-box provenance typifying
many scientific workflows (as discussed in Section 2.2.1.2). This phenomenon is
prevalent in many graphical user interface-based platforms that provide levels of
abstraction/obscurity to the actual tasks being implemented. As demonstrated
in Chapter 3, declarative approaches to workflow definition result in transpar-
ent workflows with the least number of assumptions resulting in grey-box gran-
ularity of provenance. To further support research transparency, primary authors
should share retrospective provenance traces for each workflow including the
nested/sub-workflows and provide details of the workflow enactment as explic-
itly as possible to offer finer-grained, white-box provenance. Such provenance
traces can deliver value by supporting partial re-runs, i.e. by only using some
of the workflow components. At this level, the secondary users should be able
to inspect and re-run the targeted components of a given workflow, e.g. a sin-
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gle step or specific sub-workflow without necessarily having to re-enact the full
workflow.
Primary authors should also include persistent identifiers to identify work-
flows and their individual steps as produced in the provenance traces. These
identifiers can aid in the subsequent analysis of workflow traces. As discussed
in Section 4.3.7, such identifiers also encourage primary authors to consider the
longevity of shared resources, hence supporting recommendation R8-identifier.
Improving R19-resource-use would for Level 2 include resource usage per task
execution. Along with execution times this can be useful information to identify
bottlenecks in a workflow and for more complex calculations in cost optimisa-
tion models [268]. At this level resource usage data will however also become
more noisy and highly variant on scheduling decisions by the workflow engine,
e.g. sensitivity to cloud instance reuse or co-use for multiple tasks, or variation
in data transfers between tasks on different instances. Thus Level 2 resource us-
age information should be further processed with statistical models for it to be
meaningful for a user.
4.4.4 Level 3 –Understandability & Specificity
Levels 0-2 are generic and domain-neutral, and can apply to any scientific work-
flow. However, domain-specific annotations about digital artefacts involved in
a given analysis plays an important role in the understanding and exploitation
of provenance information, e.g. for meaningful queries to extract information
related to the domain under consideration [269]. An example of such bioin-
formatics resources annotations is specific file formats for datasets in variant
calling workflow such as FASTA, FASTQ and BAM that represented and iden-
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tified using well-defined EDAM bioinformatics operators8 “format 1929”, “for-
mat 1930” and “format 2572” respectively. In a workflow specification, using such
controlled vocabularies to convey information about the required input datasets
or expected outputs help understand the requirements better. Hence, domain
specific metadata such as file formats, user-defined tags and other annotations
can augment generic retrospective provenance and improve the transparency
(white-boxness) by providing domain context to the analysis as described in rec-
ommendations R6-annotation and R7-described. Such annotations can range
from adding textual descriptions and tags, to marking data with more system-
atic and well-defined domain-specific ontologies such as EDAM as mentioned
above and BioSchemas [270].
If input data is not shared at Level 1, primary authors should ensure that rec-
ommendation R19-example is met, and provide example data. Such data can
aid secondary users in analysing the methods shared and ultimately understand-
ing their results. At Level 3, the information from previous levels combined
with specific metadata related to data artefacts facilitates higher level classifica-
tion of the workflow steps. This can be through motifs [271] such as data re-
trieval, pre-processing, analysis and visualisation. Level 3 should ideally provide
a researcher-centric view of data and enable secondary users to re-enact a set of
related steps by providing a filtered and annotated view of the workflow enact-
ment. Achieving Level 3 is non-trivial for workflow definition and sharing, as it
requires guided user annotations with controlled vocabularies. However, reusing
related tooling and existing efforts such as BioCompute Objects [169] and Dat-
aCrate [272] can help to devise a strategy to satisfy the many provenance require-
ments of this level and hence to support comprehensive understanding of given
analyses.
8http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/EDAM
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Communicating resource requirements (R19-resource-use) at Level 3 would in-
volve domain-specific models for hardware use and cost prediction, as suggested
for dynamic cloud costing [273] in BioSimSpace [274], or predicting assembler and
memory settings through machine learning of variables like source biome, se-
quencing platform, file size, read count and base count in the European Bionfor-
matics Institute (EBI) Metagenomics pipeline [275]. For robustness such models
typically need to be derived from resource usage across multiple workflow runs
with varied inputs, e.g. by a multi-user workflow platform. Taking advantage
of Level 3 resource usage models might require pre-processing workflow inputs
and calculations in an environment like R or Python, and so we recommend that
models are provided with separate sidecar workflows for interoperable execution
before the main workflow.
4.5 Conclusions
With any published scientific research, statements such as “Methods and data are
available upon request” should not be acceptable in a modern open-science-driven
research community. Considering the collaborative nature and emerging open-
ness of bioinformatics research, it is essential to understand the significance of
various artefacts in scientific workflow-centric studies. This impacts on their de-
sign, exchange and re-use. Given the huge heterogeneity in bioinformatics work-
flow design and implementation, the granularity and completeness of workflow
provenance and associated resources also varies greatly. Each artefact can have
a unique role in different use-cases depending on the audience, e.g. bioinfor-
maticians, computer scientists, editors, reviewers or biologists. In this Chapter
we identify key artefacts related to bioinformatics workflow-centric studies that
impact on their provenance and hence on their trustworthiness, transparency, un-
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derstandability and reproducibility.
Through the empirical study in Chapter 3, we identified a range of commu-
nity best practices in Table 4.2 and elicited numerous associated artefacts in Sec-
tion 4.3. Building on this, we presented a generalised framework defining hi-
erarchical levels of provenance and associated resource sharing. Each level of
this framework addresses specific recommendations and supports the capture of
rich provenance information, with the topmost layer enabling the most complete
sharing of provenance information for re-enacting workflows utilising domain-
specific provenance. The range of granularity of provenance should tackle empty
statements like “Methods are available” and differentiate them from “Methods
are reproducible”. By explicit enumeration of the levels of provenance support,
it should be possible to quantify and directly assess the effort required to re-use a
workflow and reproduce experiments directly.
Requiring researchers to achieve the levels defined in Section 4.4 individually
is unrealistic without guidance and direct technical support. Ideally, the concep-
tual meaning of these levels would be translated into practical solutions utilising
available technologies. In the next chapter, we show how it is possible to anno-
tate resource aggregations and augment them with the retrospective provenance
of workflow. We also describe the associated standards applied in this process.
CHAPTER 5
CWLProv –FORMAT OF WORKFLOW
ENACTMENT REPRESENTATION
“An article about computational science in a scientific publication is not the scholar-
ship itself, it is merely advertising of the scholarship. The actual scholarship is the complete
software development environment and the complete set of instructions which generated the
figures.” –Jon Claerbout
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4, best practices articulated by the scientific community with respect to
workflow-centric studies were pragmatically analysed to identify crucial artefacts
that influence the provenance granularity, comprehensive exchange and shar-
ing of bioinformatics workflow-centric studies. These artefacts are vitally im-
portant to address specific provenance applications and should be documented
and captured as part of provenance, irrespective of the choice of workflow def-
inition and implementation approach employed. With the scientific paradigm
shifting towards open science, especially in the bioinformatics domain, informa-
tion about the identified artefacts used in and supporting publications as a whole
is encouraged by journals, fellow researchers and authors themselves. How-
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ever, there still exists a gap in the consolidated understanding of various choices
made during the workflow life-cycle such as the workflow definition approach,
software licensing, data sources and versions of repositories used for sharing.
All these choices have an impact on the granularity and completeness of the
workflow provenance and should be considered when designing any workflow-
centric study.
To understand the effects of these artefacts, we presented a novel hierarchical
framework in Chapter 4 defining levels of provenance and resource sharing of
workflow-centric studies. Each level of this framework addresses both distinct
and overlapping provenance demands depending on the captured provenance
information and the aggregation level of the associated artefacts. Such levels can
be used when sharing an analysis, whereby authors of a given study can convey
valuable information about the state of the provenance of a given analysis.
Given the heterogeneity of workflow definition approaches, it is expected that
the proposed framework, when translated into practical solutions, will also nat-
urally result in varying workflow-centric solutions tied to specific WMSs. The
heterogeneity could be of different forms that impact on the degree of prove-
nance granularity, on the structure of the shared resources and the nature of the
annotations. All of these changes creates another layer of complexity requiring
considerable time and effort on the part of future audiences (researchers) to un-
derstand the varying nature of these workflow-centric commodities to actually
benefit from published studies. The aim of this chapter1 is to present a common
format that can be used as a guideline to minimise such complexities.
1Elements of this chapter are submitted in the following article:
Khan, Farah Zaib and Soiland-Reyes, Stian and Sinnott, Richard O. and Lonie, Andrew and
Goble, Carole and Crusoe, Michael R. ”Sharing interoperable workflow provenance: A review
of best practices and their practical application in CWLProv”. In: GigaScience (10.5281/zen-
odo.1966881)
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To support interoperability of the provenance levels defined in Section 4.4, we
present “CWLProv”, a format for machine-readable provenance representation
and structured resource aggregation leveraging open standards. These standards
are selected due to their technology-independent nature resulting in interopera-
ble solutions that abstract from the lower level workflow definition details and
associated provenance documentation as well as the aggregated resource annota-
tion capabilities that these standards offer. We follow the recommendation “Reuse
vocabularies, preferably standardised ones” [276] from best practices associated with
data sharing, representation and publication on the web to achieve consensus and
interoperability of workflow-based analyses. We demonstrate the applicability of
CWLProv by extending an existing workflow executor. This chapter includes de-
tails of the design principles of the applied standards that form the core structure
of CWLProv. We also present the details of the CWLProv realisation.
5.2 Applied Standards and Vocabularies
Considering the impact and significance of open source licensing discussed in
Section 3.4.6 and 4.3.9, we have used open licensing and community-driven ini-
tiatives as metrics when choosing the required standards and technologies for
CWLProv. In order to avoid a format that is tied to a specific workflow platform,
CWLProv incorporates best practices and standards that support a more abstract
representation of analyses. In addition, we integrate domain-agnostic but exten-
sible standards such that the solutions are not specialised for a single scientific
domain, e.g. bioinformatics, but can be extended to fit the needs of any disci-
pline.
CWLProv integrates three core standards as the basis for devising a common
format for representing workflow enactment and its retrospective provenance.
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Figure 5.1: Standards integrated in CWLProv including their individual
functionalities and their overlapping principles.
Specifically, it leverages the Common Workflow Language (CWL) for workflow
definition, Research Objects (ROs) for resource aggregation and the PROV-Data
Model (PROV-DM) to support retrospective provenance associated with work-
flow enactment. In addition, BagIt is used for serialisation of ROs and few Wf4Ever
ontologies are also utilised. The distinctive and overlapping functions along with
the properties and principles of these standards are depicted in Figure 5.1. This
section includes the details of these standards and their functionalities that have
directly shaped CWLProv.
5.2.1 Common Workflow Language (CWL)
CWL is a community-driven standard for declarative scientific workflow descrip-
tions. It has been developed by a multi-vendor working group comprised of vari-
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ous organisations and individual contributors. With roots in “make”2, CWL tasks
are executed based on their dependencies making the workflow a conventional
scientific data-flow process. Because of the isolation and explicit nature of each
task, it is possible to design large-scale workflows that are scalable and portable
across different computing environments ranging from personal workstations to
cluster, Cloud and High Performance Computing (HPC) environments. CWL has
been widely adopted by many workflow design and execution platforms to sup-
port interoperability across diverse platforms. Examples include Toil, Arvados,
Rabix [277], Cromwell [194], REANA3, and Bcbio [182] with implementations for
Galaxy, Apache Taverna and AWE4 currently in progress. CWL is not tied to a
specific operating system, technology or WMS which makes it an ideal vehicle to
fulfil R17-format (Table 4.1) and overcome the heterogeneity issues of workflow
platforms.
CWL is defined with a schema, specification and test suite that provides declar-
ative constructs. It adopts a pragmatic approach to define workflow and com-
mand line tool descriptions. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, it makes minimal
assumptions about base software dependencies, configuration settings, software
versions, parameter settings and execution environment. It’s underlying object
model supports the explicit declaration, comprehensive recording and capture
of information about each task and the involved artefacts. This information can
subsequently be extracted, structured and documented as part of prospective as
well as retrospective provenance during a given workflow’s life-cycle. This can
be published alongside any resultant analysis using that workflow. In the fol-
lowing section, the structure of a typical CWL workflow and command line tool,
referred to as a “CWL process”, is described.
2http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man1/make.1.html
3http://www.reana.io/
4https://github.com/MG-RAST/AWE
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Figure 5.2: Components of a command line tool description for hmmsearch [279].
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5.2.1.1 CWL Process Description Document
Figure 5.2 shows an example CWL command line tool description file for hmm-
search, a tool to search a sequence database for sequence homologs using proba-
bilistic models, e.g. profile Hidden Markov Models (profile HMMs) [278]. Each
section of the tool description is highlighted using different colours and tagged
to differentiate between the various constructs.
5.2.1.2 Declarative Constructs
As a standard, CWL provides different constructs to handle the artefacts iden-
tified in Section 4.3 that are used to support provenance capture. This includes
the declaration of the software and hardware resources used in any workflow
or command line tool specification which has to be satisfied (resolved) by the
WMS supporting the enactment. The responsibilities of the WMS supporting the
CWL workflow enactment include scheduling the jobs depending on the avail-
ability of resources, setting up the run-time environment based on the declared
requirements, checking the availability of inputs as specified in the input object
and collecting the final data outputs. The following are the specific structures and
approaches provided by CWL to support the declaration of different artefacts of
a workflow that have been utilised by CWLProv for provenance capture.
5.2.1.2.1 Input Parameters
The input parameters of a CWL workflow can be provided in a combination of
ways including:
• Default values as part of the CWL Process description file;
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• Provided through the command line at run-time, or by
• Supplying a YAML/JSON input object document which can be optionally
marked as executable by including a SciCrunch5 Internationalised Resource
Identifier (IRI) that references the CWL Process document to be enacted.
The WMS or workflow executor supporting CWL workflow enactments can
aggregate different parameters if supplied in more than one way to make one
input object that can be published with a given analysis. An example is cwltool
[234], a reference implementation for enacting CWL workflows which gathers pa-
rameters provided using a combination of the above approaches into one input
object. As discussed in Section 4.4.1, Level 0 requires provision of the configura-
tion settings of a workflow, hence this feature can be used to obtain and publish
user-defined parameter settings that may be used in a given analysis.
5.2.1.2.2 Software Environment Declaration
CWL descriptions can contain information about software requirements includ-
ing the underlying tools used such as Docker, Singularity, Conda, Debian or any
other packaging system. There are two ways to explicitly declare such informa-
tion:
• SoftwareRequirement: this provides a list of software packages required to
be configured in order to enact a given CWL process. The software require-
ment can either be declared as part of “hints” or as strict “requirements”
resulting in a failed enactment if the requirement is not satisfied by the
WMS. CWL encourages the provision of an IRI for the software packages
which can be used to invoke a configuration action using a given pack-
age/configuration manager.
5https://scicrunch.org/
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• DockerRequirement: this requirement contains information about how to
fetch/build the image of the Docker container used to enact a given CWL
process.
Both of these constructs (as shown in Figure 5.2) are intended to be utilised by
workflow authors to explicitly define the execution environment by declaring the
required software packages and their versions needed for any CWL process. The
containers specified using DockerRequirement should be designed by following
recommendations for containerising proposed in [156]. These requirements are
expected to be managed by the WMS enacting the workflow.
5.2.1.2.3 Hardware Resource Requirement
As shown in Figure 5.2, workflow authors can also specify hardware resource re-
quirements as “requirements” or “hints” where the minimum amount of resource
”MUST” be available to enact a given CWL process such as:
• Minimum / maximum number of required cores;
• Minimum / maximum required RAM;
• Minimum / maximum reserved storage requirements for temporary inter-
mediate outputs, and the
• Minimum / maximum reserved storage for the workflow output.
These resources when declared as part of workflow specification provide an a pri-
ori estimation of the computational resources needed for enacting a given work-
flow.
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Figure 5.3: Example description included as part of a workflow [280].
5.2.1.2.4 Metadata & Domain-specific Annotations
A CWL process document can contain user-defined descriptions as well as estab-
lished ontologies to describe the background and intention of the workflow and
the expected file formats. User-defined textual descriptions can be added as short
human-readable “labels” or longer descriptions as “docs” and associated with any
CWL process object including the document itself, the inputs and outputs. A
snippet of a detailed description of a workflow functionality for RNA-seq data
analysis is shown in Figure 5.3.
Workflow authors can extend input and output parameters to include domain
relevant information related to the input/output formats to provide specific con-
text. An example is shown Figure 4.1 and 5.2, where the bioinformatics specific
EDAM ontology is used to specify the accepted/required formats of the input
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parameters.
5.2.1.2.5 Attribution & Licensing
CWL provides linked data support to include attribution details of workflow au-
thors, contributors and maintainers leveraging existing ontologies such as
schema.org6. These details can include an unambiguous identifier such as an
ORCID or an email address etc. In addition, workflow authors can include asso-
ciated citation details such as the date of creation, license details and the location
of the CWL process document. A permissive licence such as Apache 2.0 is recom-
mended as it supports reuse of tools and workflows to prevent the community
from repeating development effort. An example of author details and licensing
is shown in Figure 5.2.
5.2.1.2.6 Graphical Representation
A CWL viewer [281] is available as a de facto standard web visualisation used to
display data-flow complex workflow graphs that would otherwise be challeng-
ing to comprehend. A colour-coded DAG (Figure 2.3) differentiating between
different components of the workflow available on GitHub, can be created and
downloaded in different formats. In addition, the descriptions extracted from
the CWL workflow document such as label and doc strings, IDs and format types
for inputs/outputs and steps can be displayed in a table that provides a good
representation instead of requiring manual parsing of the CWL document. The
workflow DAG generated by the CWL viewer, although contributing to the com-
pleteness of the prospective provenance, differs from what was discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3.4 as it is not an abstract representation but rather a translation of a given
workflow document to a graphical representation.
6https://schema.org/
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All of these constructs aid in the capture of key artefacts identified in Chapter
4 and can be used as part of prospective provenance. Recommended practices to
workflow design7 also emphasise the inclusion of these details in a given CWL
process document, be it given as a workflow or command line tool.
5.2.2 Research Object (RO)
A Research Object (RO) encapsulates the digital artefacts and any/all semantic
annotations associated with a given data-driven computational analysis into one
unit. This enables its subsequent sharing and preservation. The aggregated re-
sources of any workflow-centric study can include: input and output data for
validation of analysis results; computational methods such as command line tools
and workflow specifications; attribution details regarding users; retrospective as
well as prospective provenance, and machine-readable annotations related to the
artefacts and relationships between them as shown in Figure 5.4.
The three core principles of the Research Object approach are to support “Iden-
tity”, “Aggregation”, and “Annotation” of research artefacts [282]. This supports
the accessibility of tightly-coupled, interrelated and well-understood aggregated
resources involved in a computational analysis and their use / re-use as identi-
fiable objects through use of unique (persistent) identifiers such as DOIs and/or
ORCIDs. The goal of the Research Object approach is to make any published sci-
entific investigation and its output artefacts interoperable, reusable, citable, shareable
and portable, hence it is well aligned with the idea of interoperable and platform-
independent, provenance-enabled workflows. In the following sections, the Re-
search Object ontologies utilised in the design of CWLProv and their serialisation
format are described.
7https://www.commonwl.org/user guide/recpractices/
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Output FilesInput Files Intermediates
Parameters
Configurations
Workflow 
Run
Provenance
Narrative
ExecutionWorkflow
Engine
Tools / Codes Resources
Author Workflow
Container
Metadata
AnalysisWorkflow-centric Analysis Research Object
Figure 5.4: Resources typically aggregated in a workflow-centric Research
Object (from [35]).
5.2.2.1 Specialised Workflow Provenance Ontologies
Workflow-centric ontologies are used to add metadata describing aggregated arte-
facts and their relationships [29]. Two such ontologies “wfdesc” and “wfprov”
(described in Section 2.2.4.3) relate to retrospective and prospective provenance
representation have been incorporated into CWLProv. In addition, The Research
Object Ontology “ro” is also utilised for some cases. These ontologies are used
in addition to the PROV-DM to represent the provenance of workflow-specific
objects (discussed later in Section 5.4).
5.2.2.2 Serialisation Format –BagIt
While ROs can be serialised in several different ways, CWLProv reuses the BD-
Bag approach based on BagIt [165], which has been shown to support large-scale
workflow data storage and transfer demands [283]. This approach is also com-
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bagit.txt
manifest-<algorithm>.txt
[additional tag files]
data
[payload files]
tag
[tag files]
Bag
Figure 5.5: Example of a Valid BagIt structure adapted from [165].
patible with data archiving efforts from the Library of Congress, DataOne [165]
NIH Data Commons8, and the Research Data Alliance9 (RDA).
An example of the hierarchical file layout of a typical Bag is shown in Figure
5.5. A valid Bag must contain a ”payload” directory named as “data/”, a payload
manifest named as “manifest-algorithm.txt” and a bag declaration file named as
“bagit.txt”. In addition to these mandatory files, the bag can optionally include
“tags” metadata files and tag directories where the term tag can be interpreted
as optional content of the Bag. A minimal Bag must have a bagit.txt file, i.e. it
8https://github.com/NCATS-Tangerine/smartBag
9https://github.com/RDAResearchDataRepositoryInteropWG/kitdm-bagit-tool
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may have an empty data/ and thus an empty manifest file. We have specialised
the CWLProv RO by including additional tag directories and files (discussed in
Section 5.3).
5.2.3 PROV Data Model (PROV-DM)
The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) developed PROV based on the recom-
mendations of the Provenance Incubator Group [25]. PROV refers to a suite of
specifications introduced to support the unified and interoperable representa-
tion and publication of provenance information on the Web. As discussed in
Section 2.2.4.2, the underlying conceptual PROV Data Model (PROV-DM) pro-
vides a domain-agnostic approach designed to capture the fundamental features
of provenance with support for various extensions used to integrate domain-
specific information as shown in Figure 5.6.
The figure shows the relationship between various standards utilised to re-
Activity
Agent
Entity
used wasGeneratedBy
wasAssociatedWith
wasAttributedTo
wasDerivedFrom
Figure 5.6: Core concepts of the PROV Data Model. Adapted from W3C PROV
Model Primer [114].
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alise the three core elements of PROV-DM including ORCIDs for researchers de-
signing/enacting workflows; BagIt for stratifying the entities, and CWL to de-
scribe and standardise the workflow activities. We utilise two provenance serial-
isations of PROV in CWLProv: PROV-Notation (PROV-N) [284] and PROV-JSON
[285]. PROV-N is designed to achieve serialisation of PROV-DM instances by
formally representing the information using simplified technology-independent
syntax to improve readability. PROV-JSON is a lightweight interoperable rep-
resentation of PROV assertions using JavaScript constructs and data types that
can be used for querying the information. The key design and implementation
principles of these two serialisations of PROV are that they are understandable
and interoperable, and hence preferred for the design of an adaptable provenance
profile. The details of the individual constructs and their relationships in the con-
text of CWLProv are discussed in Section 5.4.
5.3 CWLProv Format
A CWLProv RO complies with the BagIt format with specialised tag directories
and files used to encompass the artefacts and annotations identified in Section
4.3 using targeted tools (Figure 5.7). It includes a Workflow provenance profile to
capture the detailed retrospective provenance of CWL workflow enactment. For
compliance with the BagIt file hierarchical structure, any BagIt tool or library
can be used to verify the content and completeness of a given CWLProv RO. This
section covers the details of the CWLProv RO specification defined for structuring
any CWL workflow enactment. It is noted that this format can be applied using
any workflow definition approach, provided that the approach supports explicit
declarations of required artefacts as exemplified with CWL.
The CWLProv RO base directory must contain the following annotation files:
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• bagit.txt which contains two lines recording the BagIt version number and
a tag file for character encoding;
• bag-info.txt with metadata about the contents of the file including the date
of creation, the WMS used and the format used to stratify the contents;
• manifest-sha1.txt file which provides the complete listing of the payload
file names and their corresponding checksums. The payload file naming
convention used in CWLProv format is discussed in the following Section
5.3.1.
In addition, the base directory can optionally contain tag manifest files in
tagmanifest-algorithm.txt including a listing of other tag files and their checksums
generated using the algorithm that the tagmanifest name contains. All of the files
outside data/ should be listed in the tag manifest according to the BagIt speci-
fication. The algorithm used in at least one of the tagmanifest files (if there are
multiple files with different hashing algorithm) should be the same as the manda-
tory payload manifest file. The base directory must contain four sub-directories:
“data/”; “workflow/”; “snapshot/” and “metadata/”. The following subsections de-
scribe the structure and contents of these sub-directories.
5.3.1 data/
data/ is the payload (collection) of all input datasets used in a given workflow
enactment along with the resultant output files. Data must be labelled and iden-
tified by a checksum value based on a checksum algorithm registered in IANA’s
“Named Information Hash Algorithm Registry” [286]. The use of content ad-
dressable storage [287] simplifies identifier generation for data. It also permits
data integrity checking and helps to avoid local dependencies, e.g. hard-coded
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bagit.txt
manifest-sha1.txt
tagmanifest-[sha1, sha256, sha512].txt
data
[payload files]
workflow
Workflow Specification
CWLProv 
RO
snapshot
metadata
bagit-info.txt
Input File Object
Output File Object
[Workflow/Tool files]
logs
provenance
[Provenance Profiles]
[Raw log files]
RO manifest file
Figure 5.7: Customised BagIt structure with tagged directories and files given as
CWLProv ROs.
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file names. This practice minimises the dependence on local file system, user-
defined file names and localised paths that need to be resolved when a Research
Object is shared.
Workflow platforms might use customised identifiers for file objects. In this
case, it is advised to use such identifiers as file names to store data in order to
avoid redundancy and to comply with the system/platform used to enact the
workflow. Hard-coded file paths should still be avoided. The checksums of
the payload files in the data/ directory must be listed in the BagIt manifest-*.txt
(where the asterisk refers to the hashing algorithms) as well as in the RO mani-
fest as JSON-LD [288] that is stored in metadata/manifest.json (described in Section
5.3.4.
5.3.2 workflow/
CWLProv ROs must include a WMS-independent executable version of the work-
flow in the workflow/ directory. When using CWL, this directory should contain
the complete workflow specification file, one or more input file objects with pa-
rameter settings used to enact the workflow and an output file object. The output
is used for understandability and not for re-enactment. Actual output files may
not exactly match the files that were enacted, e.g. absolute paths in the input
job file are recommended to be replaced with relativised content-addressed paths
referring to the input and output file objects in the data/ directory.
The input file object should capture all dependencies of the input data files in-
cluding any index files associated with BAM files and reference genome sequence
files. It is possible to reference a directory in the input file object instead of indi-
vidual input data files. In that case, the directory reference should be expanded
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to list the actual files to explicitly declare and capture the contents utilised in a
given workflow enactment. The output file object included in workflow should
contain details of the workflow outputs. In the case of a CWL workflow using
cwltool, this is a JSON file with a list of outputs and their associated metadata
such as their location, their checksum and the size of the files.
cwltool supports aggregation of CWL workflows and any referenced external
descriptions (such as sub-workflows or command line tool descriptions) into a
single executable file. This feature is leveraged in the CWLProv implementation
(details in Section 5.5) to rewrite the workflow files making them re-executable
without depending on workflow or command line descriptions outside the asso-
ciated RO. Other workflow design and implementation approaches should adopt
similar features to create executable workflow objects.
5.3.3 snapshot/
snapshot/ comprises copies of the workflow and command line tool specifications
files “as-is”. It is recommended to use these resources only for understanding the
workflow enactment, since these files might contain absolute paths or be host-
specific, i.e. they may not necessarily be re-enactable elsewhere. However, these
specifications may be “re-used” in a similar analysis in a similar situational con-
text.
5.3.4 metadata/
This sub-directory should contain RO manifest files as JSON-LD using two sub-
directories metadata/logs and metadata/provenance. In the following sub-sections,
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details about the structure of each element are included.
5.3.4.1 RO Manifest
The RO manifest file should record a range of metadata including the standard10
that it conforms to, the WMS that created the RO, the researcher responsible for
the workflow enactment and the date of creation. The “aggregates” section of the
file must list all resources aggregated by the RO. The elements of a given aggre-
gate include the date of creation, a unique Uniform Resource Identifier (URI), the
name, the media type, any conforming standard and the folder. aggregates can
contain links to both embedded as well as external resources. The “annotations”
section should include information related to the Research Object or any of the
aggregated resources. manifest.json follows the structure defined for RO Bundles
[289] however .ro/ is referred to as metadata. Further detail about the manifest file
contents is documented on GitHub as part of the CWLProv specification [290].
5.3.4.2 logs/
Any raw enactment log information should be made available in metadata/logs.
This should include the actual commands executed and parameters used for each
step along with time-stamps for each operation. In the case of distributed com-
puting environments, this directory can possibly contain multiple log files la-
belled with unique identifiers referring to the execution engines hosted poten-
tially at geographically distributed resources.
10e.g. https://w3id.org/cwl/prov/0.6.0
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5.3.4.3 provenance/
Retrospective provenance profiles for the workflow execution associated with Re-
search Objects require rich metadata. These profiles should exist in metadata/provenance.
It is recommended to make the availability of a primary profile mandatory and
this should conform with the PROV-N format. This file describes the top-level
workflow execution. As described in Level 2 (Section 4.4.3), it is quite possible
to have nested workflows. In this case, a provenance profile for all such work-
flows should be included in this directory. If there are additional formats of the
provenance files such as JSON, JSONLD, XML etc, these should be included in
the said directory and a (compulsory) declaration “conformsTo” should be pro-
vided to document their formats and dependencies in the RO manifest. A nested
workflow profile should be named such that there is a link between the respec-
tive step in the primary workflow and the nested workflow ideally using unique
identifiers.
As the PROV-DM has a generalised structure, there might be some prove-
nance aspects that are specific to particular workflows that are hard to capture.
In this case, ontologies such as wfdesc [291] can be used to describe the abstract
representation of the workflow. Use of wfprov [292] to capture workflow prove-
nance aspects is also encouraged. These two ontologies are used in the prove-
nance profile described in Section 5.4. Alternative extensions such as ProvOne
[293] can also be utilised if the WMS or workflow executor is using these exten-
sions already.
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5.3.4.4 URI scheme
CWLProv reuses Linked Data standards like JSON-LD, W3C PROV and Research
Objects. A challenge with Linked Data in distributed and desktop computing is
how to make identifiers that are absolute URIs and hence globally unique. For
example, for CWLProv a workflow may be executed by an engine that does not
know where its workflow provenance will be stored, published or finally inte-
grated. To address this CWLProv generators should use the proposed arcp [294]
URI scheme to map local file paths within the RO BagIt folder structure to abso-
lute URIs for use within the RO manifest and hence with associated PROV traces.
A base URI is included in the RO manifest context that serves as the root of the
RO. This URI should be based on the identifier of the workflow enactment. This
can be used to resolve relative URI references.
Consumers of CWLProv ROs that do not contain an arcp-based External Iden-
tifier can generate a temporary arcp base to safely resolve any relative URI ref-
erences not present in the CWLProv RO folder. Implementations processing a
CWLProv RO may convert arcp URIs to local file:/// or http:// URIs depending on
how and where the CWLProv RO was saved, e.g. using the “arcp.py” library
[294]. The relationship between the different components of a CWL workflow
enactment with the structure of a CWLProv RO is shown in Figure 5.8.
5.4 Retrospective Provenance Profile
Retrospective provenance profiles supports data-flow workflow enactment using
provenance models with at least one needing to support PROV-N serialisation.
The provenance standards utilised in the design of this profile are highly exten-
sible making it possible to incorporate other standards if required by different
5.4
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Figure 5.8: High-level schematic representation of the aggregation and links between the components of a given
workflow enactment. The layers of execution are separated for clarity. Workflow specification and command line
tool specifications are described using CWL. Each individual command line tool specification can optionally interact
with Docker to satisfy software dependencies. [A] The RO layer shows the structure of the Research Object including
its content and interactions with different components in the Research Object and [B] the CWL layer.
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WMS or scientific domains. In this section, we introduce some key features used
in the structure of the retrospective provenance profile for a given CWL workflow
enactment using CWLProv. The features are not tied to any platform or workflow
definition approach and hence can be used to document retrospective provenance
of any workflow. The components of the profile with respect to CWL workflow
enactment are summarised in Table 5.1 and detailed documentation is available
on GitHub11.
5.4.1 wfdesc
As PROV is a general standard, it lacks features to relate a plan (i.e. a workflow
description) with sub-plans. To tackle this, we use wfdesc:Workflow (a subclass
of Prov-Plan for the workflow specification and wfdesc:hasSubProcess to relate in-
dividual steps of the workflow. Each step of a given workflow is described by
wfdesc:Process where a Process refers to a workflow step in the RO ontology. This
provides the prospective view of the workflow specification without the require-
ment for actually executing it.
5.4.2 wfprov
This term is used for the activities and entities used in a given workflow en-
actment that relate to retrospective provenance. “wfprov:WorkflowRun” and “wf-
prov:ProcessRun” represent the workflow and individual command line tool ex-
ecution components respectively. Data items are described by “wfprov:Artifact”,
which is a subclass of prov:Entity.
11https://github.com/common-workflow-language/cwlprov/blob/master/prov.md
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5.4.3 Entity
An Entity is used to refer to any data artefact, input configuration file, work-
flow or command line tool specification. Each data artefact is identified using
hash values depending on the hash algorithm used to store files in the “data/” di-
rectory. The provenance profile predominantly stores retrospective provenance
components including entities used for the workflow specification and labelled
steps used for understandability. These entities are utilised in wfdesc:Process and
wfdesc:hasSubProcess and are labelled as prov:label=“Prospective provenance”. For
an input parameter with an absolute value such as a string, integer or a list, the
entity contains the prov:value as an attribute used to store the actual value. For
inputs of file type, the entity is labelled with wfprov:Artifact.
It is possible that a workflow or workflow step requires additional files, e.g.
index files associated with the human reference sequence. These files are referred
to as “SecondaryFiles” in the CWL specification. In the CWLProv profile, these
files are declared through “cwlprov:SecondaryFile” and the derivation relationship
wasDerivedFrom between the secondary and primary file is used. Moreover, in
case of directory type inputs representing a collection of named files or sub-
directories, the concept of prov:Dictionary12 is utilised to explicitly declare the
contents of the directory in the provenance profile and hence to refer to the in-
dividual objects using checksum-based identifiers. If a directory input is repre-
sented in this way, a collection membership of directory membership, e.g. group,
should also be provided using hasMember. These two approaches are adopted for
secondary files and directory structure inputs and subsequently help to record
fine-grained provenance information about the data artefacts involved in a given
workflow enactment.
12https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-dictionary/
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5.4.4 Activity
Workflow enactment or command line tool invocations are classified as activi-
ties that can be identified by a Universal Unique Identifier (UUID). They can also
be labelled with the absolute name of the step given in the workflow file to im-
prove the readability. These activities are labelled using the above described wf-
prov:WorkflowRun and wfprov:ProcessRun to differentiate between workflow and
command line tool-based enactments.
5.4.5 Agent
An agent in CWLProv provenance profile is either an “Agent” or a “SoftwareAgent”
[295]. A SoftwareAgent can refer to the engine used to enact the Workflow Plan
and should be identified by a unique identifier, e.g. a UUID. It is labelled using
wfprov:WorkflowEngine. If a Docker container is utilised in any step, it should be
documented in the profile as a SoftwareAgent. The user enacting the workflow is
referred to as an Agent [295] and used to store attribution details, e.g. through
ORCID identifiers.
5.4.6 wasAssociatedWith
An association is represented as wasAssociatedWith in PROV-N. It is used to as-
sign a responsibility to an agent for a given activity. It relates activities such as
WorkflowRun and ProcessRun to the SoftwareAgent.
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5.4.7 wasStartedBy
The start of an activity is represented as wasStartedBy in PROV-N. This is used
to denote when an activity was either started by an entity (trigger) or another
activity (starter). It records an activitys identifier, the starter and the time of
commencement. In the case of a WorkflowRun, the starter is not specified as the
workflow enactment is not triggered by another activity, whilst in the case of a
ProcessRun, the corresponding WorkflowRun is specified as the starter.
5.4.8 Used
In PROV-N, used is used to represent the “Usage”, i.e. when an entity partici-
pates in an activity. WorkflowRun and ProcessRun both utilise this concept so that
the same entity representing a data artefact can be used by WorkflowRun and Pro-
cessRun albeit at different instances of time. To improve readability, an optional
parameter prov:role is added to used to assign the name (string) given by users to
certain inputs and outputs in a workflow description.
5.4.9 wasGeneratedBy
The concept of generation is represented as wasGeneratedBy in PROV-N. This
refers to the situation where an entity is created (generated) by an activity and
can only be used after its generation. It associates all output data artefacts, rep-
resented as entities with the respective activity that generated them. It is noted
that the same entity can be generated by a ProcessRun as well as the parent Work-
flowRun if it is declared as an output at both levels.
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5.4.10 wasEndedBy
wasEndedBy is used for the concept “end”, i.e. the time when an activity was
ended by another activity (ender) or by an entity (trigger). In the provenance
profile, it represents the relationship between ProcessRun and WorkflowRun and
the time when the ProcessRun was ended by the WorkflowRun. In addition, the
relationship between WorkflowRun and SoftwareEngine is also documented using
this property since each workflow enactment is triggered and terminated by the
engine itself.
5.4.11 has provenance
As described in Section 4.4.3, in order to support white-box provenance, the inner
workings of nested workflows should be included in provenance traces. If a step
represents a nested workflow, a separate provenance profile should be included
in the RO. Moreover, in the parent workflow trace, this relationship is recorded
using has provenance as an attribute of the Activity step, i.e. this refers to the re-
spective profile of the nested workflow.
A provenance profile can be modified and adapted to include constructs from
other specialised standards to cater for domain-specific requirements, e.g. PROV-
Wf for HPC environments and D-PROV for prospective provenance of data-flow
models.
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5.5 Practical Realisation of CWLProv
CWLProv [290] provides a format for representing any given workflow enactment
and its provenance that can be adopted by any workflow executor or platform,
provided that the underlying workflow definition approach is at least as declar-
ative as CWL, i.e. it captures the necessary components described in Section
5.2.1.2. In the case of CWL, as long as the conceptual constructs are common
amongst the available implementations and executors, a workflow enactment can
be represented in CWLProv format. The practical demonstration of the proposed
format helps in understanding the structure and exploring the properties and
functions offered by CWLProv format. To that end, this section describes the prac-
tical realisation using a Python-based reference implementation of CWL cwltool,
also used in Chapter 3 for enacting the variant calling workflow.
5.5.1 Reference Implementation
cwltool is a feature complete implementation of CWL. It provides extensive vali-
dation of CWL files as well as offering a comprehensive set of test cases to vali-
date new modules introduced as extensions to the existing implementation. Thus
it provides the ideal choice for implementing CWLProv and demonstrating prove-
nance support and resource aggregation. A range of existing classes and methods
were utilized to achieve various tasks including packaging of the workflow and
all associated tool specifications. In addition, the existing python library prov
[296] was used to create a provenance document instance and populate it with
the required artefacts generated as the workflow enactment proceeded. This is
described in Section 5.4.
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5.5.2 CWLProv Invocation
CWLProv is built as an optional module to cwltool that can be invoked as:
“cwltool --provenance ‘RO-name‘ wf.cwl job.json”
where “wf.cwl” refers to the workflow file and “job.json” to the input parame-
ter configuration file. This will automatically generate a Research Object with the
given name without requiring any additional information from the user. Each
input file is named using a checksum and saved in the payload directory “RO-
name/data”, making it content-addressable to avoid local dependencies.
In order to avoid including attribution information without the consent of the
user, an additional flag “ --enable-user-provenance” is introduced that is required
along with --provenance at the time of invocation. This is given as:
“cwltool --provenance --enable-user-provenance ‘RO-name‘ wf.cwl job.json”
If the user provides --orcid and --full-name, this information is recorded as
the user attribution details in the provenance profile. Enabling “ --enable-user-
provenance” and not providing the full name or ORCID will store details of the
local machine used as the basis for the attribution, i.e. the details of the agent that
enacted the workflow.
5.5.3 Process Flow
This process flow of the CWLProv RO and the associated provenance profile gen-
eration is shown in Figure 5.9. The workflow and command line tool specifi-
cations are aggregated in one file to create an executable workflow and subse-
quently placed in the directory RO-name/workflow. This directory also contains
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Figure 5.9: High level process flow representation of workflow provenance cap-
ture
the modified input job object containing the input parameters with references to
artefacts in the RO-name/data based on relativising the paths present in the input
object. These two files are sufficient to record the input parameters and workflow
specifications and can subsequently be used to re-enact the workflow, provided
the other required artefacts are also included in the Research Object and comply
with the CWLProv format. The cwltool control flow [297] is used to indicate the
points when the execution of the workflow and command line tools involved in
the workflow enactment actually start, end and how the output is reported back.
This information along with the artefacts are captured and stored in the RO.
When the execution of a workflow begins, the CWLProv extensions to cwltool
generate a provenance document (using the prov library). At this point, default
namespaces are also added to the provenance document to provide prefixes to
the identifiers, e.g. “prefix data ăurn:hash::sha1:ą”. The attribution details are also
added at this stage if user provenance capture is enabled, e.g. to answer the ques-
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tion “who ran the workflow?”. Each step of the workflow can correspond to ei-
ther a command line tool or another nested workflow referred to as a sub-workflow
in the CWL documentation. For each nested workflow, a separate provenance
profile is initialised (recursively) to achieve white-box finer-grained provenance
as explained in Section 4.4.3. This profile is continually updated throughout the
nested workflow enactment. Each step is identified by a unique identifier and
recorded as an activity in the parent workflow provenance profile, i.e. the “pri-
mary profile”. The nested workflow is recorded as a step in the primary profile using
the same identifier as the “nested workflow enactment activity” identifier in the
respective provenance profile. For each step in the activity, the start time and as-
sociation with the workflow activity is created and stored as part of the overall
provenance to answer the question “when did it happen?”.
The data used as input by these steps is either provided by the user or pro-
duced as an intermediate result from the previous steps. In both cases, the Usage
is recorded in the respective provenance profile using checksums as identifiers to
answer the question “what was used?”. Non-file input parameters such as strings
and integers are stored “as-is” using an additional optional argument, prov:value.
Upon completion, each step typically generates some data. The provenance pro-
file records the generation of outputs at the step level to record “what was pro-
duced?” and “which process produced it?”.
Once all steps complete, the workflow outputs are collected and the genera-
tion of these outputs at the workflow level are recorded in the provenance pro-
file. Moreover, using the checksum of the files generated by the cwltool, content-
addressable copies are saved in the directory “RO-name/data”. The provenance
profile refers to these files using the same checksum such that they are both trace-
able and can be used for further analysis if required. Finally, the workflow and
command line tool specifications are archived in the snapshot to preserve the ac-
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tual workflow files utilised to enact the workflow.
This prototype implementation of CWLProv provides a model and guidance
for workflow platforms and executors that can be used to identify features that
can be utilised in devising their own provenance implementations.
5.5.4 Achieving recommendations with provenance levels
Table 5.2 map the best practices and recommendations from Table 4.1 to the Lev-
els of Provenance (Figure 4.2). The shown methods and implementation readi-
ness indicate to which extent the recommendations are addressed by the imple-
mentation of CWLProv.
Note that other approaches may solve this mapping differently. For instance,
Nextflow [218] may fulfil R19-resource-use at Level 2 (Section 4.4.3) as it can pro-
duce trace reports with hardware resource usage per task execution [298], but not
for the overall workflow. While a Nextflow trace report is a separate CSV file
with implementation-specific columns, our planned R19-resource-use approach
for CWL is to combine CWL-metrics [299], permalinks and the standard GFD.204
[300] to further relate resource use with Level 1 (Section 4.4.2) and Level 2 (Section
4.4.3) provenance within the CWLProv Research Object.
In addition to following the recommendations from Table 4.1 through com-
putational methods, the workflow authors are also required to exercise best prac-
tices for workflow design and authoring. For instance, to achieve R1-parameters the
workflow must be written in such a way that parameters are exposed and docu-
mented at workflow level, rather than hard-coded within an underlying Python
script. Similarly, while the CWL format support rich details of user annotations
that can fulfil R6-annotation, for these to survive into a Research Object at ex-
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Table 5.2: Recommendations and provenance levels implemented in CWLProv
Recommendation L0 L1 L2 L3 Methods
R1-parameters ‚ ‚ CWL, BP
R2-automate ‚ CWL, Docker
R3-intermediate ‚ PROV, RO
R4-sw-version ‚ ‚ CWL, Docker, PROV
R5-data-version ‚ ‚ CWL, BP
R6-annotation ‚ ˇ CWL, RO, BP
R7-described ‚ CWL, RO
R8-identifier ‚ ‚ ‚ RO, CWLProv
R9-environment ˇ ˇ GFD.204
R10-workflow ‚ ‚ ‚ CWL, wfdesc
R11-software ‚ ‚ CWL, Docker
R12-raw-data ‚ ‚ CWLProv, BP
R13-attribution ‚ RO, CWL, BP
R14-provenance ‚ ‚ PROV, RO
R15-diagram ˝ ˇ CWL, RO
R16-open-source ‚ CWL, BP
R17-format ‚ ‚ CWL, BP
R18-executable ‚ CWL, Docker
R19-resource-use ˇ ˇ CWL, GFD.204
R20-example ˇ ˝ RO, BP
CWL: Common Workflow Language and embedded annotations
RO: Research Object model and BagIt
PROV: W3C Provenance model
CWLProv: Additional attributes in PROV
wfdesc: Prospective provenance in PROV
BP: Best Practice need to be followed manually
‚ Implemented
˝ Partially implemented
ˇ Implementation planned/ongoing
ecution time, such annotation capabilities must actually be used by workflow
authors instead of unstructured text files.
It should be a goal of a scientific WMS to guide users towards achieving the
required level of the provenance framework through automation where possible.
For instance a user may in the workflow have specified a Docker container im-
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age without preserving the version, but the provenance log could still record the
specific container version used at execution time, achieving R4-sw-version retro-
spectively by computation rather than relying on a prospective declaration in the
workflow definition.
5.6 Conclusions
Standardisation of common practices through structured objects capturing best
practice provenance information can provide more consistent expectations on re-
producibility of science. Essential to this process is the interoperable exchange of
experimental information supporting cross-platform communication. Coalitions
like the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health13 (GA4GH) are working to-
wards a global standard for interoperable and responsible sharing of both -omics
and clinical data. Parallel to these efforts, effective sharing of data and compu-
tational methods applied to analyse this data is also of paramount importance.
In this chapter we defined CWLProv, a format for the methodical representation
of provenance as part of workflow environment including workflow enactment,
capturing associated artefacts, aggregating resources specific to a given enact-
ment and any associated workflow configuration settings. The approach taken
focuses on achieving the hierarchical levels of provenance proposed in Chapter
4 by leveraging existing well-defined, community-driven and agreed upon stan-
dards. CWLProv benefits from mature efforts such as CWL, Research Object mod-
els, BagIt and PROV-DM to resolve different aspects such as workflow definition,
method/data stratification/aggregation and provenance representation of work-
flows. To demonstrate the applicability of CWLProv, an existing workflow execu-
tor (cwltool) was extended to generate metadata and provenance-rich interop-
13https://www.ga4gh.org/
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erable workflow-centric ROs, aggregating and preserving data and methods to
support the coherent sharing of computational analyses and experiments.
The concept of workflow-centric ROs has been considered by others, e.g. [29,
167, 91, 168, 5], as the basis for structuring the analysis methods and aggregating
resources utilised in a given analysis. However, such efforts were largely tied to a
single platform, a single WMS or a specific scientific domain. CWLProv provides
a platform-independent and domain-neutral solution for workflow sharing, en-
actment and publication. The standards and vocabularies used to design CWL-
Prov all have an overarching goal to support domain-neutral and interoperable
solutions that can be easily adapted for any domain and shared across different
WMS platforms and heterogeneous computing resources. In the next chapter,
the interoperability and reproducibility of workflow-centric CWLProv-based ROs
is evaluated across precisely such a heterogeneous environment using different
WMSs.
CHAPTER 6
CWLProv EVALUATION
–BIOINFORMATICS WORKFLOW CASE
STUDIES
We are at the very beginning of time for the human race. It is not unreasonable that we
grapple with problems. There are tens of thousands of years in the future. Our responsibility
is to do what we can, learn what we can, improve the solutions and pass them on. –Richard
Feynman (1918-1988)
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4 we analysed existing literature focused on defining best practice rec-
ommendations for workflow design and subsequent sharing. Drawing on these
recommendations, we identified a range of artefacts that directly impact on the
provenance of workflows. It was identified that sharing and representation of
these artefacts is typically ad hoc due to the myriad approaches used for defin-
ing and enacting workflows. In Chapter 4 we explored how this heterogeneity
issue could be addressed by devising a generalised (hierarchical) framework for
provenance and associated artefact sharing. We posit that the researchers should
highlight the level of provenance they have achieved when publishing an anal-
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ysis to help subsequent researchers gauge the magnitude of effort required to
understand, reuse and ideally reproduce a given analysis.
Based on the hierarchical provenance framework, we defined CWLProv, an
interoperable standard and structured format for workflow-centric analysis rep-
resentation and re-use in Chapter 5. The immediate questions is of course, what
makes CWLProv interoperable? –This must factor in various considerations. Firstly,
it must support an underlying workflow definition approach that is specifically
designed to achieve portability and interoperability of scientific analyses. This
should allow to enact workflows using heterogeneous WMS based on a common
declarative and implementation agnostic standard. Secondly, it should support
a provenance representation model based on the standards and goals for inter-
operable exchange of provenance information. It should offer an abstract data
aggregation model that is not tied to any specific platform or scientific domain.
The choice of standards and methods needs to be considered carefully to pre-
cisely support sharing and communication of workflow-centric research across
platforms. Importantly, the conceptual modelling of any process in the form of
a workflow should be independent of the implementation details, and thereby
result in higher level of abstraction that can be optimised by different WMS on
different computing platforms whether it be local machines, clouds, clusters or a
combination of them.
In this chapter1, we demonstrate the interoperability of CWLProv through an
evaluation activity using the reference implementation described in Section 5.5.1
and utilising open source bioinformatics workflows available on GitHub from
different research initiatives and from different developers. The evaluation is
1Elements of this chapter are submitted in the following article:
Khan, Farah Zaib and Soiland-Reyes, Stian and Sinnott, Richard O. and Lonie, Andrew and
Goble, Carole and Crusoe, Michael R. ”Sharing interoperable workflow provenance: A review
of best practices and their practical application in CWLProv”. In: GigaScience (10.5281/zen-
odo.1966881)
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focused on showing how CWLProv ROs generated by a CWL executor are repro-
ducible across-WMSs and across different infrastructures and OS, with minimum
configuration required on the part of secondary users (defined in Section 4.4). In
the following sub-sections, we define common use-cases and scenarios that utilise
workflow-centric analyses shared by primary authors as the basis for the CWLProv
evaluation. We also discuss concepts commonly associated with interoperability
and how these are addressed by CWLProv.
6.1.1 Scenarios
In this section, we present three frequently observed scenarios and expectations
associated with data-intensive computational research employing computational
methods. We identify the “Goal” that secondary users are interested to achieve. To
achieve each of these goals, there is a key “Requirement” which has to be satisfied
to perform a set of specific “Actions”. The term published research in the following
subsections and in Figure 6.1 refers not only to peer-reviewed publications but
also any scientific findings shared with the community.
6.1.1.1 Verify Results
Independent verification of scientific claims and confirmation of the associated
published results is crucial to establish trust on any data-driven analysis. This
requires transparent and complete communication of the research process to be
followed to establish and verify the said claims as shown in Figure 6.1 (a). It
is the responsibility of the primary authors to ensure complete communication of
the research process enabling secondary users to reproduce the findings published
in the original research. This will ultimately provide objective evidence that the
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Figure 6.1: Three use-cases focused on the evaluation of CWLProv
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experiment as well as the results are valid.
6.1.1.2 Reuse Methods/Data
Another important benefit of published in silico experiments is to build on, re-use
and potentially advance the experiments utilising already composed computa-
tional methods, cleaned/annotated data and well-tested infrastructure and con-
figuration settings. Secondary users may perform a different experiment reusing
all or some of the artefacts from the original research published by the primary au-
thors. Reusability of methods and data ( see Figure 6.1 (b)) can only be achieved
if the secondary users are able to access and fully understand the original research
and where they have domain-specific expertise and knowledge. Hence, the re-
quirement in this scenario is on the primary users to ensure transparency and
comprehensive communication of the research process in a form that is easy to
comprehend.
6.1.1.3 Data Derivation History
Scientific workflows are typically data-flow oriented and provide information of
the link between various processing tasks and data artefacts to be utilised to gen-
erate a given data artefact (result). To infer factors and artefacts associated with
the generation of a given data artefact, the secondary users can analyse the work-
flow definition as well as the retrospective provenance of the workflow enact-
ment provided in the published research by the primary authors (see Figure 6.1
(c)). This information can be used to plan for potential partial re-enactments of
the targeted tasks without having to re-enact the full workflow to determine the
quality and hence the amount of trust one can place on the published findings.
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6.1.1.4 Communication Requirements
The three scenarios discussed above have one common requirement, namely the
transparent and comprehensive communication of the research process that was
followed to obtain the final (published) results. Nowadays, communication in
data-driven computational research is increasingly possible since all the arte-
facts are typically digitised and can be made accessible especially with the Open
Source/Open Access movements. Still there is an issue in the lack of conformity
in communicating information requiring secondary users to invest considerable
time and efforts to efficiently use published artefacts. Due to the lack of con-
sensus over the standardised representation of computational analyses includ-
ing the provenance of results, data and methods, communication is typically not
adequately supported. The lack of quality and incompleteness of information
communication may render any published experiment ineffective as the secondary
users fail to understand and reproduce the given analysis.
The communication of the research process in workflow-centric studies should
include documentation on: access to the input data, output data and intermedi-
ate data artefacts; methods including workflow and tool specifications; aggre-
gated or packaged software dependencies; information on containerised tools,
and fine-grained retrospective provenance. All this should be represented in
a standardised format to support interoperable workflow objects and enhance
reuse of the research artefacts communicated by primary authors. This thesis has
contributed to the establishment of a format for the standardised communication
of the workflow-centric analysis such that the secondary users are able to access,
understand, analyse and reproduce a given analysis on different WMS and com-
puting platforms. We explore this directly in this chapter.
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6.1.2 Interoperability
The concept of interoperability varies in different domains. Here we focus on
computational interoperability, which is defined as:
“The ability of two or more components or systems to exchange information and to
use the information that has been exchanged” [301].
In this chapter we demonstrate how CWLProv has achieved syntactic, semantic
and pragmatic interoperability as defined in the Levels of Conceptual Interoper-
ability Model (LCIM)[302]. Specifically:
• Syntactic interoperability is achieved when a common data format for infor-
mation exchange is unambiguously defined;
• The next level of interoperability, referred to as semantic interoperability, is
reached when the content of the actual information exchanged is unam-
biguously defined, and
• Once there is an agreement about the format and content of the information,
pragmatic interoperability is achieved when the context, application and use
of the shared information and data exchanged is also unambiguously de-
fined.
CWLProv supports syntactic, semantic and pragmatic interoperability of a given
workflow and its associated results. We have defined a “common data format”
for workflow sharing and publication such that any executor or WMS with CWL
support can interpret this information and make use of it. This ensures the syntac-
tic interoperability between the workflow executors on different computing plat-
forms. Similarly the “content” of the shared aggregation artefact as a workflow-
centric RO is unambiguously defined, thus ensuring uniform representation of
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the workflow and its associated results across different platforms and executors,
hence supporting semantic interoperability. With Level 3 provenance satisfied,
providing domain-specific information along with level 0-2 provenance tracking
as defined in Section 4.4, we posit that CWLProv accomplishes pragmatic inter-
operability by providing unambiguous information about the “context”, “applica-
tion” and “use” of the shared/published workflow-centric ROs. In the next sec-
tion, widely used bioinformatics workflows are used for the evaluation of CWL-
Prov and the experiences and results discussed.
6.2 Bioinformatics Workflows
In this section, we discuss the significance of the exemplar workflows utilised for
CWLProv evaluation and provide details of the open source CWL specifications
provided via GitHub by different (independent) research groups.
6.2.1 RNA-seq Analysis Workflow
RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) data is generated by Next Generation Sequencing
(NGS) platforms. RNA-seq is comprised of short sequence reads that can be
aligned to a reference genome, where the alignment results form the basis of var-
ious analyses such as quantifying transcript expression; identifying novel splice
junctions and isoforms, and differential gene expression [303]. RNA-seq experi-
ments can link phenotypes to gene expression and are widely applied in diverse
multi-centre studies [144]. Computational analysis of RNA-seq data can be per-
formed by different techniques depending on the research goals and the organism
under study [304]. The CWL descriptions of the rna-seq workflow [280] included
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Figure 6.2: Portion of a RNA-seq workflow generated by CWL viewer.
in this case study have been developed by one of the teams [305] participating
in the NIH Data Commons initiative [306]. This is a large research infrastructure
program aiming to make digital objects such as data generated during biomedical
research and software/tools required to utilise such data shareable and accessi-
ble, and hence aligned with the Findable, Accesible, Interoperable, & Reusable
(FAIR) principles [307].
The workflow shown in Figure 6.2 was designed for the pilot phase of the NIH
Data Commons initiative [308]. It is an adaptation of the approach and parameter
settings of the Trans-Omics for Precision Medicine (TOPMed) work [309]. The
RNA-seq pipeline originated from the Broad Institute [310]. There are in total
five steps in the workflow:
1. Read alignment using STAR [311] that produces aligned BAM files includ-
ing the Genome BAM and Transcriptome BAM;
2. The Genome BAM file is then processed using Picard MarkDuplicates [312]
producing an updated BAM file containing information on duplicate reads
(such reads can indicate potential biased interpretations);
3. SAMtools index [313] is then employed to generate an index for the BAM
file;
4. The indexed BAM file is further processed with RNA-SeQC [314], which
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takes the BAM file, human genome reference sequence and Gene Trans-
fer Format (GTF) file as inputs to generate transcriptome-level expression
quantifications and standard quality control metrics;
5. In parallel with the transcript quantification, isoform expression levels are
quantified by RSEM [315]. Noting that this step depends only on the output
of the STAR tool, and additional RSEM reference sequences.
For testing and analysis, the workflow author provided example data created
by down-sampling the read files of a TOPMed public access data set [316]. Chro-
mosome 12 was extracted from the Homo Sapien Assembly 38 reference sequence
and provided by the workflow authors. The required GTF and RSEM reference
files were also provided. The workflow was well-documented with a detailed set
of instructions of the steps performed to down-sample the data provided. The
availability of example input data, use of containers for the underlying software
and detailed documentation were important factors in choosing this specific CWL
workflow for the CWLProv evaluation.
6.2.2 Alignment Workflow
Alignment is an essential step in variant discovery and considered as an obliga-
tory pre-processing stage according to Best Practices by the Broad Institute [267].
The purpose of alignment is to filter low-quality reads before variant calling or
other interpretative steps [317]. A workflow for alignment is typically designed
to operate on raw sequence data to produce analysis-ready BAM files as output.
The typical steps followed include file format conversions, aligning the read files
to the reference genome sequence, and sorting the resulting files.
The CWL definition of the alignment workflow [318] included in this evalu-
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Figure 6.3: Alignment workflow representation generated by the CWL viewer.
ation (see Figure 6.3) was designed by Data Biosphere [319]. It adapts the align-
ment pipeline [320] originally originally developed at Abecasis Lab, The Uni-
versity of Michigan [321]. This workflow is also part of NIH Data Commons
initiative (as the RNA-seq workflow described in Section 6.2.1). It comprises the
following four stages:
1. First step, “Pre-align” accepts a Compressed Alignment Map (CRAM) file
(a compressed format for BAM files developed by European Bioinformatics
Institute (EBI) [322]) and human genome reference sequence as input and
using the underlying software utilities from SAMtools such as view, sort
and fixmate, it returns a list of FASTQ files which are to be used as input for
the next step.
2. The next step “Align” also accepts the human reference genome as input
along with the output files from “Pre-align” and uses BWA-mem [230] to
generate aligned reads. SAMBLASTER [323] is used to mark duplicate
reads and SAMtools view to convert read files from SAM to BAM format.
3. The BAM files generated after “Align” are sorted with “SAMtool sort”.
4. Finally these sorted alignment files are merged to produce a single sorted
BAM file using SAMtools merge in the “Post-align” step.
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The authors provide a custom script2 to download the files from the Google
Cloud including an example CRAM file, the Homo Sapien Assembly 38 reference
genome along with the index files to be used as inputs for testing and analysis
of the workflow. This requires installation of gsutil3, a Python application used
to access the Google Cloud storage and hence to download the data. This step is
not required when reproducing this evaluation study since we aggregated data
in the CWLProv RO as discussed in Section 6.3.
6.2.3 Somatic Variant Calling Workflow
Variant discovery analysis for high-throughput sequencing data is a widely used
bioinformatics technique. It focuses on finding genetic associations of diseases
including identifying somatic mutations in cancer and characterising heteroge-
neous cell populations [324]. The pre-processing explained for the Alignment work-
flow can be part of any variant calling workflow since reads are classified and
ordered as part of the variant discovery process. Numerous variant calling algo-
rithms have been developed depending on the input data characteristics and the
specific application areas [317]. Somatic variant calling workflows are designed
to identify somatic (non-inherited) variants in a sample, e.g. a cancer sample,
by comparing the set of variants present in a sequenced tumour genome with
a non-tumour genome from the same host [325]. The set of tumour variants is a
super-set of the set of host variants, and somatic mutations are identified through
various algorithmic approaches to subtracting host familial variants. Each so-
matic variant calling workflow typically consists of three stages: pre-processing;
variant evaluation and post-filtering.
2https://github.com/DailyDreaming/fetch gs frm json
3https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/gsutil
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Figure 6.4: Visual representation of the bcbio somatic variant calling workflow
adapted from [328] with subworkflow images generated by the CWL viewer.
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The somatic variant calling workflow (see Figure 6.4) included in this case
study was designed by Blue Collar Bioinformatics (bcbio) [326], a community-
driven initiative to develop best-practice pipelines for variant calling of RNA-
seq and small RNA analysis. According to the documentation, the goal of this
project is to facilitate the automated analysis of high throughput data by making
resources quantifiable, analysable, scalable, accessible and reproducible. All of the un-
derlying tools are containerized. The somatic variant calling workflow defined in
CWL is available on GitHub [327] and equipped with a well defined test dataset.
6.3 CWLProv Evaluation Activity
This section describes the evaluation of the cross-executor and cross-platform in-
teroperability of CWLProv . To test cross-executor interoperability, two CWL ex-
ecutors cwltool and toil-cwl-runner [217] were selected. toil-cwl-runner is an open
source Python workflow engine supporting robust cross-platform workflow ex-
ecution on Cloud and High Performance Computing (HPC) environments. The
two operating system platforms utilised in this analysis were MacOS and Ubuntu
Linux. For the Linux OS, a 16-core Linux instance with 64GB RAM was launched
on the NeCTAR research cloud. To cater for the storage requirements, a 1000GB
persistent volume was attached to this instance.
For MacOS, a local system with 16GB RAM, 250GB storage and 2.8 GHz In-
tel Core i7 processor was used. These platforms were selected to cater for the
required storage and compute resources of the workflows described above. The
reference genome provided with the Alignment workflow (Section 6.2.2) was not
down-sampled and hence this workflow required the most resources among the
three workflows evaluated. It is to be noted that this evaluation does not include
details of the installation process for cwltool, toil-cwl-runner and Docker on the sys-
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tems described above. To create CWLProv ROs during workflow execution, it is
necessary to use the CWL reference runner (cwltool) until this practice spreads to
other CWL implementations. Moreover, it is assumed that the software container
(Docker) is installed on the system to use the workflow definitions aggregated in
a given CWLProv RO.
In addition, the resource requirements (discussed in Section 5.2.1.2) should
also be satisfied by choosing a system with enough compute and storage re-
sources for enactment. The systems used in this case study provide a reference
that can be used when selecting a system since inadequate compute and storage
resources will impact on the successful re-enactment of workflows using these
ROs. The hardware requirements may also vary if a different dataset is used as
input to re-enact the workflow using the methods aggregated in the RO. In that
case, the end user must ensure the availability of adequate compute and storage
resources by choosing a system that meets the required specifications.
Since the CWLProv implementation is demonstrated for one of the executors
(cwltool), currently a CWLProv RO for any workflow can only be produced using
cwltool. Hence, in this activity the workflows are initially enacted using just cwl-
tool (Table 6.1), although the re-enactment using these Research Objects can be
undertaken using other CWL executors. The steps performed to analyse CWL-
Prov each case study is as follows:
1. The workflow was enacted using cwltool to produce a RO on a MacOS com-
puter.
(a) The resulting RO and aggregated resources were used to re-enact the
workflow using toil-cwl-runner on the same MacOS computer;
(b) The RO produced in step 1 was transferred to a cloud-based Linux
instance used in this activity;
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Table 6.1: CWLProv evaluation summary and status for the bioinformatics case
studies.
Enact-produce RO with Re-enact using RO with Status
cwltool on MacOS toil-cwl-runner on MacOS X
cwltool on Linux X
toil-cwl-runner on Linux X
cwltool on Linux toil-cwl-runner on Linux X
cwltool on MacOS X
toil-cwl-runner on MacOS X
(c) On the cloud-based Linux environment and only utilising the resources
aggregated in the RO, the workflow was successfully re-enacted using
both cwltool and toil-cwl-runner.
2. The workflow was enacted using cwltool to produce a Research Object on
Linux.
(a) The resulting Research Object and aggregated resource were utilised
to re-enact the workflow using toil-cwl-runner on the same cloud-based
Linux instance;
(b) The Research Object produced in step 2 was transferred to the MacOS
computer used in this activity;
(c) On the MacOS computer and only utilising the resources aggregated in
the Research Object, the workflow was successfully re-enacted using
cwltool and toil-cwl-runner.
The CWLProv ROs produced as a results of this activity are published on Mende-
ley Data [329, 330, 331].
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6.4 Evaluation Results
The steps described above were taken to produce Research Objects which were
then used to (successfully) re-enact the workflows, without any further changes
required. This demonstration illustrates the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic
interoperability of the workflows across different executors and operating sys-
tems. It shows that both CWL executors were able to exchange, comprehend
and use the information represented as CWLProv ROs. One of the scenarios,
verification of results discussed in Section 6.1.1.1, is satisfied primarily as the in-
formation communicated was utilised and the experiment reproduced. In the
following subsections we discuss different aspects of this evaluation.
6.4.1 CWLProv and Interoperability
CWL already builds on technologies such as JSON-LD for data modelling and
Docker to support portability of run-time environments. Portability and interop-
erability as basic principles of the underlying workflow definition approach for
any workflow-centric analysis implies (obviously!) that the analysis should also
be portable and interoperable. However, the workflow definition/specification
alone is insufficient when dealing with command line tool specifications, data,
and input configuration files used in the analysis.
CWLProv ensures availability of these resources for a given analysis conform-
ing to the framework defined in Section 5.3. The input configurations are saved
as primary-job.json in directory workflow/ and refer to the input data contained in
the payload data/ directory of the given RO. In this way, availability of data aggre-
gated with the analysis is made possible. Existing features of cwltool are used to
generate the CWL workflow specification file containing all of the command line
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tool specifications referred to in the workflow specification and these are placed
in the same workflow/ directory.
One might argue that copying a directory tree might serve the same purpose
but in that case it is necessary to rely on users to put a substantial amount of ef-
fort on top of the actual analysis, i.e. they would have to carefully structure their
directories to be aligned with the workflow creators. Instead CWL encourages
researchers to utilise container technologies such as Docker, Singularity, Debian
(Med) or Bioconda packages to ensure the availability of the underlying tools
as recommended by numerous studies (Table 4.1). This practice facilitates the
preservation of methods utilised in data-intensive scientific workflows and en-
ables verification of published claims without requiring the end-user to perform
any manual installation and configuration. Examples of the tools made available
in Docker containers here include the alignment tool (BWA mem) used in the
Alignment workflow and STAR aligner used in the RNA-seq workflow.
6.4.2 Evaluating Provenance Profile
The retrospective provenance profile generated as part of CWLProv for each work-
flow enactment can be examined and queried to extract the required subset of
information. Provenance Analytics is a separate domain and a next step follow-
ing provenance data collection in the provenance life cycle [30]. Often prove-
nance data is queried using specialised query languages such as SQL, SPARQL
or TriQL depending on the storage mechanism used. Query operations can com-
bine information from prospective and retrospective provenance to better under-
stand computational experiments. Hence, the provenance profile generated and
communicated as part of CWLProv RO when queried, helps in understanding the
derivation history of a given data product as discussed in Section 6.1.1.3.
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The focus of this thesis is not in-depth provenance analytics but we have
demonstrated the application of the provenance profile generated as part of CWL-
Prov. We have developed a command line tool and Python API “cwlprov-py” [332]
for CWLProv RO analytics to interpret the captured retrospective provenance of
CWL workflow enactment. This API currently supports several use cases as de-
scribed below.
6.4.2.1 Workflow Runs
Each CWLProv RO can contain more than one workflow run if sub-workflows are
designed to group related tasks into one workflow. In that case, the provenance
traces are stored in separate files for each workflow run. cwlprov-py identifies the
workflow enactments including the sub-workflows (if any) and returns the work-
flow identifiers annotated with the step names. Users can subsequently select the
required provenance trace and explore it in detail.
6.4.2.2 Attribution
Each CWLProv RO is assumed to be associated with a single enactment of the
primary workflow and hence assumed to be enacted by one person. As dis-
cussed previously, CWLProv implementation provides additional flags to enable
user provenance capture. A user can provide their name and ORCID details that
can be stored as part of the Research Object. cwlprov-py displays attribution de-
tails of the researcher responsible for the enactment (if enabled) and the version of
the workflow executor utilised in the analysis.
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6.4.2.3 Input/Output of a Process
Provenance traces contain associations between the steps/workflows with the
data they use as input or generate as output. A user interested in a particular
step of a workflow enactment can use cwlprov-py to identify and view the inputs
used and outputs produced and how they are linked explicitly to a given process.
6.4.2.4 Partial Re-runs
Re-running or re-using only parts of a given workflow has been emphasised [144]
as important to evaluate the workflow process or validate the published results
associated without necessarily re-enacting the workflow as a whole. cwlprov-py
uses the identifier of the step/workflow to be re-run, parses the provenance trace
to identify the inputs required and subsequently creates a JSON input object with
the associated input parameters. This input object can be used for partial re-
runs of the desired step/workflow making segmented analysis possible without
unnecessary computations. This demonstrates how provenance information if
communicated along with other resources such as workflow specifications can
help in partial/full reuse of the published research as discussed in Section 6.1.1.2.
6.4.3 Temporal and Spatial Overhead with Provenance
Table 6.2 shows the run-times for the three workflow enactments using both cwl-
tool and toil-cwl-runner on Linux and MacOS platforms with and without en-
abling provenance capture as described in the evaluation activity section. These
workflows were enacted at least once before this time calculation, hence the tim-
ing does not include the time for Docker images to be downloaded. On a new
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system, when re-running these workflows for the first time, the Docker images
need to be downloaded which may take significantly longer than the time spec-
ified here especially in case of the Somatic Variant Calling workflow because of
the Docker image sizes.
Run-time and storage overheads are important for provenance-enabled com-
putational experiments. The choice of operating system and the provenance cap-
ture mechanisms such as the operating-system level, application-level or workflow-
level as well as the I/O workload, interception mechanism and fine-grained in-
formation capture are all key for provenance [333, 334].
It is noted that the time differences between the cwltool and toil-cwl-runner
enactments are due to the default parallel versus serial job execution in the case
of toil-cwl-runner and cwltool respectively. The “scatter” operation in CWL when
applied to one or more input parameters of a workflow step or a sub-workflow,
supports parallel execution of the associated processes. Parallelism is also avail-
able without scatter when separate processes have all of their inputs ready. If suf-
ficient compute resources are available, these jobs will be enacted concurrently
otherwise they are queued for subsequent execution. Compute intensive steps
of a workflow can benefit from scatter features for parallel execution by reduc-
ing the overall run-time. Both Alignment and Somatic Variant Calling workflows
utilise the scatter feature to enable higher degrees of parallel job execution in the
case of toil-cwl-runner which explains the time difference for the cross-executor of
these two workflows. The difference is negligible for RNA-Seq workflow how-
ever, since it is comprised of serial jobs with comparatively small test data.
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6.4.4 Output Comparison Across Enactments
We compared the workflow outputs after each enactment to observe the concor-
dance and/or discordance (if any) of the workflow enactment results produced
across the platforms and across the executors. As CWLProv RO refers to data with
hashed checksums, these checksums are utilised for result comparison. The com-
parison was made between the output files generated by the different enactments
against a single “truth-set” output file and checksum available in the respective
Git repositories.
The checksum of the output data generated for the cross-platform and cross-
executor comparison data as a result of the initial enactment and re-run using the
CWLProv ROs was concordant in all but one cases. Specifically, the “correctness”
and agreement of the outputs given different execution environments (e.g. plat-
form and executor) held true with the exception of the Alignment workflow. The
Alignment workflow produced varying outputs after every execution even with
the same executor and platform. The output of the alignment algorithm, “BWA
mem” used in this workflow is a non-deterministic algorithm as depends on the
number of threads –t and the seed length –K that can affect the output produced.
While the seed length in this case was set to a constant value, the number of
threads varied depending on the availability of hardware resources at run-time,
hence resulting in varying output for the same input files.
6.5 Discussion
This section discusses the ongoing and future work with reference to enriched
provenance capture and the associated enhancements to both the CWLProv stan-
dard and its implementation.
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6.5.1 Compute and Storage Resources
The CWLProv format encapsulates the data and workflow definitions involved in
a given workflow enactment along with its retrospective provenance trace. As
discussed in Section 5.2.1.2, CWL as a standard provides constructs to declare ba-
sic hardware resource requirements required for a particular workflow enactment
and workflow authors can encouraged to provide this information in the “require-
ments” section of CWL as a “ResourceRequirement”. These requirements can be
declared at the workflow or individual step level, to guide platforms/executors
in the establishment of the required resources. This information indirectly stores
some aspects of prospective provenance with respect to the hardware require-
ments of the underlying system used to enact the workflow. Currently this infor-
mation is only available if formally declared as part of the workflow specification.
In future, we plan to include these requirements as part of provenance for a given
workflow such that all such information is gathered in one space and users are
not required to inspect multiple sources to extract this information. This informa-
tion can subsequently be used as a pre-condition for the successful enactment of
a given workflow.
As CWLProv is focused on retrospective provenance capture of workflow en-
actment, we plan to include provenance information about the compute and stor-
age resources utilised in a given enactment to fulfil R19-resource-use of Table 4.1.
Documenting these resources will allow users to analyse their environment and
resource allocations before execution, as opposed to trial and error methods that
may result in multiple failed enactments of a given workflow. Despite the obvi-
ous importance, most existing provenance standards lack dedicated constructs to
represent underlying hardware resource usage information as part of prospective
or retrospective provenance. In the case of complex workflows using distributed
resources, where each step can be executed on a different node/server, including
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all this information in a single PROV profile may clutter the profile and render
it potentially incomprehensible. Therefore, creation of a separate Usage Record
document in the CWLProv RO conforming to GFD.204 [300] to describe Level 1
(Section 4.4.2) and potentially Level 2 (Section 4.4.3) resource usage in a common
format that is independent of the actual execution environment would be benefi-
cial.
Capturing such resource usage records requires a tighter integration with the
execution platform, that is only available in tools such as Toil or Arvados. At
present the reference implementation cwltool does not exercise fine-grained con-
trol for task execution. Detailed raw log files can also be provided as Level 0
provenance, as demonstrated with cwltool, but these will by their nature be be-
spoke and customised per execution platform and thus remain non-standard. Re-
lated work that is already exploring this approach is cwl-metrics [299], which anal-
yses raw cwltool log files in combination with detailed Docker invocation statis-
tics using the container monitoring tool Telegraf4. Ongoing collaboration with that
group is exploring adding these metrics as additional provenance to the CWLProv
research object with summaries in PROV and GFD.204 formats.
6.5.2 Provenance Profile Augmented with Domain Knowledge
CWLProv benefits from leveraging best practices proposed by numerous studies
(Table 4.1) including use of standards for workflow representation, resource ag-
gregation and provenance tracking (Section 5.2). We posit that the principle of
following well-defined data and metadata standards enables explicit data shar-
ing and reuse. In order to include rich metadata for bioinformaticians to produce
specialised Research Objects for bioinformatics to achieve CWLProv Level 3 as de-
4https://www.influxdata.com/time-series-platform/telegraf/
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fined in Section 4.4, we are investigating re-use of concepts from the BioCompute
Object (BCO) project [169]. This domain-specific information is not necessary for
computation and execution but for understandability of the shared resources.
We encourage workflow authors to include such metadata and external iden-
tifiers for data and underlying tools, e.g. EDAM identifiers. These annotations
will be extracted and represented as part of the retrospective provenance profile
in CWLProv. Domain-specific information is essential in determining the nature
of inputs, outputs and context of the processes linked to a given workflow enact-
ment [269]. This information can be captured in a CWLProv RO if and only if the
workflow author adds it in the workflow definition. Hence achieving CWLProv
Level 3 depends on the individual workflows and workflow authors.
6.5.3 Big -omics Data
While aggregating all resources as one download-able object improves repro-
ducibility, the size of the resulting Research Object is an important factor in prac-
tice. On the one hand, completeness of the resources contributes towards min-
imising the workflow decay phenomenon by minimising the dependence on the
availability of third party resources. On the other hand, the nature of -omics data
sizes can result in hard-to-manage workflow-centric Research Objects that leads
to considerable overheads.
One solution is archiving big datasets in online repositories or data stores and
including persistent identifiers and checksums in the Research Object instead of
including the actual data files, as previously demonstrated with BDBags [283].
While CWL executors like toil-cwl-runner can be configured to deposit data in a
shared repository, the cwltool reference implementation explored in this study can
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only write to the local file system. External references raise the risk of unavail-
ability of data at a later time. Therefore we recommend including the data in the
Research Object if sufficient network and storage resources are available. Future
work may explore post-processing CWLProv ROs to replace large data files with
references to stable data repositories, producing a reduced size Research Object
for transfer where individual data items can be retrieved on demand, as well as
reducing data duplication across multiple related Research Objects.
6.5.4 Customised CWLProv RO with Selected Jobs Provenance
Workflows may have necessary intermediate steps in which data are large, but
not particularly interesting, such as converting a tab-separated file to a comma-
separated file. Provenance data from such steps can greatly increase the storage
cost with little information gain. Such data can often be recreated by re-applying
a given transformation step. Future CWLProv work could add options to ignore
capturing outputs of specified shim steps, or ignoring files over a particular file
size [244]. Shim steps employ tools to convert the output of the previous step
into an acceptable format for the next step in a workflow. For example in our
case study RNA-seq workflow, RNA-SeQC required an indexed BAM file whilst
the output of STAR or Picard MarkDuplicates is only comprised of the BAM file.
Hence, the SAMtools index was utilised afterwards to make the aligned reads
analysis ready for RNA-SeQC. A WMS may also only capture provenance at a
particular provenance level (see Section 4.4). It is envisioned that such partial
provenance capture can be indicated in the RO manifest as a variant of the CWL-
Prov profile identifier to give the end-user a clear indication of what to expect in
terms of completeness.
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6.6 Enforcement of Best Practices –An Open Problem
Recommendations and best practices from the scientific community are proposed
frequently to guide researchers to design their computational experiments in such
a way as to make their research verifiable and reusable. This can include best
practices for workflow design as well as for resource declaration, software pack-
aging and configuration management [156] to avoid dependencies on local instal-
lations and minimise manual processes, e.g. for dependency management. The
term “Better Software, Better Research” [335] applies directly to workflows and the
workflow design process.
Declarative approaches to workflow definition such as CWL encourage users
to explicitly declare everything in a workflow, improving the white-boxness of
retrospective and prospective provenance. Such workflows should ideally trans-
parently communicate the complete research process used for producing given
data artefacts. However, it is entirely up to researchers to implement approaches
to produce well-defined workflows with explicit details capturing provenance
traces at the appropriate level. This currently requires considerable effort on the
workflow designer (primary author’s) behalf.
As one example, the alignment workflow used in this case study (Section
6.2.2) embeds bash scripts and complex JavaScript expressions into the CWL
command line tool definition, requiring another layer needed to be explored for
provenance information extraction. Specifically it combines multiple underlying
tools such as BWA-mem, SAMBLASTER and SAMtools view into one command
line tool description document used for the step “Align”. This approach is similar
to most pre-built pipelines and GUI based systems where the tasks are masked
into one activity for simplified user view as discussed in Section 3.3.2. These three
underlying tools perform different functions however and should be treated as
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three independent steps with separate CWL command line tool descriptions.
Despite using CWL for workflow definition and CWLProv for provenance cap-
ture of the alignment workflow, the declarative constructs discussed in Section
5.2.1.2 are not fully utilised as each underlying tool is not explicitly declared as
an independent step. This results in a provenance profile missing critical infor-
mation making it coarse-grained. The raw logs capturing the enactment are also
not always informative in these cases. These factors hinder the transparent com-
munication and complete provenance capture of the individual steps performed
and the parameter settings that are utilised.
The three criteria defined by Cohen et al. [144] to be followed by workflow
designers include: modularized specifications, unified representation and work-
flow annotations. CWL facilitates a modular structure to workflow definitions by
coupling similar steps to subworkflows. As an interoperable standard, it provides
a common platform moving towards resolution of the heterogeneity issues of
workflow specification languages. In addition, users can add domain-specific an-
notations to data and workflows to enhance understanding of the shared specifi-
cation. All these features can be utilised by workflow designers to produce better
workflows and maximise the information declaration resulting in semantically-
rich and provenance-complete CWLProv ROs.
Workflow-centric initiatives similar to software carpentry [336] and code is sci-
ence [337] are one possible way to organise training and create awareness around
such best practices. Community-driven efforts to consolidate the understanding
of requirements to make a given workflow explicit, understandable and repro-
ducible should be made. Furthermore, not only awareness about the workflow
design is needed, but also the availability of the associated resources should be
emphasised e.g. software containers or software packages, big datasets in pub-
lic repositories and pre-processing/post-processing that needs to be included as
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part of a given workflow. Without putting such proposed best practices into
actual practice, the complete communication and hence the reproducibility of
workflow-centric computational analyses is likely to remain challenging.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
True science thrives best in glass houses where everyone can look in. When the windows
are blacked out, as in war, the weeds take over; when secrecy muffles criticism, charlatans and
cranks flourish –Dr Max Perutz (1914-2002)
Presenting science in glass houses instead of ivory towers depends on transpar-
ent communication on the researcher/authors’ part and rigorous scrutiny from
the audience comprising the scientific community, funding bodies, policy mak-
ers, journal reviewers to name a few. Provenance is an essential criterion to bring
transparency to scientific investigations and establish trust on the reporting of
research results. When documented methodically, provenance should facilitate
understanding of the research process followed to reproduce any novel finding.
The increased adoption of sophisticated computational methods in data-intensive
experiments such as -omics analysis, where most of the artefacts are linked with
experiment are digitised and can/should be disseminated when findings are pub-
lished. It is important that these artefacts can be utilised for verification of the
associated findings or re-used fully or partially as supporting tools for studies
adopting the same methods or with the same overarching goals.
The goal of this thesis was to further the understanding of the fundamen-
tal elements of bioinformatics workflow provenance and develop mechanisms
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for the standardised representation of workflow-centric studies and tackle the is-
sues with transparent communication of provenance information and its reuse.
The objectives and the research outcomes of this thesis align well with the FAIR
principles [307] with respect to workflows and especially the Interoperability and
Reusability of in silico workflow-centric components. The R in FAIR is also re-
ferred to as Reproducibility1 which is also considered as a crucial provenance
application of this thesis. During the process of empirical and pragmatic analy-
sis carried out during this research, we extracted several overarching conclusions
that can apply to any scientific workflow-centric study irrespective of the research
domain.
As Tim Peters2 says “explicit is better than implicit”, the same rule applies to
workflow definitions. Incomplete or coarse-grained provenance is often caused
by implicit assumptions considered needless to be stated during the workflow
design, however these can directly impact on future workflow enactments. These
intricate details if not captured and communicated via provenance when publish-
ing a workflow analysis directly influence the transparency of any computational
methodology. Therefore, approaches to workflow definition should be built on
the principles of explicit declaration of the requirements of each analytical step
required for workflow design to ensure comprehensive provenance documenta-
tion.
A second conclusion from this work is that workflow abstraction can address
the heterogeneity of workflow specifications to improve their interoperability across dif-
ferent WMS and computing platforms. Ideally, an abstract but executable workflow
representation guided by strict design principles extracted from well-defined and
widely adopted standards can be optimised and enacted by any supporting WMS
irrespective of the underpinning computing platform. Such workflow specifica-
1https://www.slideshare.net/carolegoble/being-fair-enabling-reproducible-data-science
2https://github.com/python/peps/blob/master/pep-0020.txt
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tions should contain references to any/all software dependencies required to be
satisfied including the lower level dependencies, e.g. at the container, configu-
ration or package manager levels. CWL is an exemplar of one such standard-
ised approach that is termed as the “future trend” [175] and “lingua franca” [144]
for large-scale workflow design that enables portability of workflow analyses.
Leading WMSs are moving towards and supporting CWL. Examples for bioin-
formatics analysis platforms adopting CWL include Galaxy and Taverna (imple-
mentation currently in progress). Examples of platforms delivering end-to-end
bioinformatics solutions adopting CWL include Seven Bridges3 and Arvados4.
Examples of distributed-computing oriented workflow engines such as Toil are
either already supporting enactment of CWL workflow specifications or mak-
ing significant progress in this respect. We have demonstrated in the previous
chapter how adopting a workflow definition approach supports sophisticated ab-
straction levels supporting syntactic, semantic and pragmatic interoperability of
the workflows.
A third conclusion discussed in Section 6.6 was based on an example from
practical experiences. Specifically, it was identified that an immediate need ex-
ists for initiatives focused on creating awareness about best practices associated
with workflow design processes to improve provenance documentation. Prove-
nance capture and its subsequent use to support published research transparency
and integrity should not be treated as an after-thought but rather as a standard
practice of up-most priority. As evident from literature reviewed during this
research, the assumption of black-box provenance is often associated with the
workflows and used to justify the coarse-grained provenance of workflow steps.
This makes the finer-grained traceability between independent tasks, their pa-
rameters and results difficult/impossible. It is argued that with well-defined
3https://www.sevenbridges.com/
4https://arvados.org/
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standards for provenance and declarative workflow definition approaches, this
assumption can be addressed by adopting best practices put forward by the sci-
entific community. Despite the use of declarative approaches, users still might
not explicitly differentiate between independent tasks leading to black-box rep-
resentation of provenance. A simple example of implicit information can be seen
in case of the workflow described in Section 6.2.2, where a single workflow step
was used for performing three independent tasks by invoking three underlying
tools. This clearly requires the implementation of a more modular solution as-
sociated with these tasks resulting in a sub-workflow. We do not require new
standards, new WMSs or indeed new best practices, instead the focus should be
to implement, utilise and re-use existing community-driven initiatives handling
different aspects of computational experiments. The remainder of this chapter
summarises the contributions of this thesis and the implications of the research
carried out along with its limitations and future directions to be explored.
7.1 Contributions
In this section we enumerate the contributions made in this thesis and describe
how these contributions address the research questions defined in Section 1.3 by
meeting the objectives defined in 1.2 that are summarised in Table 7.1.
To answer the research question RQ1: “How do existing WMSs handle differ-
ent aspects of governance?”, we have made the following contribution.
C1.1: Taxonomy Classification
The provenance taxonomy devised in this thesis (presented in Chapter 2),
focuses on provenance aspects specific to scientific workflows that are to
develop deeper understanding of workflow provenance and the supporting
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resources that are required to fully utilise the captured provenance informa-
tion. To fully utilise this provenance information, this taxonomy improves
understanding of the supporting artefacts and can serve as a guide when
any workflow definition approach or WMS is evaluated. This contribution
partially meets our objective “To investigate how various workflow definition
approaches address the key aspects of provenance” (O1).
C1.2: Workflow Definition Approaches Classification
Due to the myriad workflow definition and implementation approaches,
and the variety of platforms available for genomic data analysis, a categori-
sation was necessary for informed provenance analysis. We focused on sev-
eral leading exemplar systems representing different approaches. Specifi-
cally, we classified existing workflow definition approaches into three broad
categories: Domain-specific Pre-built Pipelines, Graphical User Interface
(GUI)-based Integrative Workbenches and Standardised Approach to Work-
flow Definition. This categorisation identified the commonality and unique-
ness of the different systems. This contribution along with C1.1 meets our
objective “To investigate how various workflow definition approaches address the
key aspects of provenance” (O1).
To answer the research question RQ2: “What are the key artefacts that must
be documented for comprehensive provenance capture in bioinformatics work-
flows?”, we have made the following three contributions.
C2: Identification of Implicit Assumptions
Through the empirical study implementing a complex yet widely used vari-
ant calling workflow on an exemplar system using each category of work-
flow definition approaches devised in C1.2, we identified a range of under-
lying implicit assumptions of each approach. These assumptions lead to
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Table 7.1: Contributions made in this thesis to answer the Research Questions
RQs Contributions Presented In Meets Objectives
RQ1 C1.1, C1.2 Ch2 O1
RQ2 C2, C3, C4 Ch3, Ch4 O2, O3, O4
RQ3 C4, C5 Ch4 O5
RQ4 C6, C7, C8, C9 Ch5, Ch6 O6, O7
missing details and documentation of workflow enactment provenance re-
sulting in coarse-grained provenance. Understanding the implications and
subsequent impact of such assumptions and hence avoiding them leads to
finer-grained provenance documentation including documenting the arte-
facts required for transparent communication of the workflow analysis. This
contribution detailed in Chapter 3 meets our objective: “To identify implicit
and explicit assumptions of workflow definition approaches that lead to incomplete
provenance documentation” (O2).
C3: Comprehensive Recommendations
We proposed a set of recommendations to mitigate the assumptions iden-
tified through C2. These recommendations guide the scientific community
on the choice of workflow framework, licensing and generally open-science
practices that can be used to improve the capture of fine-grained retrospec-
tive provenance to address a key application of provenance information, re-
producibility. This contribution detailed in Chapter 3 extends the work done
to meet our objective: “To identify implicit and explicit assumptions of workflow
definition approaches that lead to incomplete provenance documentation” (O2) by
providing a generalised but comprehensive set of recommendations identi-
fied through the empirical study.
C4: Identification & Understanding of Provenance Artefacts
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This contribution was made with the help of empirical case study under-
taken for C2 and C3 (Chapter 3) as well as through the literature classi-
fication (Chapter 4). The assumptions in C2 are characterised to identify
missing artefacts from workflow provenance and uninformed workflow
design practices that lead to incomplete workflow provenance documen-
tation. The identification of these artefacts impacting the provenance gran-
ularity improved the understanding of crucial factors that must be consid-
ered when designing, enacting and sharing a workflow and its associated
analysis. The details of these artefacts are presented in Chapter 3. This con-
tribution meets our objective: “To develop an understanding of the essential
factors/artefacts/resources that must be captured as part of provenance in light of
the identified assumptions in O2” (O3).
Instead of basing further research on a single empirical study, the under-
standing of such factors was further extended to include the experiences
of the scientific community. The recommendations and findings presented
in the existing literature focused on best practices with respect to work-
flow design, implementation and communication of workflow-centric re-
search. These recommendations were summarised and characterised to
identify the fundamental factors that should be considered carefully for
complete provenance documentation and its application. This contribution
was presented in Chapter 4 meets our objective: “To extend the understand-
ing of such resources from O3 by revisiting literature dedicated to designing best
practise recommendations for workflow-centric research and compiling these rec-
ommendations” (O4).
To answer the research question RQ3: “How can we devise a hierarchical
provenance framework encompassing community experiences that can serve as
a guiding principle to determine the state of provenance of a given published
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analysis designed using a particular workflow definition approach?”, we have
made the following contribution.
C5: Conceptual Provenance Framework
This research made a (theoretical) contribution by modelling a hierarchical
conceptual provenance framework. Given the considerable heterogeneous
nature of workflow-centric studies due to the different workflow definition
approaches, implementations and choice of sharing mechanisms, devising a
rigid framework dependent on a specific technical environment is unlikely
to address the requirements of all workflow studies. Therefore a conceptual
incremental framework was proposed that can be followed irrespective of
the computing platforms and specific computational methods used, to anal-
yse and maintain a certain level of provenance for workflow-centric analy-
ses. The explicit enumeration of the levels of this framework help quantify
the effort required to re-use a workflow and reproduce a given experiment.
This contribution presented in Chapter 4 meets our objective: “To devise a
conceptual provenance framework utilising the compilation done in O4 to capture
the fundamental artefacts identified in O3 and O4 in a hierarchical fashion” (O5).
To answer the research question RQ4: “How can we leverage existing ab-
straction and standardisation techniques to realise the provenance framework
and demonstrate its utility?”, we have made following contributions.
C6: CWLProv –Standard Format
This contribution actualises the hierarchical provenance framework by iden-
tifying and choosing the workflow definition, provenance representation
and resource aggregation methods that support interoperable and compre-
hensive workflow-centric research. Leveraging initiatives such as CWL, re-
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search objects and PROV-DM, we devised CWLProv –a format that struc-
tures the artefacts associated with any CWL workflow enactment. The choice
of workflow definition approach is being widely adopted by various plat-
forms and extends the impact of this contribution to all CWL-enabled plat-
forms. CWLProv research objects provide a means for consistent inter-WMS
and inter-computing platform communication of the research process due
to their standardised nature and well-defined serialisation format. In this
case we utilised BagIt which makes validation possible through use of ex-
isting BagIt libraries. The contribution presented in Chapter 5 meets our
objective: “To demonstrate the working of the framework from O5 by formulating
a standardised format for interoperable workflow-centric analysis representation”
(O6).
C7: Practical Implementation
We have extended an existing workflow executor –cwltool for CWL work-
flows, by implementing CWLProv and demonstrating the utility of the prove-
nance framework (C5) and how it leverages standardised representation
(C6). This implementation is available as an optional module which when
invoked creates annotated and provenance-rich workflow-centric research
objects by aggregating and preserving data and methods utilised in a given
workflow enactment. The evaluation of C5 and C6 was made possible
with this implementation. This contribution presented in Chapter 5 partially
meets our objective: “To assess the effectiveness of the solution proposed in O5
and O6 with real-world bioinformatics workflows.” (O7).
C8: Interoperability Demonstration
A case-based evaluation of C5 and C6 utilising C7 to enact three commonly
implemented real-life bioinformatics workflows designed by independent
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groups provided a clear demonstration of interoperability of the CWLProv
ROs across different (heterogeneous) platforms. This contribution presented
in Chapter 6 partially meets our objective: “To assess the effectiveness of the so-
lution proposed in O5 and O6 with real-world bioinformatics workflows.” (O7).
C9: Supporting Tool Development
We have contributed to the existing CWL-related tool ecosystem5 by devel-
oping cwlprov-py, a command line tool and Python API to explore CWLProv
ROs and interpret the captured provenance of CWL workflows. This tool
is currently supporting several use-cases including enabling partial re-runs
of a specific sub-workflow/workflow step by extracting requirements from
the provenance profile and utilising the aggregated resources in the respec-
tive CWLProv RO. This contribution presented in Chapter 6 partially meets
our objective: “To assess the effectiveness of the solution achieved after meeting
O5 and O6 with real-world bioinformatics workflows.” (O7).
7.2 Limitations & Future Work
In this section we discuss some methodological and practical limitations of the
work undertaken in this thesis and identify potential future research directions.
The empirical case study presented in Chapter 3 can be extended in two ways.
1. First, the work is linked to using a single exemplar system from each work-
flow definition approach. Future work could focus on extending the case
study to include other WMSs such as Taverna, bcbio-nextgen, nextflow or
5https://www.commonwl.org/
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BioWorkbench and then re-evaluating the implicit assumptions made in the
different approaches and their impact on provenance.
2. Galaxy was used in the case study in Chapter 3. However, since the time
of conducting the case study, Galaxy has introduced various new features
relevant to provenance, including support for container-based technologies
and Bioconda recipes; enhancements to the Galaxy platform include conda
auto initialisation, hash tags for data/collections, Singularity support and
options for choosing specific archived tool versions. These features should
be included in future studies to determine the impact on workflow prove-
nance and handling of implicit assumptions.
The practical implementation of CWLProv was only done for only one work-
flow executor, cwltool. Extension of WMSs supporting CWL to enable support
for effective sharing of workflow artefacts is another direction for future work.
The evaluation activity included only two executors where the CWLProv RO was
generated by only one executor (cwltool). With more implementations in place,
this evaluation activity could be extended across different WMSs.
As the standards and approaches leveraged in this research are domain-agnostic,
the findings and principles can in principle be applied to any scientific workflow
irrespective of the research domain. However, as this thesis focuses on the prove-
nance challenges of bioinformatics workflows, the requirement analysis and test-
ing has been carried out using bioinformatics workflows. The requirement anal-
ysis activities such as the empirical study and literature exploration could be car-
ried out in other domains to explore, enhance and contextualise the provenance
framework and determine the extent that it meets the requirements specific to the
given research area.
In addition to the above, several directions are discussed in Section 6.5 that
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could be explored. An important limitation of the open access and sharing mech-
anism advocated strongly in this thesis is data security and privacy, which typi-
fies the -omics, biomedical and clinical domains. This limitation can be a practi-
cal bottleneck in adopting the proposed format for sharing content addressable
data artefacts. This will adversely impact the open publication and transparent
sharing of artefacts utilised in a workflow analysis. We have not explored data
privacy in this thesis however it would be a tremendous benefit if future research
can contribute in this direction.
7.3 Impact
The contributions of this thesis have already impacted recent work by other re-
searchers. The empirical case study and its findings are already contributing in
shaping recent research [213] as stated below:
“They show a set of aspects associated with each SWfMS that hinder the under-
standing and reproducibility of workflows, including lack of documentation and prove-
nance data. For each aspect, the authors propose recommendations that, together with
provenance patterns, could facilitate reproducibility. Our approach supports some rec-
ommendations raised by the work, such as the availability of workflows and the frame-
work through public repositories. In addition, through machine learning techniques, we
demonstrate that it is also possible to predict the execution time of workflows based on
provenance data from previous executions. In future work, the use of these techniques
may support other recommendations raised by the authors.”
The conceptual hierarchical provenance framework and CWLProv format are
now utilised as a guide by the Nextflow team to implement research object sup-
port for the nextflow pipelines [219, 220]. This is a clear representation of a
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practical case where the provenance framework devised in this thesis has been
employed by other independent groups for understanding the requirements of
provenance without explicit dependence on a particular type of workflow speci-
fication. All of the WMSs supporting nextflow can benefit from the interoperable
ROs that are generated through this work.
As a practical implementation for creating CWLProv RO, the cwltool can be
used as a feature complete reference executor. Therefore, anyone using cwltool
for CWL workflow enactment will directly benefit from this contribution. Indeed
a recent effort focused on extending toil-cwl-runner6 has commenced which will
provide support for CWLProv RO generation after workflow enactment.
Overall this thesis has significant implications for the conceptual understand-
ing of bioinformatics workflow design, resource sharing mechanisms, provenance
capture and subsequent reuse. CWL, the workflow definition approach selected
to implement CWLProv, has a rapidly growing audience with various active im-
plementations enabling its support on different WMSs. As the work done in this
thesis was not produced independently but rather through international collabo-
rations with continuous feedback from the scientific community through formal
meetings, e.g. during the Bioinformatics Open Source Conference (BOSC) 2017
and 2018, CWLProv can be considered as the core current approach for exchang-
ing and sharing results of any CWL-based workflow enactment across all WMSs
supporting CWL or indeed using it as a default workflow language.
WMSs without CWL support can also benefit from the contributions of this
thesis. These systems can translate their native output objects and local prove-
nance logs (if any) into CWLProv ROs and share these objects through open ac-
cess repositories to make the outputs of the workflow enactments accessible and
interoperable.
6https://github.com/DataBiosphere/toil/issues/2390
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In summary, this thesis has presented an in depth analysis of the related lit-
erature, carried out practical and pragmatic investigations and made significant
contributions towards improving the provenance capture and transparency of
workflow-centric analyses. Overall the practical implementation and evaluation
of the proposed solutions with respect to reproducibility and interoperability ad-
dress the overarching hypothesis set in Chapter 1, namely:
Declarative and platform-agnostic workflow definitions with high degrees of abstrac-
tion that leverage standardised and provenance-aware resource aggregation can help ad-
dress the reproducibility and interoperability issues present in workflow-centric scientific
research.
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